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, We 
’^put the ' 

- Ultra 64 
head-to-head 

with the 
Saturn and 

PlayStation to 
see how it 

will 
perform. 



We've had Jungle and 
now it's time for Urban. What 

next Miner's? 

(apart from 
- Rob) 

Learn how to beat your mates every 

single time with our complete ^ 

playing guide. 
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Fat blokes in tights 

grapple in front of 

old ladies, you 

know you love it. 
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More Nintendo extras than 
you can shake a joypad at, 
and they could all be yours 
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And just think... by the time this reaches your 

funny little eyes, the NU64 will be even closer! 

RPO 
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^ j he Ultra 64, formerly known as the Ultra 
Famicom in the east, will be making its 
Japanese debut very, very soon... at the 

much-hyped Shoshinkai Show. Got long lost rela¬ 
tives in Japan? Find 'em as quick as possible, and 
instruct them in a loud, unquivering voice to get 

down to the shops 'sometime between the 1st 
and the 21st of December', then. However, news 

has also reached us that the Nintendo bosses are 
considering scrapping the lonely Japanese release 

altogether in favour of a simultaneous US release, 
due to a lack of launch software. At the moment 

it looks as if there'll only be a couple of titles 
available straightaway - the Mario RPG we 

reported on last issue, and Paradigm's 3-D flight 
sIm, Cobra. Nevertheless, anticipation rife, the 

TOTAL! team are sweating like shepherds... 

NINTENDO NEWS 
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TOmU NtMTENDO NEWi 

X 

BLIMEY! 
Christmas 
is only an 

issue away! 
And slap me 

giddy with a kipper if 
you’re holding the very 
best Christmas present 
guide right here in your 
sweaty little hands! So let 
TOTAL! tell you exactly 
what’s what in the thrilling 
world of Nintendo... it’s 
gonna be great... we’re 
gonna have a party... 

UUntA 64 PAD UPDATE It currently looks as if Nintendo will soon be doing a they did with the SNES 

- releasing the Ultra 64 with just 

one of the 

controllers we showed 

you in issue 46. So - 

no two-player fun 

until you can afford a 

second, then. But just 

take a look at our 

brand new pics of the 

redesigned NU64 pad, 

snaffled straight from 

the dribbling bowels of 

Nintendo HQ... as you 

can see, things have 

moved on a bit since we 

showed you the artist's 

impression of two 

months ago... 

Afinfencio 
Sfammedf 

Virgin Our Price - sellers of all things lovely - have attacked Nintendo 

for the high prices of its carts. They reckon that things are going to be 

very tough for publishers and retailers over the next year or so, even 

though the Saturn and - pah - PlayStation have just arrived. 'Most of 

the new SNES releases just cost too much,' a spokesman for Virgin Our 

Price said, 'This'll make retailers worry about stocking them.' Still, with 

the quality of recent SNES releases, it looks as if retailers have a lot less 

to worry about than they might think... 

Nintendo have just announced the release of the fifth Virtual Boy cart - 

Mario Clash. Billed as the first 3D hop-'n'-bop Mario game, it's an 8-meg 

affair, and sees our little pal attacked from all sides by the various 

enemies he encounters. 

Mario's not to be pitied for this, though. Fight back, he can. 

Storyline? Right: The Clash House Tower has been invaded by a host of 

baddies, and it's Mario's job to clean up. And with 99 levels of this, each 

consisting of pipes and narrow platforms, you should get pretty good at 

saving Mario's hairy Italian neck by the end of it. Early signs are that it 

should be available upon the Virtual Boy's official release. 

MORE 
GAME 
ROKS 
PLANNED 
Retro-gamers will be quivering like 

staplers to hear that Nintendo plan to 

release arcade-perfect renditions of 

their '80s smashes Defender and Joust, 

for the handy, hand-held Game Boy 

and - naturally enough - Super Game 

Boy. To be released as a 1-megabit, 

one- or two-player cartridge, the fourth 

in the series of Game Paks features 

'that game where you shoot aliens' 

(Defender), as well as 'that other one 

where you sit on an ostrich and joust 

people' (Joust). Should be out in the 

shops now, priced at £29.99. More 

information can be found on the 

Internet. Get to 

http://www.nintendo.com 

ULTRA 64-€MNFmMED 
€SAMESUPDATE 

I 
; Blimey! These games just keep getting confirmed! Roll your happy little eyes over what we've 

j managed to confirm this month, by using just some fax machines, some telephones, some 

I people, Britain, America and Japan. Not bad, eh? 

I ■' Ultra Mario Kart 
Donkey Kong Fantasy 

I ' Mega Man 
I " Street Fighter 
i Final Fantasy VII 
I ■' Ken Griffey Junior Baseball 

Gidden Eye 
Frank Thomas Big Hurt Baseball 

" Ace Driver 
Mission: Impossible 

; " Soulstorm r 
} '' ultra Mario Bros 
i ' Alien trilogy 

■ Quake 
I " Killer Instinct (version yet unconfirmed) 

0 TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 95 



mimtenpo news 

rrsL.. ANomER one 
Not content with spraying 

their Mega Man produce j 

liberally throughout this 

month's TOTAL! reviews action, 

Capcom and Marubeni have also 

told of plans to release Mega Man 

5 onto the Game Boy this 

February. Billed as the toughest 

Mega Man adventure yet, Mega 

Man is a four Meg action cart, 

which should keep the avid plat- 

form/shooty fan more than happy 

for many a Mega Man moment. 

Total will Keep you updated... 

so. vou 
arb the 

HEGAWg^ 

After reports of a virtual disaster upon the Virtual 

Boy's international release, Nintendo's executive 

vice president, Peter Main, has responded with a 

volley of long words and supportive sentences. 

From behind a cloud of angry spittle, he said 

'Look, Nintendo is the only company that has 

successfully moved into the third dimension, and 

we've done it with the Virtual Boy. Not only is 

Virtual Boy selling extremely well in the shops, but 

more than 40,000 people a day across America are 

testing the system through a rental programme'. 

So there. 

rrs...AN€ymER 
Get a bandwagon. Let it roll through the streets of a town called popularity. Now 

watch the money-grabbing TV companies and their smartly suited execs, like, 'jump', 

er, on the 'bandwagon'. Um... anyway, what with the likes of GamesMaster, Total 

Reality and E having banged away at our eyes the past few months, Scottish 

Television have decided to create 'The Totally Interactive Game Show', which claims 

to say goodbye to 'smoothy celebrity hosts, bimbos and buzzers', yet features (ahem) 

Big Al and the Jeepster. Hmm... Anyways, it's on your screens as you read this (if 

you're reading this at 4:15 on a Tuesday) on the channel known as ITV. 

S.P.E.C.U.LJV.T.I.O.N 
Shame People Eat 

Children Under Legal Age - 
TOTAL! Ingest Only 
Ninetysomethings 

Nintendo would seem to be continuing to 

think very hard indeed about their possible 

Ultra 64 CD add-on. As we reported last 

Issue, the Ultra 64 will start 

off as a 100% cartridge based 

machine, but plans 

concerning a hybrid or 

upgrade machine are 

■ currently being chucked 

about. Lovely. We've received 

- ahem - leaked news that a group of rebeh 

lious Nintendo engineers are pretty keen to 

get started on the project, which should 

come as welcome news to software devel ■ 

opers currently annoyed at Nintendo's strict 

cart-purchasing terms. We reckon that it'll 

take at least 18 months to surface, with a 

price of at least f 175. Oi - just you 

remember where you heard it first, and we'll 

be sure to keep you updated... 

TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 95 



phone4ns, competitions 
83land loads of action 

weekend 

Soccer AM eveiy SahHd^ 
Soccer Exbcl eveiy Sunday 

yotr weekend 



BBStENPO new^ NBntendo 

ULTWtA earn BE FACT: Playing about with Nintendo is far, 

far more interesting than playing about 

Thanks to our top-secret sources hidden deep 

within Nintendo UK, TOTAL! can now exclu¬ 

sively reveal that when the Ultra 64 is finally 

released in Britain, it will feature 'components 

of various alloyed metals' and be 'encased 

within a specially moulded plastic casing'. 

More news as we get it... 

with a few million quid! 21-year-old Ian 

Jackson from Enfield recently scooped the 

National Lottery jackpot of £3.1 million, 

but carried on staring soullessly at his 

screen even when told the news. What a 

sensible and commendable young man. 

a Name: Danny ‘Nev Boy' Wallace 
o Occiqntioa: Staff Writer, TOTALI 
o yost likely to be found; Weeping, quietly, in a comer 

Aa I stt ben typinc Hiti. ^ oOic* to sUrat am for* quiet cbeotoT 'Nrv Boy, Nev Boy*, end eveiy 

Super Bomberman 2 still 
keeping hold of that top 
slot... how long before its 
sequel gives it the boot? 

News has just reached us of plans for a new 

type of Virtual Reality for the SNES. Virtual 

Products Ltd have developed the new 

i-glasses, which connect to your console to 

feed full colour 3D images to your eye-likes, 

and ram top 3D stereo sound down your ears, 

Early signs show that it may initially retail 

for between £600 and £900... we'll keep 

you updated... 

Super Bomberman 2 

StarWing 

Animaniacs 

Mortal Kombat 2 

Mickey Mania 

Primal Rage 

Rise of the Robots 

Donkey Kong Country 

The Lord of the Rings 

Super Mario Kart 

Lemmings 2 

Batman Forever 

Cannon Fodder 

NBA Jam TE 

Secret of Mana 

‘ Futurenet, the on-line World 

Wide Web site that houses all 

^ Future Publishing's wise words 

f ^ it pictures, has been rated 

S 1 among the top 5% of all 

Internet sites (based on liveli- 

fun) by Point Survey - no bad thing. 

And over one million readers a month agree! See for 

yourself via http://www.futurenet.co.uk 

Now, as you all know, it's possible to reach the offices of TOTAL! via the wonders of wireless 

wanderings, these days. Just point yer Web browser at http://www.futurenet.co.uk, and all that. 

Oh - you can e-mail the team on rpegley@futurenet.co.uk, as well. But, should you find yourself, 

brain smoking, eyes blistered and fingers in a nervous state of dancing confusion when it comes 

to the Internet and what it all means to you, 

you're going to need a guide. A bit of help. A 

friendly cyberspace face. Well, either buy Future 

Directory from 

newsagents...), or settle down for an evening with 

Paradox - An Introduction 

To The Internet. At just under 45 minutes long, 

it'll tell you just about everything you wanted to 

know concerning the as-yet mystical Internet. Pop 

down to any good shop and buy one for a mere 

£10.99, or win one of the five copies we've got to 

give away. Just tell us - what is a modem? 

Answers to the usual blah de blah... HIpjEuSEffifSTSSS 

Donkey Kong Country 

Super Mario Land 3 

Zelda Links Awakening 

Kirby’s Dreamland 

Tetris 

Donkey Kong 

Super Mario Land 

FIFA Int. Soccer 

Space Invaders 

Warioblast 



New teams, new players, 
new stadiums, new strategies 

and new techniques. 

^ Realistic player sprites with brand 
' X, new animations and skills 
—^ Increased CPU intelligence to challenge 

beginners and experts alike 
36 international teams featuring recognisable 

celebrity players 
Real, live commentary, 7 different stadiums 

and new stadium video screen 
International Cup, World Series and fully 

editable tournament modes 
t2?2l] Choose from 16 formations, 8 strategies, 
^ 20 players and 9 adjustable player skills to 
EN create your perfect team 
Eg Four way play also possible 

niBai atom balls it ainU 



Where would we be without 
wires, eh? It’d be anarchy, 
mate. Wires are top. And, as a 
special favour to you - the 
avid TOTAL! reader <• we 
decided it’d be a good idea to 
tell you all about some of the 
finest wires on the market " 
today. But don’t go getting too 
upset if it’s the regUloFfix of 

videos, books and other top< I nonsense you’re after - it’s 
all bubblin’ happily witliiii 
the depths'of this month’s 

|| TOTAL! Sell Out... eat 
up, then... 

With Auto-Fire, Turbo-Fire and a 

Slow-Motion selector, the Super 16 

seems pretty well-equipped, and - 

blimey! - it is. The rather controver¬ 

sial design (anyone for Sega?), 

however, does mean that the pad will be a strange 

experience for die-hard Nintendo gamers at first. 

^ X And this wouldn't necessarily matter. It's just that 

^ % in a startling and worrying twist, the pad just 

[A I doesn't have the same quality feel of its - gulp - 

Mega Drive mate. Sorry. 

/ Overall: ★A ^ 

SUPER CLEAR 16 

One of the nicest looking pads ir 

the shops, this. Competition Pro have 

obviously been putting a lot of effort 

into creating a stylish and smart SNES 

pad, and come out with the Super Clear, 

16. Only one problem any of us could 

find, though. Sometimes - just some¬ 

times, mind - the buttons seem a little 

close together. 

Overall: _ 

SPRINT p^ 

|& Another sf^rni-clear pad. this 

one, and one th.3t sits qujfe 

hH nicely in the palm. A joypad 

with all fh^ ^t.indard options, 

^ it's a stylish and solid attempt" 

at livening up a previously dull 

market. Nice. ^ 

TRlBi^L iaP 
Fire Interm^tionfiil 

Forget ver five-player adaptors. 

Ram 'em up a camel. Nah - six-player 

adaptors are the future. And Fire 

Interndtional's Tribal Tap is one of the 

first on the market. Nestling near your 

SNES with all manner of fancy flashing 

lights and fiddly bits, it's possible to stick 

five pads into it at once, with a further 

one pad fitting in the other pad port. All 

in all, rather nice. Oh - 

and if you don't win / 

ours, phone 

on 

340079 

order your 

Mention our 

name and you 

won't even have to 

pay p&p. Nice, eh? 

Overall: ^ ^ ^ 

got a 

your j 

room? Pad 

from endless 'goes' on /Wario? Not ^ 

sure who to turn to for help and rompan- 

ionship? lurn to Competition Pro. then. 

Although a tad plain and simple lookinq. it does itn. 

job more than well, and certainly handles a lot better 

than any of tho annoyingly rectangular affairs v\/hich managed to 

make a home under your skin after a mere minute's worth of play 

Overall: k kk 



The very latest in wacky/tacky/jappy 

technology, this rather natty 

Multiplayer-adaptor is, in many ways, 

^^^'The Best Thing Ever'. Not only does ^ 

it allow you to humiliate -?- of your 

friends, as you cause their silly little 

faces to crumble and distort whilst 

pommeling their confidence into a 

messy jammy pulp 'at' Bomberman, but 

it also pacifies them, turning anger into 

^ love and distress into harmony, with its 

lovable, multihuggable exterior. Yes. So, either 

give Fire International a call on (01302) 751 428, or 

win ours! Choice is yours, like. 

Overall: ★ 

One of them auto-fire turbo things, 

the Heat Seeker takes the tried and 

trusted form of a standard SNES pad, 

but - hey! - uses a little bit of industry 

magic to liven things up just a bit. 

Although people with oversize hands 

will find it a welcome 

change, the pad does 

tread on the cumber- 

some when needed iilk 

tor intricate games- 

playing. Still, bags 

of options and a 

quality-feel make it a 

joypad well worth 

considering. 

Overall: a ^ ★ 

It’s THE SFX special effects special! 

No frills or spills with this 

one, which actually makes 

quite a refreshing change. The ^ ■/;: 

pad fits quite nicely in the hand, 

really does look quite at ■ " i i ^ V 
home next to the official Nintendo 

pad. Pretty basic, and not all that pleasing m 
to the touch, but certainly worth a pog. 

Overall: 

New from the shiny-shoed 

at Hasbro comes top 

new piece of gaming kit. Th<* 

Hypc^rScore an electronic ^ 

which. the 

wonders of modern technology 

j— ^ and the invention of the 

electric telephone, is able to 

pipe your scores straight into Teh*text , where 

111 i I you're; placed into a huge ruddy great gaming 

I leagues Best thing since shouting. 

. Overall: ^ A 'A A A 

\uh JV, Sioeh^f Omnicd, Vidm, AUddd cutd ntme. 

-/bsiaiDi'ji'/M 

i 



Like what you see, do you? Don't blame 

you, mate. Lots on offer, as it were. But ~ 

before your little legs start bounding 

you into the video shop for your Country 

Line Dancing vids - don't you think 

you'd better cover all yer angles? Eh? 

C'mon - enter the Sell Out. You know 

you want to. 

All you've got to do to stand a 
chance of winning the sleek plastic 
loveliness draped lady-llke over 
these three pages is tell us whether, 
in your opinion, staples should be 
outlawed in this country. No less 
than ten words, mind, and any 
entries using the words 'fiddle', 
'bamboozle' or 'yahtzee' will be 
severely deaK with. SEVERELY. 

Send your entries to: TOTALI Loves 
The Post Room Boys But I Think 
They're Silly, TOTALI, 30 Monmouth 
Street Bath BA1 2BW. Now, off to 
the shops with youl 

Rules: 
O Have you got anything to do with any of 

the companies featured in Sell Out? Off you 

sod, then. 

• Any multiple entries will be placed in a 

special magic bin, and taken away to a i 

mystical tip miles away from here. In | 

Twerton, I think. I 
• Those were the rules. Goodbye. Danny. I 

SCIENCE FICTION 
( H Science Fiction is a 

^ ■ wunnerful thing, innit? And 

to bring you closer to dreams 

of high-tech, high-spec worlds and 

powerful robots 'going wrong', of 

smooth-talking strangers who vomit 

pink, jelly-like blood, and of planets in 

imminent danger of 

colliding with huge 

.. ^ baby eels. Or 

something. Well, 

s to celebrate the 

' ... rampant elf's 

r mother that is 

Science Fiction, 

■■■■r we've gotten 

together with 

Warner Home 

Video, to bring you NOT ONLY some of | 

the best science fiction of today, BUT 

ALSO the best of many a year ago. So, 

drop to your carpet-worn knees and 

pray you win our copies of Highlander, 

Batman, Batman Returns, Outer Limits 

4 and 5, Babylon 5 (vols 6 and 7), we've 

got to throw around! Each retails for 

between £7.99 and 

£10.99, and is very, very 

V ^ indeed. 

COLDFI INGER 

nwisnawAu 

2 SHAKEN NOT 
STIRRED 

Danny used to go to school 

with James Bond, you know. 

Anyway, TOTAL! have gotten together 

with MGM and United Artists to give 

away a copy of each of what we 

reckon are the best in Bond entertain¬ 

ment. None of that Timothy Dalton 

rubbish or Pierce Brosnan nonsense for 

us! Just yer Sean Connery, Roger 

Moore and...er... George Lazenby (who 

hell he? - A sausage) in some of the 

tippitytoppiest spy-related action this 

side of Keithley. All videos are avail¬ 

able in the shops and worth a 

whopping (but surprisingly 

fair) tenner each. BUY 

THESE VIDEOS NOW! T1 1 ^ i 

BOOK MUNCH 
TITAN Books - a name synonymous with power, with glamour, and with 

books. TITAN Books is a name that strikes fear into the hearts of penguins, 

mandarins and other small things. Like... er... 

methuens. Oh - and a name that we in the TOTALI 

office like shouting very loudly indeed. Especially 

when they offer to forcefeed us their ridiculously 

good books, and then toss a few into the mass of 

eager, TOTALI-reading TOTAL! readers. So, thanks 

to a lady called Ruth, we've got three copies of 

Jr% The Simpsons Comics Spectacular, three copies 

of Beavis and Butt-Head: Holidazed and 

t / Confused, and three copies of Ren and Stimpy: 

Tastes like Chicken. Each is worth £6.99 and 

/ comes with its own cover, words and paper. Ace! 

Will Carling. What a man. And, surprisingly, I t " ^ 

a man who can play rugby quite well. If 

you'd like to be described by someone at ^ 

TOTAL! as 'a man', and you'd like to be able to play ^ 

rugby 'quite well', then you're going to need the 

brand new Will Carling video from Paradox video, 

which ordinarily, would cost you £10.99, but, thanks to 

the likes of us, could be 'winging' its way to you in a mere week or 

two. Will picks his Dream Team! Scrummy! (Fired! - Rob.) 

COMMERCIAL 
BREAK 
Celebrated funnyman, die¬ 

hard entertainer and practising 

friend of OJ, Leslie Nielsen 'stars' in this 

far-too-bleedin'-American Christmas 

stocking filler. 'Les' - as I like to call him - 

takes us through the finest and funniest 

in what he spent months of research 

finding - adverts. 

Whattaguy. Each 

video will be 

quacking like a 

duck this Christmas 

in shops around 

the country, and 

retailing at a 

piffling £9.99. 

^ Astrion video 

have given 

us five, and 

vve want 

you to 

> , have them. 

Win, win, 

win... 



THE ACTION'S NOW 
HOTTER THAN EVER! 

200 National and International teams with more 
challenging opponents. Tournaments, Leagues and Friendly Game 

Modes, Penalty Shoot-outs and faster action all in 4 megs. 
The most sophisticated and original football gameplay for Game Boy! 

AVAILABLE FOR 

T«HQ INTERNATIONAL LTD, 4 THE PARADE, EPSOM, SURREY KT18 SDH. TEL: 01372 745222 
EA SPORTS AND THE EA SPORTS LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF AND ELECTRONIC ARTS IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF EUCTRONIC ARTS. 

NINTENDO, GAME BOY, SUPER GAME BOY AND THE OFFICIAL SEALS ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO CO. LTD. BLACK PEARL SOFTWARE IS A TRADEMARK OF T‘HQ, INC. © 1995 T*HQ, INC 



f 7# Writing about videogames all day long... easy life, 
/# mate. But just how do you kick the notoriously 

/m sturdy closed door open, and manage to shove one 
m achingly talented foot into the industry’s not unintimi- 

ja dating hallway? We thought that the best way to do 
1- this would be to show you exactly 

I how other people managed it. So, in 
pj the first of a series of ‘How To’s, 

TOTAL! tells you exactly what you 
want to know about getting into the 
videogames industry - starting, natu¬ 

rally enough, with 
videogames jour¬ 
nalism. So 
TOTAL! took a 
gentle wander 
around Future 
Publishing... 

HOW THE HELL...7 
Editor, TOTAL! 

ROB 

Rob - the bloke you hate to love actually started out on 

sister magazine Sega Power. 'I just applied for a job adver¬ 

tised in The Guardian/ says Rob modestly. 'Every Monday 

The Guardian is full of writing jobs (including ones here at 

Future!).' Surely there was more to it than that oh exalted 

one? And how did you know that TOTAL! was your destiny? 

'Well I first decided I wanted to get into magazines when I 

started writing for the Student Newspaper at University. Then 

when I left college, I pestered loads of local magazines and 

fanzines for work and then started earning some money for it. 

I did myself a really wacky CV and sent it everywhere, until 

Future finally recognised my brilliance.' 

After Sega Power, Rob buggered off to London to launch a 

magazine, but unable to get Nintendo out of his head he 

returned to TOTAL! via a brief stint as Deputy Editor on Ultimate 

Future Games. Now the jolly editor of TOTAL!, he has only a 

smidgen of advice: 'Read as much as you can and learn from it as 

you try to develop a writing style. Then try and get as many quali 

fications and as much writing experience as you can, so that your 

CV is credible. And finally don't give up, you'll get a lucky break 

eventually.' Nice bloke, Rob. 

•Make yourself a CV - a piece of paper which explains every¬ 

thing about you. Get your name, address, date of birth, 

qualifications and general interests on it, and write a covering 

letter explaining why you'd be the perfect choice for whatever 

job you're going for. 

•Practice your writing, and develop your own style. 

• Send examples of your writing or artwork to potential 

employers. Oh - but make sure it's all - y'know - correctly spelt 

and so on... 

• Get yer GCSEs... 

•Don't do as Thicky Dyer did and send a small French car to a 

potential employer instead of a normal '1CV'... 

• Don't expect immediate action unless the job's been adver¬ 

tised, right? 

• Keep on trying - some people who didn't 'get in' first or 

second time are now bleedin' editors! Honestly... it's a 

disgrace... 

•Don't make your CV too off-the-wall - yeah, so you're going for 

a creative job, but don't, for example, send it all off on the 

brightest, most eye-knackering paper stock you can find... 
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HOfWntEHEU^..? 
Editor, Super Play 

ALISON 

Alison first started 

thinking about a 

career in jour¬ 

nalism after leaving 

university with top 

grades, a youthful 

outlook and silly, 

girly, shoulder 

length hair. After 

seeing a job on bike 

mag MBUK adver¬ 

tised in the local 

press, Alison applied 

and waited around. 

Although she didn't 

; get that job, her paperwork was kept on file, and Future 

i Publishing decided to contact her when another position 

became available. 

' Starting as the Production Assistant on the EXCELLENT 

I weekly magazine New Computer Express, Alison later 

! became the Production Editor on... um... Amiga Shopper. 

; But, never one to give up hope, Alison moved on to fulfill 

; the same role for GamesMaster, before being promoted and 

starting as Sega Power's Deputy Editor, and, finally, editor 

[ of Super Play. Advice? 'A lot of people think that a love of 

I games is all you'll need to be able to review 'em. But you're 

also going to need to be able to write readable, informative 

and - hey! - sometimes even witty things. So get yer English 

qualifications! And adopt some kind of immune system to 

screens > first of all you play the games while staring at one 

screen, then you write about 'em while (guess) staring at 

another. Migraines aren't that unusual in my office... 

although... um... that might be the stuff I spray under my 

arms... er...' 

i' staff Sub, GamesMaster 

i WILL 
It 

[| After hearing about the joys of videogames journalism from 

a friend. Will Groves decided to apply for a job he'd seen 

advertised in the national press. After a couple of on-the- 

I spot reviews and writing tests, he was offered a position on 

GamesMaster. Now fully-employed in the day-to-day 

rigours of magazine publishing. 

Will's charming West- 

Country ways provide many 

a happy Future Publishing 

Limited hour. And, when he's 

not beating Danny 6-0 at 

fS52, he's just full of helpful 

advice: 'Always keep your hair 

tidy. And, if you're serious 

about getting into the 

industry, make yourself a 

proper CV, and send it with 

examples of your work to 

potential employers, right? 

Make it as visually impressive as 

you can, all neat and lovely, like.' 

HOW THE HEMJU..? 
Editor, Ultimate Future Games 

MARCUS 

Marcus Hawkins, recently hailed by the BBC's Total Reality 

series as 'Andi Peters' natural successor', is but a young 

tadpole in a pond full of fossils. He managed to get his first 

job - Editorial Assistant on GamesMaster magazine - by just 

turning up at the office and asking if there was anything that 

needed doing - 

for free. Being 

the talented 

chap that he is, 

he soon landed a 

job as UFG's first | 

Staff Writer, 

where he's 

steadily risen 

up the ranks to 

the heady 

heights of 

editor. When 

asked what's 

needed to 

make it into 

videogames 

journalism, 

Marcus 

adopted a 

strange 

twitch in his face and legs, and simply 

muttered 'Persistence'. Still - it's not an easy job, he reckons. 

'Consistently producing a quality magazine, month after 

month, is a beast of a task to pull off. Deadlines, soft- and 

hardware problems, late nights at the office... it can all be a 

bit of a nightmare...' 

HOWTHEHEUL_? 
staff Writer, TOTAL! 

DANNY 

Danny actually 

started 'doing stuff' 

for Future Publishing 

while on work experi¬ 

ence at 15. Since then, 

he's been a regular at 

the offices, freelancing 

his way through school, 

and contributing to 

magazines like Sega 

Power, Super Play, 

GamesMaster, Ultimate 

Future Games and The 

.net Directory before 

being sucked kicking and 

screaming into the vast bubbling world of Nintendo exclusives 

that is TOTAL!. Now a massive 18 years old, Danny has some 

unusually wise advice: 'School, right, is dull. That's a given. 

But, if you can, get as much out of it as possible. Get into the 

Sixth Form - you can have an unusually good time, and it also 

shows that you're dedicated to whatever you're doing. That's 

what I reckon.' 
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Not quite sure what the first step you 

should take really is? Don't quite know 

your CVs from your CDs? Need a bit of 

guidance? Cast your ball 

likes over our fancy 

advice column, and 

find out all about the 

mystical chimps we call 

Curriculum Vitaes... 

1 Right - first of all 

work out who you are, 

and all that stuff. Done 

that? Well, write it down, 

then. All of it. Name, date 

of birth, nationality, 

general interests, the 

works. And make it NEAT! 

2 Now you've got your 

basic CV, what you'll 

need to do is think of places 

to send it. Look out for jobs 

in fancy media-style papers, 

or - blimey! - even down you 

local job centre sometimes! 

3 Found a place to send it? 

Write them a covering letter, then, 

explaining exactly why they should give 

you a job writing for their magazine. 

40oh - but before you 

send it off, though, slap 

a creative hat on. Write a 

review of a game you know 

quite well, but try and make 

it a reasonably recent 

release. An ability to write 

is often more important to 

potential employers than 

huge ruddy great fistfuls 

of qualifications, so make 

it good. Yeah? 

5 Send yer stuff off. Oh - 

but don't expect an 

immediate reply, as your 

application thing might 

just end up being kept on 

file, and brought out 

when someone like Rob 

gets the inevitable 

sacking treatment. 

Okay? 

HOWTHEHELM^, 
Art Editor, TOTAL! 

JON 
At one stage, Jon Billington, artist 

extraordinaire and short-haired Lotus- 

drivin' ladies' man, spent most of his time 

sitting at home drawing comics. Once he'd 

realised that he was good enough to be 

published, he began to pester various 

publishing houses for a job. And - 

blimey! - he managed it too. Soon 

seeking fame and wealth in the 

videogames market, however, he landed 

a job with - ahem - a certain other 

'computer and video games' magazine 

before moving onto designing Amiga 

Format Specials for the tinkers at 

Future Publishing. And, after a brief 

stint on Games Zone, finally made it 

to TOTAL!. He says: 'Hey, kids, now 

listen. Study hard at school, and 

don't toss around in lessons. Oh - 

and if you've got any boring 

relatives with dull, monotonous, 

[ mundane jobs, IGNORE THEIR 

ADVICE!' Thanks, Jon mate. 

Managing Director, Future Publishing 

GREG 
Although no one has seen or spoken 

to 'old man Ingham' in years, it is 

generally believed that he sits behind 

locked doors even today, cigar in one 

hand, stuffed white cat under other. 

According to popular folklore, the man 

who pays our wages started out by 

creating his own weekly computer 

newspaper, (hilariously titled 

Computer Trade Weekly) which quickly 

became the industry's leading printed 

voice. Then, he joined Future 

Publishing, and rose through the ranks 

to enjoy the life of fast cars, French 

food and foreign travel he now has. 

Um... behind those locked doors, 

'course... er... 

RECK€XNl Y€HJ CAN HANDLE 
So then - we've given you the basics. You know what you 

have to do. But even that might not be enough to guarantee 

you a place in the industry. So, because we love you, and 

because we're always on the look out for fresh, young writing 

one of our highly esteemed writers, do you? Don't blame you, 

mate. So do I. What we want you to do is send us a sample 

review (250 - 300 words should do it), and we'll do the rest. 

Make it funny, make it serious, make it anything you want to 

talent, we've decided to take a chance on you. Fancy becoming convince us we should give you a job. And then start praying.. 
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To many people Pinball represents true arcade 
fun, where the need for speed is addictive and 
quick hand to eye co-ordination essential. Pinball 
Mania brings the whole pinball experience to life 
in the palm of your hand. Flashing lights, bounc¬ 
ing atmospheric soundtracks and rapid 8-way 
scrolling keep your eyes firmly fixed on the ball, 
and your fingers burning the buttons. Choose 
from four exciting tables and discover those hid¬ 
den bonuses, ball traps, and 1,000,000 point skill 
shots with multi-flipper play. Have a ball with the 
KICK OFF table or play TARANTULA to put some 
bite back into your handheld fun. Bored of being 
locked up with the same old cartridges, then initi¬ 
ate a JAILBREAK. Alternatively hit the JACKPOT 
and take a gamble on this game... you’re sure to 
find it a winner. 

illliUtli'.Hl) iGAMEfEK 

TAKE A SWING AT THE CHAMP! He's king of 
the ring and wears two championship belts. 
Every heavyweight in contention wants a piece 
of Riddick Bowe ... but big daddy wants to 
rumble you! 
STEP INTO THE RING ... WITH THE HEAVY¬ 
WEIGHT KING! • Career Mode - lets you create 
- and save your own fighter • 25 ranked fight¬ 
ers and 65 different boxers in all - each with 
his own personality and fight style • Fighters 
age realistically throughout their careers • Cool 
blow-by-blow sound effects • Extensive punch 
selections • Individual round and career stats • 
The only side-by-side boxing game for the 
Game Boy. 

DUEL IN THE DESERT WHEREVE^YOU 60! Now 
you can take the fury of modern^armoured com¬ 
bat with you wherever you go - SUPER BATTLE- 
TANK™ roars onto the Gameboy®! Take control 
of the fearsome M1A1 battletankf and power over 
the dunes to wreak havoc on the enemy! All of the 
Mi’s lethal armaments are at your command - 
smoke screens, the 7.62mm machine gun, and 
the mighty 120mm main cannon! Realistic mis¬ 
sions and manoeuvres put you in the thick of the 
dangers of modern armoured warfare! 
• The newest in the best-selling SUPER BATTLE 

TANK series! 
• 10 action-packed missions! 
• Battle dangerous hordes of sophisticated Soviet- 

made weaponry! 

GAMETEK 

STAR TREK® GENERATIONS BEYOND THE 
NEXUS™ TRAVEL INTO THE FINAL FRONTIER! 
Re-live the ultimate STAR TREK Adventure on 
your Nintendo Game Boy®! Based on the new 
STAR TREK® GENERATIONS movie from 
Paramount Pictures. BEYOND THE NEXUS™ 
puts you in the middle of the most crucial mis¬ 
sion of the U.S.S. Enterprise™! 
On this voyage, a bizarre phenomenom brings 
together two of the famed starship’s most hon¬ 
oured crews! You’ll work side-by-side with char¬ 
acters from the original STAR TREK series and 
the popular syndicated hit STAR TREK: THE 
NEXT GENERATION®! 
It’s an incredible adventure in the 24th century! 
• Encounter Klingon and Romulan starships in 

simulated 3-D Space! 
• Based on Paramount Pictures’ seventh STAR 

TREK motion picture! 

Distributed by Gametek UK Limited, 258 Bath Road, Slough, Berkshire SL1 4DX, United Kingdom. 



Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you see before you four 

so-called ‘super consoles’. In the trial that follows you will 

learn of their movements over the past two years. You 

will, distasteful though it may seem, be forced to examine 

the evidence put before you. Evidence that suggests that 

these machines, with their allegedly superior capabilities, 

have been promoting themselves, each of them, as ‘the 

next big thing’. It will be up to you to evaluate the evidence 

and decide, beyond reasonable doubt, that each of their 

claims of supremacy are founded, or if they are simply, to use a 

legal term, talking guff. The court is now in session. 
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Need for speed: Cruis*n USA it 

ain’t, but popular enough. 

The Need For Speed 

If they were after the high speed 

thrills of Ridge Racer, 3D0 owners 

didn't get it. However, what they 

did get was a great-looking road 

racer with a superbly realistic feel. 

The gameplay proved a winner 

with the punters and the game 

received rave reviews. 

Return Fire 

A top-down military combat game 

in which the players could take out 

a variety of vehicles such as jeeps, 

tanks and helicopters in order to 

carry out simple missions that invari¬ 

ably Involved lots of high speed 

manoeuvring and shooting. The simplicity of 

the game made it amazingly playable, but 

while the gameplay was kept simple the 

graphics were tarted up with some excellent 

scenery and some well-implemented scaling 

300, « .» <-« 

furthest. YOU were annou than 

and claimed to be a go you calcu a 
anything else that was o ^ farther, we have to 
this figure is a matter o couc^ ■ ,,her mach-nes 
consider the fact that at the t. ^ 

available were “^o’ 3bout later^ 
called CDi who, inoden ''' sjng if they weren t so 

such strident claims would , ^gy have been, 
misleading. 50 times calculations, but as 

' thanks to some bizarre and ^re ^^^^pigy ,s 
thiscourtroomhasprov^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

what counts. And what 'w p^.^h of... sor^ 
that when you 'hit the sttee V ^hops on 

WM7 y«. y«. V-y™ « W «l« to .ppoar 
. As I was saying tne tu:» .^p.p very well 

I r«r»r»rp than the 
facttnav. — 
good deal niore than the 
current competitors for his 
services. While offering few 

additional features. 

something to really 

crow about. Apart 

from a few awkward 

loading times it 

pretty much did 

everything the coin- 

Graphics 
70,000 polygons/sec with effects. 1,000,000 plain 

polygons/sec. Gouraud shading. Max 640x480 resolution, 

24-bit colour. 

DSP at 66MHz. 2K cache. 

Power 
Power PC 602 processor at 66MHz. Custom ASIC chip with 

up to 10 graphics and audio co-processors. 

u ^ verdict? 

'"the case of 3DO versus th 

mm 
upgraded yourself *i._ 

general public, how 

op did. It could be 

argued that the 

game was already 

waning in popularity and was 

about to be surpassed by MK3 but 

what the heck, it was still one of 

the top combat games of all time 

and what's more it had reached 

the 3DO unscathed. 

effects. What's more the soundtrack 

(thumping classical music such as the Ride Of 

The Valkyries) made it a gung-ho experience 

of amazingly playable proportions. 

Super Street Fighter X 

Based on the coin-op of the same name, 3DO 

owners thrilled to the fact that they had 
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Motorola 68000. Hitachi SHl, 

Daytona 

A fine piece of software. But not without its 

^ faults. It plays much the same as the coin-op 

and graphically the level of detail is pretty 

close. But what it couldn't achieve was the 

smoothness of the arcade game or the speed 

with which the scenery was created. What 

you're left with is the poor man's version of 

the coin-op, not something that eager 

punters expected from this expensive 

console. It does play well, but the redrawing 

of the backgrounds really does take away a 

lot of the excitement that was generated in 

the lead up to Its release. It looks especially 

poor when placed next to Sony's superb 

R/dge Racer. 

Virtua Fighter 

Probably the most successful Sega arcade to 

home conversion. Although the game itself 

was looking a little dated anyway, It was 

replicated almost perfectly and the excellent 

gameplay came across without a flaw. What's 

more Sega recognised that more could be 

done so a follow-up called Virtua Fighter 

Remix is now on sale with much more 

^ graphical detail to bring it up alongside 

^ the likes of Tohshinden and Tekken. 

% 
CL:. a glimpse at what the next generation 

consoles would do for the platform 

game. The gameplay is very traditional, 

^ ^ but packed with neat ideas and it all 

develops very well the more you play. 

The innovation comes in the form of a 

3D environment which, while not allowing 

you total freedom, does enable you to get 

the excitement of traditional platform game¬ 

play but played in and out of the screen as 

well as left and right. Sadly, Sony went one 

better and moved the platformer a stage 

even further with Jumping Flash. 

rather 

sick. 

••*^LAY 

People having fights, 

You can get that 

free in prisons. 

Hmm... Okay 

graphics-wise, 

but lacking 

everywhere 

else. 

I •-dales and Centlf^^^ 

'"the case of Saturn ve 
do you find the defend- 

Gf lty Your Honour " 

bef„V^*‘"'"’^°‘'tooha 
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Public, how 



oh the Empire and the power of the Darli Side in fhi^ 
thrilling c^verSion^ofLucasArts Star Wars finest challenge; 

Onginal 

[CNIolendo) 

Seal of 
Quality 

Faithful to the 16 bit version, control Luke, Hah, Chew6acca, 
Leia or Wicket the Ewok. Battle through perilous missions, 

^ pilot space vehicles and then ultimately destroy the 
Death Star restoring freedom to the galaxy. 

ffl !£ 



— Sony PtaystaUon 

The Jury would to well to learn by the experiences of two other consoles who had 

the idea that they could be players in the increasingly bloody war that is the Next 

Generation console race. First there was the Neo Geo from SNK. Never designed to 

be a mass market piece of kit it offered arcade quality games to discerning. It 

was originally cartridges based with the machine costing around £400 

and the cartridges well over £100 each. It's major flaw was that it 

only really offered beat-'em-ups, puzzle games and the occasional 

blaster. More recently a CD based system was introduced with 

CD games retailing and little more than those of the rival 

consoles but still the games were restricted to the genres set 

1,500,000 polygons/sec. 360,000 shaded polygons/sec. True 

colour from 16.7 million colours. Max 640x480 resolution. 

24 channel DSP at 44KHz. 

Ridge Racer 

How anyone ever 

expected Namco to 

squeeze the technically 

amazing Ridge Racer 

coin-op onto a little 

PlayStation is beyond us. 

But they managed it. And 

the only noticeable 

difference was that the 

scenery drawing wasn't 

quite as smooth. That 

aside the conversion Is 

phenomenal. Of course, 

with the additional power 

the Ultra 64 will be able to 

better it graphically, but 

they'll have to work very 

hard to better the game- 

play. Okay, this is a 

Nintendo mag and 

Ridge Racer is on the 

PlayStation, but credit 

where credit's due, this 

is probably the finest 

racing game ever seen 

on a home console. 

Tohshinden 

Stealing the thunder from 

Sega, Sony quickly boshed out 

this 3D beat-'em-up to go up 

against Virtua Fighter. But 

rather than just mimic Sega's efforts they 

went straight for the jugular and in graphica 

terms at least bettered VF. The characters 

were more imaginative and all of them 

featured fully texture mapped polygons 

giving the fighters a much more impressive 

look. As far as the gameplay went, most 

people would agree that \/F was the better 

game, but Tohshinden only fell slightly short 

of the mark. It looks like Sony's machine is 

home to a fine racer and, damn them, a 

mighty fine combat game too. 

Hmmm. You are a ^ 
name of PSX, you appeare on videogame arena^ n 
stoTm of speculation as to your difficulties and 

a short space of b-thus firmly 
changed your name to PlaySta^ 3,,,,ncuering mult.med a «pe 

a games .^is honesty, others would see 

XeSvTundermining^^^ a superior 

glimpse at the f utur , ^ ^ if any, is true in y 
and above all, to decide whi<^ V ^ your case Mr 
and out supremacy in your are^^^ whether a young 

PlayStation, I urge the jury ^p^gng from 
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nowhere, , 

Xet, and who appears to 
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50,..ndWthisWdpro»s,^ 

J an Individ..'’ 

„o,t.d,.nd.n.i..'»wi.>.odt«nil<.«0'»- 

: architecture at 33MHz. 

Jumping Flash 

Simply amazing. Despite being a 

bit short and easy. Jumping Flash 

really shows where Next Gen plat 

formers should be heading. It's set 

in a spectacular 3D world in which 

you have complete freedom to 

move around. Most of the action 

involves leaping great heights 

then plummeting back to earth 

and the feeling of depth and 

height is stunning. Another 

huge brownie point for Sony. 

found not guilty 

worthV? worthy competition than 1 ^ ^ ''"9 
urge you not to Xrt t 

--ods to retain VourT^ ^ 
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Ultraviolence 

- what the 

Ultra 64 does 

best, we 

think. 

The Holy Grail 

jUller Iristifict 
IFhis was the coin-op that was supposedly 

going to introduce the public to the capabili¬ 

ties of the U64. In the event it turned out that 

the game was simply running on traditional 

arcade hardware. However, the game was a 

triumphant blend of traditional beat-'em-up 

with all the playability of the MKs and SFs of 

this world and also boasted amazingly atmos¬ 

pheric rendered visuals and some incredible 

sounds. Also, the game won't be appearing in 

its original form on the console. Instead, a sort 

of pumped up sequel will be specially devel¬ 

oped and all indications are that it'll be strides 

better than the coin-op. 

Blimey! Look at the 

rendering on that! 

Cruis’n USA KyywyKpM 

Another arcade game that 

doesn't actually run on 

U64 hardware, this again 

supposedly showed what 

would be available to the ^ 

home user when the 

console finally hit the streets. It's a more fully 

realised game than either Ridge Racer or 

Daytona with it's large number of courses and 

action packed street races, but somehow the 

adrenaline levels aren't quite as high as 

those of the other 

two games 

Thicky Dyer wrote 

this nonsense, so 

address any 

complaints to him... 

Other rumoured releases 

Almost certainly due to arrive on the Ultra 64 

are the following; Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, 

Ultra Doom, Top Gun, MKS, Red Baron, Final 

Fantasy 7, Star Wars Trilogy, Metroid 4, 

Pilotwings 2, Ultra Mario, Ultra Starwing, Ultra 

Mario Kart. 

Ladies 
and Gentlemen 

verdict? 

in the case of Ultra 64 V 
how do you find the , 

Guilty Your Honour.' 

Due to the fact that 
are most impre 
unrivalled in its 

Nintendo, have an, ■ 
best videogame, 
that you are held 

he released in order to 
Pes that you will 

general public. out above. It's a cult machine and will never really 

be a contender. 

More tragic perhaps was the Atari Jaguar. When 

it launched it was indeed a powerful machine 

capable of generating some incredible 3D imagery, 

but it was nothing like the material that would 

appear on the Saturn and PlayStation shortly 

afterwards. It had always had price in its favour 

but a lack of quality in software terms and the 

lack of marketing muscle on the part of Atari means 

that it will now only ever be a budget alternative to the newer 

machines and won't sell in anything like the numbers of its competitors. 
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More racey 
beach scenes 
than Baywatch, 
this... 

Playing with your 
food again? This 

really is disgraceful 
behaviour, 

Jasminda... 

ew from 
the sparky 

trousers of 
game techies 
GameTek leaps... a 
flea. Nothing 

unusual about that, 
you might say. GameTek's PR people 

aren't renowned for their per¬ 
sonal hygiene, after all. But the 
odd thing about this flea is that, 
apart from having a name and 
being considerably bigger than 
any other flea ever, 'Frantic' - as 
his mates know him - is out to 
save the future of mankind. 

Fleakind. Er... 

orget your next generation racers. 

Everyone knows that the best rac¬ 
ing game of all time was based on 

little toy cars which raced around a series 
of household objects. It's true dammit. 
Micro Machines was the be ail and end all 
of racers, and now the sequel is Just 
arcMtfid the corner. But what do you do to 
improve the best race game of all time? 

You shove in more 
tracks of course. But 
more than that you 

also include a slew of 
new vehicles, lots of 
new hazards. 

r.?JF 



improved multi-player options and a it's either first or out - just like the first there are no records. Once you've set a 

superb time trial feature. game. The overall challenge is just as record, though, you can play again and 

This follow up is crammed with quali- great, only now there's no frustration at try to beat the time. The great part is 

ty editions and to list them all would getting knocked straight out when that the game records the movements of 

take up loads of space so let's just con- you first encounter an unfamiliar and your best lap so that when you try again, 

centrate on the better ones. To make the tricky course. you're actually racing an on-screen shad- 

game more user-friendly, and to help There's also a Super League feature ow which follows exactly the pattern of 

ease you into the action, the straightfor- with four sets of four characters. You your last best lap. 

ward start in the fourth division and have to There's a pile of other features too. 

challenge mode has been improved. Now, complete each race as high as possible to but they'll have to wait until we review 

Violet Berlin should^ 

never thee her thilly, 

freakith fathe on 

televithon again. I 
We thR. 

Just like to say a quick farewell to m 

our pals at Super Gamer, We love 

you, lads. Mike, Hayden, Dino... bye. 

for the first series of races you only have 

to come in the top three to qualify. Later 

you have to come first 

or second then even- 

j I tually, of course. 

gain points. You don't have to win every 

one, but you have to gain the most 

points to be promoted to the next divi¬ 

sion. 

The time trials are also a hoot. Initially 

the game. In the meantime we'll say that 

ptJkYERS: 1 
»eveuopeb- haus 

TEKNIKKA 
AVAIIAB*-^ 

frantic 
70/^ complete 

Anyway, a bus-load of aliens have 

taken it upon themselves to invade 

'Fleaworld', get all bossy and force the 

population into small, liberally-spread 

detention cells found through- " 

out the game. 

From the look of the game, it's easy 

to see that the programmers have been 

working their joypad-shaped faces into 

a sweaty, insect-induced fervour 

in the hope of creating a game ^ 

that not only looks good, but 

plays well, too. And, from what we've 

seen and fiddled about with, it looks 

like they're on the right tracks. Frantic 

himself enjoys 250 frames of anima 

, ~ tion, for example, with backdrops 

. and platforms finding themselves in 

^ < similar positions. And the gameplay - 

, although admittedly the version we 

g played was preview - seemed 

- friendly and instinctive 

"'v enough. Can't wait? Revel in 

next month's review... 



loody Football, eh? Will devel¬ 

opers never grow tired of 

churning the things out? 

Obviously not, but while us Brits remain 

as bonkers about the game as ever then 

who cares? The snappily titled 90 Minutes 

European Prime Goal takes the theme and 

handles it a little differently. Actually it's 

soccer that plays like an arcade game 

rather than something that's trying to be 

a realistic experience. Having said that, it 

also has quite a wide range of moves and 

strategies so it tries to give you the best 

of both worlds. Whether it works or not 

will remain a mystery until we review it. 

in the meantime here's a look at some of 

backheel pass. You can also centre the 

ball and shoot putting curve on the ball 

using the collar buttons as you do so. 

When you don't have the ball you can use 

some nifty button presses to perform 

direct passes, direct shots, slides, 

headers, overhead kicks and diving 

headers. Whether you can actually pull of 

not that different if you're familiar with 

other Japanese footy games, but it is 

rather different to stuff like FIFA and 

Sens# Soccer. The Japanese tend to go 

for speed, so this is really a super- 

fast version of /- 

the features. 

Using the D-pad serves two purposes. 

First it controls the direction of your 

player. Also, it determines the 

direction of a shot or a pass, 

r\ Each player can perform 

^ \ types of pass; a long 

/ >1 pass, a short pass and a 

the stunts before the super fast oppo¬ 

nents can wrestle the ball from you is 

another story. 

As for other options, there are tourna¬ 

ments, single games, training 

opportunities and so on. There's nothing 

Very hard to 

caption, these shots 

on the right. Don't 

think rii manage it. 

Is TOTAL! unfair to the elderly? 

Shout us your views, readers... 

M he Game Boy could 

well be gearing up 

k to welcome the 

best hand-held racer ever 

created this winter. 

Street Racer - a game 

which, to be honest, never looked like 

it would make it to our little 

Nintendo friend ** currently in 

mid-development. Only around 

60% completed at the mifiveiiSA 

the game still looks infpressive 

fHiough, with well-defined sprites 



That shot on the 

left - cool, is it? 

And that one on 

the right? Debs 

thought so. 

Work on Street 

Rocerb 

progressing at a 

hdr old rate... 

Quite a nice, well-rounded feet to^ese sh^ 

don't you think? I know I do. Certaimy, yes. 

>R: SNES 

,Ni: OCEAN 
BY: SOCCER SIM 

IS: OP TO eight 

OPER: NAMCO 

RLE: DECEMBER 

Tackle 'im! 

TACKLE *IM! 

and smooth ^cre^^ 

update. Each of the eight || " 

characters has their own , 

car which, surprisingly enough, 

hancfles very differently. No bad thing, if 

thinking about lastabiiity. And 

with both the soccer and rumble modes 

included, it looks like next year cotflll be 

off to quHie aifibrtp.. 

If you thought all 
videogame mags 
were the same... 

Think again 

PlayStation 
' Maiiazinem 

On sale now! 
With demo CD 

PlayStation 

The ‘PS’ logo and ‘PlayStation’ are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
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WrBstlemania has had us 
squeezing into iurid iycra 
and throwing each other 
around the office in a 
comedy manner. Great fun, 
but what are the teant^ 
most memorable fights? 

ROB 
On an old rope bridge 

strung between cliffs, 

above a 1,000-ft drop, 

blocking my path was a 

hideous wretch... I knew 

I recognised Danny from 

somewhere. 

DANNY 
I had a fight with a horse once. 

He just came up and chal¬ 

lenged me to a scrap. I may 

have elbowed past his wife a 

little roughly, spilling her 

Martini in the process, but he 

Just went mad. Kicking and 

bucking like a wild stallion. 

ANDY 
Well I had one pillow and my 

cousin had the other and I was 

beating him easily when this 

bit of bunched up cotton on 

the pillowcase caught me on 

the nose and my eyes watered. 

Erm, that's not the sort of 

thing you wanted Rob is it? 

TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 9S 



Oh woe. My cow has been abducted. Now I’ll 

have to go and pick up another one. Let’s 

Once collected, the cow goes in this cow shed. 

Now the milk will raise the gate. It’s obvious. 
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ROB SAYS... 
Yeah well, it's great and all that 
but I always preferred Mario 
type games. And with good- 
looking fare like DKC around 
I'm wondering whether this 
is technically impres¬ 
sive enough to turn 
people on. Still, it is 
jolly good fun and 
no mistake. 

^PETER\ 
Tougher than Scrappy 

Doo out not a paten on 
Hong Kong Phooey in 

the hero stakes. 

In this level you need to 

inflate and deflate your 

head for some reason. 

The word on the balloon gives a clue 

as to what*s In the box beneath. 

‘Impressive 
though it 
was first 
time around, 
Andy Dyer 
decides to 
take his 
woimoutfor 
a second 
series of 
adventures.’ 

open a mag or pass a billboard 
without seeing the wormy 

little bleeder festooned across 
it. And sure enough again 
there's now a cartoon series 

featuring the spineless superhero. 
But, curiously, the game didn't actually 
sell that well. That was cos it was another 

average old platformer though, wasn't it? No, 
actually. It was a bloody brilliant platformer. 
Ah yes, but It wasn't very original, was it? Um, 
well yes it was. It was chocka with original 
humour and novel touches that had rarely 
been implemented with such style and 
panache. Ah ha, but it played like a pile of 
poo, right? Wrong, the combination of stun¬ 

ning animation and super slick responsiveness 
coupled with elements of shooting action 

made it one of the most playable platformers 
ever. Hmm... but it was really small and easy 
to finish I seem to remember. Oh gawd no, my 
memory fails me on that score as well. 
Earthworm Jim had loads of levels, each of 

them huge, and those that weren't huge were 
pretty challenging. It wasn't the hardest game 
ever created, but for a platformer (which are 
notoriously easy to complete) it was quite a 

tricky bugger. 
Okay, I give up. 

Earthworm Jim was 
bloody brilliant, and 
while we hate having a 
go at our readers here at 
TOTAL!, we have to say 
that any of you who saw 
fit to ignore it were, 
frankly. Idiots. But It's 
nice to know that often 
in life we get a second 
chance. Well here's yours. 

Well, looky here. Last time we saw 

him Earthworm Jim was all set to 
become the most popular 

videogame character in the world ever. Dave 
Perry, head bloke at Shiny Entertainment was 
convinced his new hero would soon be the 
bee's knees in the games industry appearing 
in cartoons and comic books and all that 
malarkey. And sure enough, all the magazines 
raved about Earthworm Jim. You couldn't 

Move the hamster ball then get In the machine. 

This transports you through the level. 



couldn't have a 

ch^ on ihi 
ihouldersohada 

fish instead. 

of S?^® on, this 

'"aggot? 

i^TM 

In between levels this cow says Veil done* at 

four different speeds. No really, he does. 

Earthworm Jim 2 has arrived 

and it's sort of much the 
same in the way that 

it has a similar level 
of humour, superbly 

comical animation I 
and gameplay that 

flows as smoothly as 
snot dribbling down a 
baby's face. Again there 

are'Thasjes of levels, again 

they're all v^tie^^nd constantly surprising, 
and again there's rffths<Jhan the usual chal¬ 

lenge you'll find in platforitriecSii^tyle-wise 
It's no great departure from the first’gajne, 

but then, that never stopped Sonic The - 
Hedgehog (or even the Mario games if we're 
perfectly honest) did it? 

may be labouring the point a bit but this 
is top stuff. The first game was fabulous and 
this is equally so. I don't really know why the 
interest in the first game fizzled out almost as 

Aqoples in 
peril! Jim to 
ffie rescue! 

DANNY SAYS... 

I think the levels 
are easier in this 

follow-up, but having 
said that it's harder to 

complete the thing with the 
lives and continues that you are 
given. Also, you have to work 
to find the passwords which 
means you need to explore all 
the levels thoroughly. 

soon as it hit the streets (and I'm sure it still 
made a pretty penny for the people who 
created it) but it should have gone down as 
one of the most refreshingly orig¬ 
inal games ever. So If you 
missed it the first time 

, around, make up for 
the mistake now / \ 
and experience ^ ^ 

this second, and 
even better bout 
of beautifully 
barmy 
platform 

excellence 
ANDY 

At three points throughout the game, 

you have to play a series of little games 

in which you have to save a number of 

puppies from death by bouncing them 

to safety on a giant marshmallow. 

Don't laugh, it could happen. 
The food level. Watch out for the salt cellar, 

It’ll shrivel you up like Rob’s... (Nooo - Rob.) 

Not a good start. Jim has quite 

obviously missed this one. It’ll die. 

Ah ha. Jim realises he can dive and the 

puppy is saved from certain death. 

Get the bomb into the funnel and the 

dog throv^s it at Psycrow. Splendid. 
Collect four tokens and you’ll get a pass- 

v/ord. It’s not easy mind, oh no. 



cunning blind 
' salamander 
“*se will sort 

•s what 
*supto 
^ show 

I Roland 
since his 

sot canned. 

Jim drcuei as a 
blind cave sala^ 

mander. This 

leveTs vefy slow 

and soothing 

And weird. 

This bit’s very annoying because those 

blue things keep zooming down the screen 

and pushing your balloon back the way 
you came. Keep the balloon in the middle 

of the screen. 

Similar to the first game. It looks 

great and there's a whole heap of 

brand new wackiness to look at. \ , 

Good music, bonkers sound 

effects. It's all appropriately 

insane, in fact. a 
It's brilliant. The only downer is 

that it's much the same as the 

first game. Still, that was great. 

Very challenging in places, but 

overall it's probably a bit too 

easy. Easier than the first one. 

'Not significantly 
different from the 
first game, but the 
challenges are new. 

Deserves to be one of 
the top platformers of 

the year.' 

Mfomis 

To spice things up a bit this flying 

section has been included. And jolly 

good fun it is too (if you like putting 

your worm on a jet engine, and let's 

face it, who doesn't?). 

See that balloon? You have to nudge that 

all the way through the level. It has a 

bomb on it you see, and you’ll need it to 

blow up the boss. 

Watch out for these blokes who fly up and 

grab onto your tail. You can get them off 

by repeatedly changing direction. 

There’s the Boss. Shove the balloon 

towards him and fire at it to make 

^ explode. There, that’s 

Remember I said about the cows being on fire? 
mi 

Jim introduces the next 

level. Cheers mate! 



PLAYERS: 1-2 

FROM: ACCLAIM 

Why did the wrestler not go to the party? 

Because he had no BODY to go with. We may 

have found a minor glitch here! 

Shake hands. Go on, 

shake hands. One of 

Dpink’s little gags. 

Don’t worry they’re 

just^ friends and no 

funny business is 

going on. 
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How can you 

take these 

people seriously i 
when they I 

where costumes ' 
like this? He 

should wear blue 
with his eyes. 

DANNY SAYS... 

j I love it. Not 
A / enough characters 

as Rob says, but the 
ones that are there are 

great. Combos galore, plenty of 
special moves and the fighting 
has a real quality to it despite 
some of the outlandish moves. 
Really it's like Mortal Kombat 
in tights. 

‘Rob dons some pink tights 
and aisequinned green 
leotard for nb other reason 
other than he wants to.’ 

For all its new glamourous ■ AAf 
trappings, wrestling hasn't 
really come a long way in 

the 20 years since I was a nipper. It ^ 
used to involve fat northern blokes j*.. 

M * 
in leotards going through a choreo¬ 
graphed farce in front of a load of old dears 

in a sports hall. Now it involves fat Americans 
going through a similar painless 'fight' in 
front of slightly younger audiences, in slightly 
nicer sports halls. Still isn't sport really. Is it? 

Can't be that tough, can it? Have you seen 
what they wear? Hardly role 
models are they? 

In some ways though. It's 

perfect for a videogame. 
There's no need to take 

In a two pronged attacks 

one bites the blokes ankles 

while the other kicks him. 

ordinary blokes, dress them up in 

^ costumes, give them silly 
names and characters, and make 

up outlandish fighting moves for 
A * them, they've done it already them 

selves. It may be bonkers as a sport, 
but as a videogame all the OTT showman¬ 

ship and cartoon violence makes perfect sense 
And, of course, we knew that already as 

wrestling games have been around for a 
while. Until now, they've never really got it 



‘He*s behind you!’. While the bloke 
in green pants gets the bloke in red 

ones, the purple one waits. 

The human scarf is unlikely to 

catch on in the world of high- 

class fashion. 

Anyone who doubts 

that Wrestlers are 

sportsman should 

^"**''**»>^ witness these 

somersaults. 

A headlockjs tried in an attempt to 

persuadeTnm that escape is futHe and the 

battle must go on. 

Some times it can all get a bit too 

claustrophobic for the grapplers. That 

ring of rope and all that it stands for 

can become oppressive and like a 

prisoner of war camp for the slavish 

wrestlers. They need a release from 

the tension. They need to get out and 

about. Get some fresh air. They still 

like a good scrap though even if 

they're out of the ring. 

Lucky then that Wrestiemania 
allows the wrestler of the '90s the 

freedom he deserves. As our shots 

prove, he can fight like a demon 

inside and out of the ring. And that 

can only be a good thing. 

quite right though. When this one appeared 

as a coin-op, however, it was the first that 
really competed properly with the full-on 

beat-'em-ups, and luckily that has now trans¬ 
lated to the SNE5. Loads of combos and 

special moves, plus really responsive sprites 
make this superb scrapping action. There's a 
slight jerkiness to it all, but the animation 

more than makes up for it. The 
^ interaction with the 

^ 1^ scenery and the ability 

-a " 1 to be thrown out of 
^ ' the ring are smart 

touches, as are the 
speech samples. And 

r of course the ability to 
J/, j make the fighters 

behave like prancing idiots is always a bonus. 
In fact, the only thing that stops this from 

entering the beat-'em-up Premier League is 
the lack of characters. Six. 10 would have been 
good, 12 would have been great, six is a bit 

poor. It just means that the variety that 
provides real longevity isn't there. HH 
When they get that sorted it'll be 
great, for now it's just very good. ROB H ® 

'This makes the transi¬ 
tion from comedy 

wrestie-'em-up to cred 
ibie beat-'em-up very 
smoothly.The lack of 
characters stops this 

being a -- 
must-buy.' 

Great looking sprites with realistic 
movements and excellent / 
attention to detail. I 

As a last resort he simply curls up on the 

floor like a baby and refuses to budge. 
Well sampled speech, but it's a bit 
twee. We want agonising howls i 
and pleading cries. [ 

Very responsive and with loads of 
moves, this is comparable to the 
best beat-'em-ups. ! 

TOTAL! f 
SCORE \ 

With only six characters it 
becomes more repetitive than it 
should far too quickly. 

With all sides blocked there’s only one 

thing to do and the only way is up. What 

goes up must come down though, espe¬ 

cially if it’s a very heavy wrestler. 

—!■! 



‘Football games, eh? Dontcha just love ’em? And hocke 
ones, too. But games with... violence? Never sell, mate. 
Danny takes a look at the latest...’ 

fact. Stupidly, annoyingly, top-of-the-charts- 
for-a-yearingly well. 

So. 12 levels. America. That's the 'Urban' 
bit, see. And, to a certain extent, things 

have remained the same. It's just that 
my one major gripe concerning what 

is essentially a polished, thoroughly 

. enjoyable, hundred-blasts-a-minute 
action-packed cart, it seems to be... 
well... getting old. Yeah - so we've 

waited over a year longer than the 
evil, frowning Mega Drive elves have 

^ had to wait to slap their silly little hands 
over our cherished Urban Strike, but this 

would seem like plenty of time to sort out 
what are some very apparent glitches and 

flaws In the gameplay. Take, for example, the 
main sprite. Looks lovely. Moves nicely. 

Handles well. In the thick of the battle, 
however, with the entire Bolivian army 
and everyone they've ever met 
pointing a pistol at your quivering 
little heart, the thing is about as 
easy to maneuvre as a cow on a flUKUM 
lolly stick. On-screen twitching, 
slowdown... it all adds up to an 

infuriatingly unfair and primitive 
piece of metal to have to 

lug around. I dunno... I 
just thought we were past 

But ignore my silly 
little words. It's been a 
long, stuffy Thursday after- 
noon. And overall. Urban 

Okay, let's get this out of the way right 
this bleedin' minute: Urban Strike Is 

good. You'll like It. A lot, maybe. It's 
got everything the previous Strike 

games had and - blimey! - a 
liberal dose of much much more- 
ness. There's graphics stuff, 
sound stuff and the stuff of 
gameplay, huge missiony SKjmM 
things to get on with, satisfying 
blasting (good, that) and dozens 
of afternoons of roaming the 

multi-level car parks, civic centres and 
church youth clubs no doubt held within 

Urban Strike's sleek plastic loveliness. It's 
called 'Urban' Strike, after all. Probably 

packed with levels nicked straight from road 
maps of Keith ley, or Frome, or Leicestershire's 
heart of cotton, Shepshed, and similarly 
urbanised areas. Probably. 

But both Desert and Jungle Strike did 
pretty well even without the use of slightly 
more down-to-earth storylines. Very well, in 

TOTAL! TIP: You don't want to get hit by 

missiles, like this poor chap. It's bad for you. 

Strike is still a very, very immersing game. It 
carries on in the tradition of playable, exciting, 
fun and addictive games extremely well, with 
the same satisfying and gleaming gameplay 

that have made such successes of the previous 
two, but Is nevertheless let down by a 

few unnecessary and ultimately 
avoidable playability throttlers. Ah 
well. There's always next time. 
/Ce/th/ev Str/ke in the I Tl 

One of the very first missions involves 

carrying bits of a telescope to a ship. True. 



Some nice touches, although 
the programmers couldn't be 
arsed with some levels. 

Yep - it'll last. Big ruddy great 
levels which should take an 
age to blast through. 

'Although tainted by a few 
all-too-obvious gameplay 

flaws. Urban Strike remains 
a rewarding and 

challenging cart.' 

88%, eh? A nice, round 

^ number for a rather 

sharp, angular game. 

Okay. Not bad. Pretty good. 
Adequate. Mediocre. They'll 
do. Nothing special. 

Save the marines! Save 
the little fellas! Save 

them with your brain! 

Satisfying and polished, but 
suffers from a few unneces¬ 
sary gameplay glitches. 

Attention to detail ain’t 

so great. Buildings 

simply vanish when 

hit, for example. 

THE OFFICIAL 
VIDEOGAME MAGAZINE 

FIFA 96 on PC CD ROM, 
PlayStation, Saturn, 32X, Mega 

Drive, SNES, Game Gear, Game 
Boy and now on paper. 

The definitive guide to 
the best soccer 

videogame in the world. 

Win! A PlayStation and 
10 copies of the game on 

every format. 

ON SALE: OUT NOW 
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ROB SAYS... if 
What are you on . V3:^ ■. 
about Andy? Okay, ^ 
it's not up to the 
brilliance of the 

original but I could still play 
this until I need a haircut and 
not be bored. Top puzzling 
action if not quite the best. 
Really it is. 

'A very odd and crazy 
puzzler that lacks the 
gamesplay and excite¬ 
ment the first game 
has. Dustin Hoffman 

won't be proud!' 

^ ;■■■ - .v 

No spectacular changes, the ■ 
graphics are pretty much 
identical to the last game. 

j Great music and FX conjure up a 
j nice atmosphere. Very Japanesey 

: but not as strong as the fist game. 

East to pick up the funda- 
c{ mental skills, but the game 

doesn't really hook you. Bah! 

r 
sr 

m evdthflhing. But ^ 
as adcHcHve as 

eard of Hebereke's Popoon? Well, you 
should have. It's a great puzzler, with 

Ml crazy special moves, chain reactions 
and heaps of excitement. Blimey! We went on 
about it enough, you must remember it. 

Anyway, due to the success of the first 
game, it seemed inevitable that there was 
more to come. The second game, Popoitto, 
sees you as Hebereke, trundling round a map 
in search of some decent competition; 
matching coloured blobs, to other coloured 
blobs making them disappear. Alternatively, 
you can challenge a chum (or chumpMrfien 
you've finished with him) into a split--screen 

battle to the death. By far our favourite! 
Sadly, though, it seems SunSoft have gone 

backwards. The one-player game, though very 
challenging, becomes very 
unexciting with too few 
special moves and chain 
reactions of any note. 
It's saved barely by the 
two-player game, 
although the excite¬ 
ment really doesn't 
match that of the orig¬ 
inal game. 

~^here's no improvement graphics wise, but 
the tunes pumped out are really crazy. 
BasIcaUy, it simply lacks the-.quallty that made 
the first a classic: exciting gameplay._ 
This is more for ne\A£Corners than 
experienced puzzle freaks. We've got^ 
this one^saorked out already. 

PLAYERS: 1-2 

FROM: SUNSOFT 

PRICE: £50 

RELEASE: OUT 

NOW (IMPORT) 

One-player is challenging but 
won't last. The two-player 
option's great though. 

ding Things faiiiM firom 

the ground, making up coloul maUng-up Hnes. Things making up 
lines after landing 

on the ground alter 

failing from the sky. 

9 S 
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Preview an exclusive video clip on Mango's internet site: 

http://www.mangavid.co.uk/mangavid/ 

'ooct against evil is about to begin 

FREE limited edition face and spine 

* labels with every video 

(while stocks last) M 

Braft^ new kickin' soundtrack - 

feotiiring top artists Alice in Chains, 

Transglobal Underground, 

Silverchair, KMFOM, Korn and more 

AVAILABLE FROM: WOOLWORTHS, VIRGIN, HMV, WH SMITH, OUR PRICE, PLAYHOUSE 

JOHN MENZIES, GAME LTD, FORBIDDEN PLANET, TOWER RECORDS, 

SAM GOODY, BEATTIES/VIRTUAL REALITY AND ALL GOOD VIDEO AND COMIC SHOPS. mangaI ■ " V I D t a “ * 

CAPCM m 
©1994 Cppcom Co, ltd. All rights resorved 

Manga Entertainment Limited. 

An Island International Company 
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^ The multitalented Tintin, using his legs, 

brain and, probably, voice, for goodness. 

with a quiff and a stupid 
name. He is, in short, an X 

Atko. And a 'character' L 
finally able to enjoy plat- | * ^ 
form game notoriety. 1 

New from 
Infogrames, then, comes 
Tintin In Tibet. Right - the / 
inevitability-packed storyline: '■ ' 
'Tintin is on holiday with (sigh) Captain 
Haddock. They are at their hotel when they 
Tintin learns that (sigh) a plane was caught in 
a violent storm and has crashed In the (sigh) 
Himalayas. Later Tintin receives a letter from 
Chang - the friend he met and (sigh) saved 
from drowning during a trip to China. Tintin 

then realises that Chang was (sigh) one of the 
passengers in the plane crash, and becomes 
very worried. Tintin knows that there Is very 
little hope of (sigh) finding any survivors, but 
(sigh) cannot accept the fact that his friends 
may have met his end in this terrible cata¬ 
strophe. He (sigh) decides to leave 
Immediately for Tibet...' Oh joy. 

And so we meet Tintin. And his quiff. 

Which Is nice. Especially as he's starring in 
what could be described as an accomplished 
and taxing 13 level platform adventure. Oh 
yes. 13 levels of running and jumping, of 
talking and listening, of Yeti's Caves and 
Lama Monestaries and Mountains and 
Molehills and Meatballs. 

But while the word 'taxing' certainly helps 
to describe the game, it doesn't begin to 
touch on the frustration that can so easily 
occur at any point of the game. ANY point of 
the game. Don't get me wrong - there are 

some top little Ideas dotted throughout the 
game, and these are all pulled off with some 
of the nicest graphical touches to have graced 

*Danny 
Wallace styles 
his hair into a 
bizaire, 
angelic C|uiff, 
pastes his cat 
In cotton wool, P|||£||8n 
and... oh BBS no. I 
He doesn’t. He 
Just bcdiaves 
very sensibly 
indeed, and 
reviews ttie 
latest from mHIIgm 

Infogrames...’ MSSSSSM Tintin. Small man with a quiff. Small man 
with a quiff and a stupid name. Small 
man with a quiff and a stupid name and 

a dog. Small man with a quiff and a stupid 

name and a dog with a quiff and a stupid 
name and an owner with all of the above. 
Gottit? Tintin is a social embarrassment. A man 

Using a rope, 

it’s possible to 
swing around. 

You could 
have guessed. 

i 
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^ j ROB SAYS... 
j Oooh... I didn't like 

this one bit. I mean, 
there are some excel¬ 

lent ideas in there, but I 
just didn't have the patience to 
keep repeating the parts I'd 
muck up again and again and 
again. Sorry. Oh - and I BLOODY 
HATE TINBLOODYTIN and that 
BLOODY DOG OF HIS. Ooooooh... 

'My... just look at those 

hefty fello¥fs, Tintin'. ." ^ 

Avoid people! Avoid packages! Avoid danger! Using some rather top animation 

and 3D Japery, the programmers have managed to create a rather impressive- 

looking (as well gameplay-helping) 3-plane graphical technique whereby Tintin 

can quite easily step out of trouble, and into the front of your screen. The tinker. 

Using your eyes, look at the screenshots. 
Oh goodness me, what a 

predicament to get oneself 

intol Dearie, dearie me... 

GRAPHICS 

the SNES in months, but 
when 'taxing' becomes 
'annoying' and finally 
'infuriating', you know 
things have regressed a 
bit. So it's hard? Well... 

yes. But when you lose that 
vital last drop of energy and 

end up sent right back to the begin¬ 
ning of a very large level all because you were 

completely taken by surprise in an undeniably 
unfair way, you start to wonder whether 

'hard' really does It justice... 
Still, despite the odd gameplay flaws, 

Tintin In Tibet manages to display most of the 
traits of a good, solid platformer, worthy of 

meeting your mother, something you could 
trust to feed your cats and water your plants 

while on holiday. Bit like Tintin himself, really. 
It's just that with a difficulty curve as steep as 
It has, it's not a game that'll appeal to the 
beginner, and, because it's so obviously 

outshined by certain other SNES platformers, 
not one that'll appeal to more expe¬ 

rienced gamers either. Small men 
with quiffs, however... DANNY 

riierb, 

u9 

Some lovely 3D effects, and rather 
smooth animation make it a top / 
game to watch. I 

SOU N DMS__ 

standard fare, mate. Nothing 
special, and just sitting around / 
waiting for inspiration. ( 

GAMEPL. A Y_ 

^ Sometimes good, sometimes 
; annoyingly bad, always / 

Tintinesque. I 

j lifespan 

i, Well, once finished, I can't see it 
I lasting all that long, to be / 
a honest. Pity, that... I 

TOTAL! JUDGEMENT 

'A Stirling stab at | 

bringing Tintin and I 
his quiff into the I 

'90s. Pity the game- 

play remains lost in | 

time...'   I 

PfTOJ 
SCORE 
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ANDY SAYS... 
I do not like this one bit. Not 
one bleedin' bit. Not even one, I 
tell ya. Far too standard, far too 
boring, and far too many 
grown men in 
leotards and 
plimsolls. 

mu 
What stHy Iittiea 

ieoLard and fluffy, eoLard and fluffy, 

No... actually, that's a ' ce. 

Good it\ 

saulting, he i 

N.ic^e use of c^ffetent 

shot s^ze. Ve^^ye- 

catchmg. Worli3»^etl. 

C leye^^art boysV 6h^ 

R A P 8^41 I C S 
Not too bad, but really 
nothing to write home about.; 

i UN DS 

‘Ooh - The 
Phantom. 
Scary? Hold 
Danny’s 
hand...’ 

The Phantom, 
along with 
Verucca Ted 

and Marvellous 
Captain Thwatt, must 

be one of the world's 
most unknown super¬ 
heroes. Poor lad. He 

PLAYERS: 

1 
FROM: 

VIACOM 

PRICE: 

£45.99 

RELEASE: 

OUT NOW 

travels from lonely East Midlands town to 

lonely East Midlands town in search of a bit of 
freelance heroism. Just to tide him over, like. 

'Til there's a shoplifter to catch, or the culprit 
of the Opal Fruit wrapper left in the public 

library to find. Appreciated? Not him. 
Regularly heckled on the streets by local 

youths. Oh - and girls giggle at him because 
of his skin-tight full-length leotard and black 

swimming cap. It must have come as quite a 
shock, then, to find himself slap-bang-escallop 
in the middle of Viacom's newest and bluest 
SNES release - Phantom 2040. 

So, green, light whip-thing and pocket- 
sized arsenal of weaponry at 

hand. Phantom has to 
battle his way through 

seven levels and three 
modes of play (the 

best by far being the 
standard, side 

scrolling japery), to 

pummel and bounce the 
evil Maximum Inc 
around the room. Good. 

And for gnce. Phantom 
has been given a bit of 
power with his destiny. The 
game features over 20 different potential 

endings, and even when in mid-game, it's 
possible to do things in a range of different 

ways in order to reach the end. Not a bad 
thing, that, and one that lifts Phantom 2040 

slightly above the usual platform drudgery so 
often forced upon the gibbering masses. 
Huzzah. And - blimey! - the gameplay isn't 
bad, either, with hectic, ever-so hard levels 

filled with sometimes satisfying, sometimes 
frustrating, always leotarded playability. And 
the odd jumping bit. 

And, even though from time to time the 
cart treads upon achingly standard, achingly 
monotonous ground, I really do have 
to say that... well... it surprised me. 

Pleasantly. DANNY 1! 

I Not too bad, but really 
I nothing to write home about, f 

O A rE L A Y 
Not too... oh hang on... no, 
this is actually rather good, 
with plenty of clever ideas. 

SPAN 
Lots of different endings and 
play ideas, so should last 
longer than most licences. [ 

TOTAL! JUDOEM^^T 

'Quite a nice surprise - a j 
game that lacks in hype but 
delivers most of the goods j 

first time. Well done.' ] 
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ORAP 
Not bad. Despite the view 
the characters are all quite 

some okay music accompa 
nies the action. 

The computer intelligence 
and the bad controls make 

LIFES 
There's scope for long-term 
play, but with bad gameplay 
you probably won't want to. 

'If NBA Jam is the yard¬ 
stick, this reaches about an 

inch up it. It's a balls up 
and no mistake.' 

ROB SAYS... 
Oh my word, how did they get it 

so wrong? All they had to do 

was take a look at NBA Jam and 

rip it off. Instead they've 

tried a different 

approached and 

guffed it up a treat. 

^ marks a bit of a 

I low in sports 

/ games. 

TOTAL! ISSUE 43 DEC 95 

PLAYERS: 

1-4 

FROM: 

KONAMI 

PRICE: 

£49.99 

RELEASE: 

This is simple but effective. Make 

sure you win the ball at the tip off 

(you normally do anyway). Then 

make sure that you're in the clear 

whenever you shoot (take your time, 

they won't get the bail off you). Then 

simply play the basketball equivalent 

of tennis in which each team scores 

alternately. At the end of the game 

you'll have a slightly higher score 

than them. J 

tK(i» ulllc#^ 
tiirlih 
Ndl wM 

ake one sport, 
look at each 

individual 
aspect of the game really carefully, then make 
sure you create each of these aspects in a 
video game as badly as possible. Now 
while I imagine this wasn't the 
brief that the developers were 
given when asked to create 
this game It could have been. 

For those of you who are 
mad on basketball and will 
buy this no matter what we say 
then we'll take a quick look at 
the options available. As would be 
expected there's a single game option, a 
tournament option, various team selection 
options and, heck, there's even a whole 

season to play through. You can also play exhi¬ 
bition matches and, for the real freaks, you 

can play in the actual 1995 playoffs. 
There, now you can blindly rush 
down the shops dribbling and 
mumbling 'I love basket¬ 
ball, me. I a knobwit!' 

For those who actually 
like a bit of gameplay in 

their sports sims let's touch 
upon what's wrong with this. 

First Is the viewpoint. Not side on, not 
top-down, not through the eyes of the 
player. No, Instead you view the action facing 
up the court. This is great when you have the 
ball and you're running Into the screen 
towards the basket. When the opponents have 
the ball though, your players are off screen 
and more often than not it's not until the 
opponent Is performing a dunk that your guys 
become visible. This means that most of the 
time you'll be in completely the wrong place 
as far as defending goes. Speaking of which, 
even if you do strike lucky and happen to be in 
the right place It's a bugger to actually do 
anything about it anyway. 

The problem lies with both the sluggish 

and unresponsive controls and the fact that 
the computer is as thick as I don't know what. 

Actually, I do know^hat but I'm not ' 
allowEd to use the Crap cgrttEols 
need no explainmg. But thexomputer 
oppcments? Ohirinr. They don't steal 

the ball from you.-^And they don't Intercept It 
when you pass. So as long as you make sure 
one of your blokes Is m a goead position-scoring 

Is guaranteed. This results in a game In 
which you score, they score, you 

score, they score, you score... and 
on It goes. Bollards isnTTt? So 
there you go. If I could be arsed 
I'd elaborate more, but I 
can't so just steer clear, 

that's our advice. . 

o 

J EI7 



ATTENTION 

ADVERTISERS! 
Did you know that there are 

roughly 70,295 other lads 

probably reading this issue of 

Total at this exact moment! 

Don't miss this opportunity! 

CALL ME 

LOUISE ALEXANDER, 

OR CLAIRE EASTWOOD 

ON (01225) 442244 

■ 1995 reader research 

WIN A VIDEO GAMES CONSOLE MACHINE 

OF YOUR CHOICE AND A PORTABLE TV 

0891 715 123 
I Simply call, and answer the following question: 

Which company makes the PlayStation? 

WIN VIDEO GAMES OF YOUR CHOICE 

10 Games MUST BE WON 

0891 715 122 
I Simply call, and answer the following question: 

What was the name of Batman's sidekick? 

Calls cost 39p per minute cheap rate and 49p per minute at all other times. The 

maximum cost of the call will be under £3. Fhe closing date for both competitions is 

30/11/95. CiRQ Communications Limited, FO B(»\ 13501, Linlithgow KH49 6YA 
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REAT 
Co-operation is the name of the 

game. Sort of. But we discussed that, 

and I got told off. So, when trying to 

reach the levels that other monsters 

just can't get to, our three maties get 

together and - aaw - work it out. Eat 

the screenshots with your eyes. 

ONSfERS / 

fCrTAU, we’re a bit odd. We 

ttuff like originality^ see... 

'Ai^hH! (thriSfe exdatna^on marks, 
d) Real Irish cdme- 

I Jimmy woul^jyftJToubt 
Bzy game', juS^^i5@fore 

laughing rhyrtr^ funni¬ 
ness. BuftsiWwyie? Does it have a name? 

^ of course it does! How sj^y we have 
^]SAaahhtT! (with three exclamation 

\ Monsters'. Bafcof coufse ft isn't, 
t not. Real Monstersjdon't exi?t)^ 

khfflReaf Monsters' does, becaiiser* ^ 
my Aa^!! Mi|g:^lam$) 

Board toQlcSfc§-as Aaahlil!j (3) weal 
I from the brow of a helit- 

a funny old rn^oii, and aH 
tain her merely the excess pippage 

found t^ein. (Urn... Danny^ listen.^. YOU 
NoJ^ COmC>RM - Rob). 

Aa^fim fiteaf /VfdTOTIto' is a game 
^e popular Sd^jjKy ftorning 

cartoon seri@, foundjpdffi^^way on 
Channel 4. It is a pl^arm game, made^p of a 

series ofsfij^ls through which yourcharacters 
must,.p:a*p'se and tr^nA Ickis, Oblina and 

r those aremgjHlTfewfth which 
iristen 

! Real) 

the dew 

ho 

'monsters' in question, each capable of a 

slightly different 'scare move', and each simul¬ 
taneously making their way through the game 

with^the help of your eleven talented gaming 
ftod joypad technology. 

|whe£gij^.game fails isn't in concept or 
eosmcffis, ^d certainly not In attention to 

detail.^here things start to gq horribly 
wrong Is when you break down exactly what 

It is you're doing, and then start to realise that 

enough - It's exactly^he as 
what you've been doing for ye“aM‘ 
Disappearing platforms and roll-inducing 

ramps start to take on a sinister but 
comforting meaning. But too comforting. Like 

the way your grandma's haTry lips kiss you 
when you're desperate to get away. 

Comforting, familiar, but brings you out In a 
rash after prolonged exposure. It would sell 

it'-S puppy's soul to be Earthworm Jim, but 
ends up a tired, done- 

GRAPHICS 
Good and styled stuff, with 
tip-top presentation and a 
hefty dose of originality. 

SOUNDS 
Some decent effects, with 
some rather tasty samples 
and backing muzak. 

GAMEPLAY 

JCrum 

ANDY SAYS... 
It's just the same 
as every other v 
platformer out 
there! Why on earth do 
we keep getting this 
stuff forced upon 
us? Doesn't make 
the grade. I'm ^ 
afraid. 

before but rather 
stylish stab at Injecting 

8 little personality into 
an already overloaded 

market. 
So nah. 

DANNY 
iii 

Fast, frantic and friendly 
enough, but suffers from 
copying everything else. 

LIFESPAN 
A bit limited, Tm afraid. 
Same old same old, rehashed , 
and fiddled about with. 

TOTAL! JUDGEMENT 

'An alright-for-a-first-go 
affair, which you probably 
already own several copies 

of. Nothing new here...' 

Stylish, I have to 

got similar caH8I 

lit you’ 

Kw.fum cjiT 



The intro 

^ / misses the boat in 
many ways. It plays 

well, but the main game 
is a bit crap. Then there's the 
head-to-head which slows down 
and is a bit spoilt by jerkiness, 
then there's the tag game 
which is brill, but won't exactly 
last you a lifetime. It's okay. 

TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 35 

sequence... 

which looks 

much the same 

as the rest of 

the game as it 
happens. 

\ 

‘Andy Dyer cracks a joke 
dbout a throbbing machine 
between his legs and that.’ 

IS don't know about you lot but I was Weil¬ 
ls excited when the first Super FX game (it 

was Stunt Race FX of course) came out a 
couple of years back. We'd all known that 

while the SNES was great at most things it 
could shift a dozen polygons around without 

needing a bit of a lie down afterwards. 
Anyway, Stunt Race was great and ail that and 

a couple of 

games since have been okay too. Then 
came Dirt Racer FX a short while ago. 

It promised the earth and delivered 
nothing. Anyway, the point is I suppose 

that we shouldn't really get too excited 
about games with the FX badge on them. Dirt 

Trax isn't anywhere near as bad as Dirt Racer 
proved to be but it is flawed, and these flaws 
rather outweigh the benefits brought to the 
game by the 3D wizardry. 

Before I get onto the grim bits let me tell 
you what's in the game. You can choose a 

rider out of a list of eight. There are blokes, 
there are girlies, and all of them have suitably 

hard names. But ultimately they're all exactly 
the same. Then you choose your skill level. 

There are little 50cc mopeds, 125cc bike (that's 
the normal level) and the 250cc pro level. 

The differences between the levels are that 
the bigger the bike, the faster the game 

and, hysterically, the biker sprites change 
size. They're the same sprites but on 50cc 

Bikes a bit smokey mate, you wanna dtangc 

your oil. Or your gaskets. Or your game! 

level they're shrunk down, 
and on 250cc they're 

stretched a bit. Anyway, 
then you move onto the first 

set of tracks. Once you've 
hammered through these you get 

onto the second set which is a mixture of new 
tracks and old ones. Finally there's another 

password and the final Nightmare set of 
tracks. Beyond this you can also play a split¬ 
screen two-player mode and an intriguing (if a 
bit limited) tag game in which two bikers race 

around trying to 'touch' each other. Whoever 
is 'it' when the timer runs out is the loser. 

The main problem with the game first 
reared its head on my first attempt but I 
initially put it down to the fact that this was 
after all the very early stages of the game. The 

problem was this: I'd never played before. I 
didn't know the controls (I couldn't be both¬ 

ered to read the instructions at this stage). 
And I had no idea what shape the courses 

were. Despite this I stayed in second place 
throughout the race not even 

/ I- 

I've mentioned the crap way that all but one of the other riders are 

crap in the main bit of the review, but I thought I'd show you. 



conceding a place when I had ridden off the 
course a few times in quick succession. 

However, while the rest of the players 
seemed, at the very least, totally crap, the 

rider in front of me was a demon. In the next 
two races the same thing happened, except 

this time I overtook the demon rider and 
stayed in first place right up until the last lap 

when the guy suddenly shot past me and won 
The result of all this was that I was well pissed 

Get a good run up then wheelie through the 

water and you won't slow down too much. 

off. Loads of crap riders and one unbeatable 
bloke. Still, I persevered, learned a few tactics 

and soon bettered that good rider too. So 
much so, in fact, that within a couple of hours 

the games three sets of tracks had all fallen 
before me and the end sequence was staring 

me in the face (incidentally that bit's crap too) 
If It all sounds a bit depressing let me set 

your mind at rest. Once I had managed to 
be the front runner (ridding myself of 

the feeling that the computer was 
cheating) actually playing the game 

was a hoot. Little strategies began to 
present themselves to me enabling me 

to overtake any riders when I needed too 
thus keeping my position. And another 

bonus is that I can advise you to play the game 
on the Pro level straightaway. This may prove 
more frustrating at first, but at least it' 
provide you with a decent challenge. 

Personally, I played it right through on 
Normal level and it's not sufficiently 
great to entice me into playing it right 
through on the harder level. ANDY 

; Wahay! 

Got Mm. I’m 

in first. Now 

nothing will, 

^stop me - ^ 

taking al! 

the glory. Or 

will it? 

Regular old FX fare. 3D, fairly 
smooth... Not the SNES revolution 
we all wanted really, is it? a 
Good parpy motocross noises, but 
who put that bloody awful, / 
disjointed soundtrack in place? 

'Playable and fun in a 
Shame About The Crap 
Computer Players And 
The Lack Of Challenge 

sort of way.' 

life' it 

Oh cobblers. • 

The final i iM stretch and 

that git has 

just sailed past 
• ^ 

to take first 

place. I’ll be •V. . ■ 
second then. 

An average racer let down by an 
appalling difficulty curve. Little 
computer intelligence. 

Moderately good in Pro mode, 
but even then it'll only take up a 
few of your evenings. 

fdtV--: 



O n. 1. Extreme fear; 
terror; dread. 2. Intense hatred. 3. a 
thing or person causing fear, 
loathing etc. 4. having a frightening 
subject, e.g: a horror film 

You've read the 
noLJU experience the 
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BASTION 

PRICE: 

£40 
RELEASE: 

DEC 

emerr.i^'ir srwe^ts' 

Ooh look, I've just found j 
one of those Thesaurus 
things. Now what word . 

shall I look up. I know, 11.1 look up | 
poor. Ah yestfjere we are... \ ^ 

Poor, mean, wretched, miser- \ ^ ^ 

able, sad, woeful, mefancholy, 
pitiful, pitiable, grievous, sore, lamen- 
table, deplorable, abject, contemptible, 
despicable, disreputable, scruffy, shabby, 
mangy, sordid, sleazy, squalid, grubby, dirty, 

filthy, sickening, nauseating, nauseous, 
revolting, disgusting, loathsome, detestable, 
^teful, low, indecent. Improper, coarse, 
vB^r, pornographic, obscene, X-rated, 

shocking, scandalous, reprehensible, 
«*^isgraceful, unworthy, undeserving, discred¬ 

itable, shameful, rotten, rotten to the core, 
decaying, decayed, decomposed, putrefying, 

putrid, rank, stinking, stinky, foul, noisome, 
fetid, corrupt, peccant, gone bad, off, not 

fresh, stale, mouldy, tainted, 
affected, unsound, disordered, 
morbid, diseased, infected. 

ptic, poisoned, envenomed. Incurable, 
emediable, measly, lousy, grotty, sleazo, 

^azoid, gungy, grungy, scrungy, gunkey, 
mankey, pukey, pukish, yucky, 

.25!^ piaguey. 

DANNY SAYS... J 1 
I had a hoot with I v 
this until Andy \ - 
came up and took 
forty quid out of my 
wallet announcing, 'If you like 
it so much, it's yours.' Then the 
fun went out of it. If it was on a 
bargain cartridge with 39 other 
'classic games' then it'd be fine, 
but it's a joke as a standalone. 

*^ow where was I? Oh yes, 

1 Zoop. It's one of those really 
^^0¥ j i simple games that strips itself 

of any pretensions and simply v 
^ ^ gets on with the job of being 

y a game. Like Tetris. That was 
dead simple, but the gameplay 

was classic. Asteroids too was none too 
corrqplex, but it was brilliant. And those 

Popoon style games, again, pure gameplay. 
The only fly in the ointment is that in loop's 

case the gameplay is crap. No doubt it will 
promoted as a thoughtful, skillful number j| 

with classically simple gameplay but don't B 
believe a word of it. The __^ 
gameplay goes something - 
like this. You are a ^ ^ w 

coloured arrow. Blobs of ^Or\L. ^ . 
fA tM ^ ^ 

various colours gradu- 
ally creep in from four 

sides towards your ^ 
arrow. Fire yourself at a ^ 

blob of the same coloiy^ ^ 
and you'll destroy it asking 
the colour of the blob directly behincyt You 
can now destroy the blobs of your nevv colour 
Keep the approaching bicsbs away until the 
timer reaches zero and you've won the level. 
Occasionally special blobs appear which you 
can use to destroy whole rows or blocks of 
blobs. It's sort of fun for five minutes in the 

a free giveaway game on a Shareware 
■sk might be, but that's all. 
W The gameplay is not classic, it's crap. It's 
not beautifully simple, it's crude. Something 

that looks and plays like a trainee pro- RBjS 
grammers coursework should not be a 

full priced cartridge. l! 

anAPHics 
Just take a look at the 
screenshots. This is as elabo¬ 
rate and beautiful as it gets. 

SOUNDS 
Really cringey tunes but 
there's something spookily 
catchy about them. 

G AMEPLi 
I Fine for a bargain cartridge, 
I but a full price cartridge? 
I Give us a break. 

LIFESPAN 
It's pretty tough but there's 
not a lot to get through and 
you won't want to either. 

rOvALI .JUDGEMENT 

'A few people who have 
tried it think it's good. 

They're mad. It's very bad. 
Zoop, I'm afraid, is poop.' 

TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 95 



Europe's most popular e-zine - updated daily 

Atko's Pa|^ 

□ Name: Sean Atko' Atkins ^ 
□ OccupatioD: Ehinno 
□ Most likely to be found: Smoking and svearing 

BOnwy* HELLO ami mlcoiDe o my vwy ovn bnk pace ot wnsease and decadence I'm Aiko, yom boat 
fornday, andl'vncalMinyptct 'Robait' Becenae I osed to tmv* a cat called Robert 

Aaanybova. vbat ezcnmc and extraordowy duaca bava bean bottncmc arotind tba TOTAL * office bke 
mad deer tbe past fev veaka^ WeQ, bas bean tq> to no food as ostml. akivinc off 'voik and playmc 
footle m tbe pub, Jonny tba art cbi^ boa baen fiddbnc arotind viib tbe Si Tmk coodie.^ aWya «ot to 
(iva avay. Debs tbe Deputy Editor baa baen dancuc arotind on the deska tritb her akst over bei bead (as 
bloody tiaiad), Dariif die nev boy baa baen anflenne at tbe biiids of everyone eiae. aU vbdi IkKkXibsi 
creates amuainc amejls and noiaea vidt bis baiala and face What with the Internet being the vast 

rubbery sea of words and pictures 
that it is, TOTAL! reckon the cyber¬ 

space-lovin' motherhubbards of this world 
could do with a little more... Nintendo excite¬ 
ment. And so, thanks to the wonders of 
keyboards, wirey things and teams of pale- 
faced men who sit at computers until the wee 
small hours and then go home with the 
impression that they're moulding the future 
by sticking our reviews, previews, news and 
tips on the Net. And they are. And you can 
watch, by heading for FutureNet. Go on. 
Now. Meet you there later. 

Rob's Page 

a Name: Rob 'no nickimme' Peflsy 
□ OccvfatDa: Editor, TOTAL' 
□ Most Ukety to bo tomai : Ployinc foodMll, badly 

I'mcoinc tDsdckmynockontbe bneand adiiuttbotmmybfc Nunando comas only sacond m my bat 
oflDves FootbaEbdiemainDmninmytntlabmin Havinc said diat even on lovaty strmmai da3a I cam 
be found vnh tbe curtains diavn playmc .'AtooAP .'btitroi /onMBtva/Siffk'jxarJiviitrao at least 1 
gat to combrna tbe rvo 

Otber than tbat my bobbms include armoyme Jbbnny, annoyme Deb, annoyme Sean and bave I left 
anyoiK on(> Ab and I really anioy annoyme Danny, apart from tbat I'm a lovely bloke 

Danny’s page, quite naturallyp is the envy of 

the Internet. Go read it.:-) 

Address: http.7AAnAfw.futurenet.co.uk 

Aii of your favourite consoie and PC 

mags under one giant roof. And, of 

course, home to your very own 

Address: http7/igoniine.escape.com/ 

Top American site who are superb at 

picking up the iatest Nintendo news. 

( ' I • 
Address: 

http:/AAfww.cee.hw.ac.uk/~mapieson/s 

gistuff/uitra64/uitra64.htrrtt 

Some of the information needs to be 

taken with a pinch of sait, but stiii 

there is plenty to learn about the 

future of Nintendo. 

Address: 

http7/sbh.cse.bris.ac.uk/Nintendo.htm 

I 

A great way to exchange info quickly 

and easily on just about anything 

connected to your favourite console. 

ocation: http:/ /ww.futurenet .00 .uk / games / total .html 

ALWAYS FIRST WITH NINTENDO EXCLUSIVES! 

Address: http://www.nintendo.com 

Get the information straight from the 

horse's mouth. Often full of tedious 

conversation but still packed with 

info. 

L. J 

Daany's Page 

0 Naim; [>anny Nev Boy' Wallace 
Q OcciqMtion: Staff Wnter, TOTAL' 
o Most likely to be found; Weeping, quietly, in a comer 

Rubtdmn, am] on’ (tb»in) H«Ik> dmie, eccby-spcccy, vbne-coai-vMimg cbpboard-cuiymg 
IntuMMsmg pM>pl», my namt's Danny, and I'm tba nav boy on TOTAL' nagaana And I'm a bn 
scand Not bacatsa of tbe prospect of indbons of people leedmg tbe sitilf tbat 1 vm, analysmc n m 
(iMt detail, pKkmt otn each and every any grammatical error and vnting to tba managing dnacioi to 
complam. tboagb, notat tbe prospect of having t) handle the htmlreds of leeder 'pbonecalb ve get each 
day from a smtH child called Jason vbo bves m Wales, or even at die prospect of bavmg ID deal vitb tbe 
fierce, bad-empered group of sated PR ttolb vbo make os vote things about tbes bite of plestc and 
metal, and then shout at 03 once ve do No Tm scared because of the mualistic boDymg tbat a Nev 
Boy seems ID go through Ifs tbeidy started, in tet TOTAL! ISSUE 47 NOV S5 



REVIEW BOY GAME 

Along 
bid-ee 

the 
^P«c 

PLAYERS: 

Tidy little sprites and smooth 
scrolling make it a decent- 
looking Game Boy affair... 

‘Say ‘biddy- 
Mddy-blddy’. 
Say it out 
loud. Now 
wonder how 
mything 
that just said 
‘biddy-biddy- 
biddy’all 
year long got 
so famous...’ 

BASTION 

PRICE: 
£25 

RELEASE: 
OUT NOW 

, pread chutney-like over the TOTAL! 
^reviews sandwich this month came a 

^number of tasty and nutritious fillings, 
each designed to satisfy our hungry 

gaming stomachs, while keeping our 
mothers contented that weTe still 
gorging ourselves on vitamin- 
packed carts, but slap-happy that 

we're playing with our food. 
Tsk... at our age, eh? Pac-Man, of 

course, takes a hefty bite out of 
anything he can... 

A hungry lad, Pac-Man. Hungry and 
hyperactive. And, according to his latest 
storyline. In a bit of a panic. 

See, bored with the usual run-around-a¬ 
maze malarkey that has, so far, kept avid 

gamers proud and happy to 

twiddle with constantly- 
improving joypads and 

constantly-updated versions of 
everyone's favourite ball/Pac/Thing, Pac- 

Man has, this time, decided to get involved in ' 
more of a Tetr/s-style affair. But a Tetris clone 
needs a twist, these days. It's all very well to 
release a game based on playability, but when 

you could quite easily just opt for a cut-price 
budget-purchase of a cart with similar 

attributes, you need some extra 
touch, some defining addition to 

the thing which separates it from 
the ever-growing crowd of Game 

Boy puzzlers. And Pac Attack has 
one. Bricks still fall, mind, and the 

object of the game remains star¬ 
tlingly similar, but whereas a game 

like Tetris saw you engaged in a seem¬ 
ingly endless quest to unmIx and match, Pac 

Attack has you simply trying to create hori¬ 
zontal rows, while ghosts do their best to get 
in the way. And how do you get rid of the 
ghosts? Oh how do you bloody well think...? 

So, it's got character. It's got playability. It's 
got various modes of play, and it's got Game 

Boy owners panting at their pads in puzzley 
anticipation. Can it fail? Well... technically, no. 
But the reasons behind it not scoring the 90% 
It would have scored a few years ago are clear 
- we've seen it all before. Yeah yeah... stuff a 
new twist or two in there and you've got a 

different-looking, different-feeling game. But 
essentially, though, you're using the same 
game engine to get the same game 
kicks. And this, my little petals, is [ 

where Pac Attack loses out... DANNY 

Tinkly tinkly swoop swoop. 
That's how Shakespeare 
would have described it. 

Oh... look - just read the 
review, will you? IT'S THE 
SAME AS ALL THE OTHERS 

Good - a top cart to take on 
Journey or to the doctors 
when having boils lanced. 

'Well... they're all the 
same with the lights off, 
aren't they? Same idea, 
same gameplay, different 
angle = same game 
different.' 

1 
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Having missed several 
payments on 

: \ ROB SAYS... 
I 'Not such a big fan 

. ' of the Mega Man 
series, me. Still, 

number 7 managed to 
entertain me for a dull Sunday 
afternoon...' 

MM7 sports the Micheal Bolton 

flaming locks lock. 

‘Danny Wallace. Mega Man. 
Two names intrinsically 
linked with one another. 
Together at last...’ FACT: There are far, far too many 'Mega 

Men'. And they're everywhere, for 
God's sake. Look under any cabinet, in 

any ornamental pond or down the back of any 
common or garden shepherd, and more often 

than not, you'll stumble across some form of 
so-called Mega Man. Mega Man 4's the 
bleedin' worst. Found him in my cupboards 
fiddling with my zippers the other day. Tsk. It 

vvouldn't be so bad if they'd just 
give the dopey heroics a 

The first boss you'll come up against isn't 

exactly the most taxing beast in the world, 

but something that sets the tone for the 

rest of the game, graphics-wise. The thing • 

let's call him Lenny - enjoys shooting disc 

things at you, moving backwards and 

forwards, and windurfing along canals. All 

you've got to do is use your Mega Man^*^ 

pistol fingers^*^ to belt it 'round the face, 

while showing it a few well-timed disc¬ 

avoiding jumps. Good. 

Hi V- r li 



Mega Man in cfess; 
“Tm a bit cacf-t and 

Pm not animated 

¥61*7 well am ??” 

pose. Pathetic, 

“Begone huri|c of fool metal and 

J<e your garish^cojours with you.’ 

It’s ilttle propellor headed things- As 
^nit^ega Man I . 2; 3, 4, 5 etc... 

(H TOTAL! ISSUE 4d DEC 95 

All 

these questions 
and many more 

like them remain 
largely unsanswered 

by Marubeni's latest 
carty effort. Hilariously 

titled (ahem) Mega Man 7, 
their new SNES thing manages to carry on in 

the now-famous ways of the Mega Man - 
plenty of running, plenty of jumping and 

more than plenty of shooting. 
But starting off with perhaps the most 

tedious and unskippable Intros to any game in 
the series, though, is a start that many would 

rather hadn't made it to 'Rockman 7' (as the 
funny little Japanese know It - bless 'em, eh?), 

and the gentle, all-too-unmissable feeling that 
you'd rather hurry it all up a bit is something 

that follows you right Into the nether regions 
of the game. Right from the start it all seems 

to just plod along that tiny bit too slowly. 
Even when all you can see is just a huge mass 
of projectiles, colourful plasma things and 
oncoming missiles, even when all you want to 
do is make a surprisingly quick exit, and even 
when c'lll around you Is a sea of messy-faced 
action, you're still left thinking about how 
nice it would be to move that little bit faster 
through the (and let's be honest.. .) fairly stan¬ 
dard, done-before range of - pah • 

'difficulties' that Mega Manny and his atomic 
nanny must make light of. 

te to 

TO ICS 

"Boringly good in too 
many ways, the latest 

in the Mega Man 
series delivers... well... 
the same as its prede¬ 

cessors, really. Ho 
hum..." - 

Graphically sound, although based 
far too much on the NES versions i 
for my liking. Alright, though... I 

Again, pretty rudi-bloody-mentary 
stuff, leading you to believe that, 
well, no one's really bothered. | 

QAMEPLAY 
Better than average, this, with 
some very addictive but infuriatin 
levels thrown in to the fray. 

Well, while you're still playing 
towards the end, it'll last you. Cos 
it's hard. But when finished? Pah. 

m 

level 

Still, all that's prob¬ 
ably not quite as bad as 
it sounds. Honest. 

Because the thing about 
Mega Man games is 
that, despite what can 
often be seen as rather 
obvious flaws, they still 
do well for themselves on 
the basis that they never¬ 
theless remain sturdy, 
playable and well-polished 
carts. Mega Man 7 is one 
such example. Yeah yeah... 
so sometimes you don't feel 
you're getting quite as much 

out of it as you 
could, but... 

more often 
than not, 

you do. 
Geddit? The thing is, it 

all still manages to play 

well, to look good and to give you 
a reasonably satisfying fix of fun; 

three elements so often lacking in 
hastily-released import SNES carts 

these days. And three elements 
which always ensure it a few positive 

words in TOTAL!... and that was 
them. Thank you. 



With ii StOOi 
See that big 40% down 

there? Almost 04%, 

nate. But Andy can*t 
‘do’ nr : - " 

‘Andy Dyer gets to review 
another Mega Man 
game. Oh dear, he’s 
not best pleased.’ ^ 

ave you ever been in a ' ^ 

situation in work, or in cV^®' . 

school where there's 

some bloke or other who's a 

complete git? He goes around 

mouthing it off and generally makes things 

unpleasant but no one ever says anything. In 

fact everyone pretends to like him just to 

OOOQ 

■ l 

s 
Fi 

Fi 
' 1-1 

make life easy, and so he just carries on being 

an Idiot. Well, I've had enough. There's this 

idiot wandering around the videogames 

market. He's lazy, he's rubbish at what he 

does, and yet he just keeps coming back like 

a bad smell. I won't tolerate him any 

longer, and you can all keep quiet if you 

want, but I'm going stand up and speak 

my mind. I hate Mega Man!!! 
I won't mention the specifics of this 

latest Mega Man game because I don't 

need to. It's much the same as the rest of 

them. But why, oh why, do people keep 

buying these games. He's a crummy little 

sprite who's awkward to control. He moves 

slowly, has a very odd way of 

jumping which makes tricky 

manoeuvers overly difficult to 

f-. MR X SAYS... 
Hello, you don't 
know me. My face 
has been blacked out 
to protect my identity, 
but I feel I need to talk about 
this. I also thought I was the 
only one who realised how 
flawed the Mega Man games 
are. How wrong I was. Still, all 
that is unimportant now. 

TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 9S 

perform and he can only fire left or right. The 

worlds he inhabits are equally poor. The 

puzzles are very basic with little thought put 

into them. The enemies are repeti- ► tive and not very intelligent, 

and repeatedly there you 

come across 'leap of faith' 

situations. These are points 

in the game at which you 

have to jump onto a plat¬ 

form or a piece of scenery 

that isn't actually visible on 

screen at the time you make the 

jump. This Is widely regarded as the 

biggest sin any platformer can commit and the 

Mega Man games do it repeatedly. 

Challenge-wise the games are, well, very 

challenging. But again this comes down to the 

awkwardness of the controls, the bad 

construction of the levels and the presence of 

Bosses who perform attacks that are unavoid¬ 

able. A lot of the time the tactics you need to 

employ are 'fire rapidly and hope he dies 

before you do'. 

So there. I've said it. The mass of Mega Man 
fans can go out and waste another wad of 

cash on this for all I care. All I hope Is that I 

may deter a few people who have never tried 

one of these games yet. Believe me, in a world 

full of high quality platformers, this is 

as formulaic, sloppy and lacking in 

effort as they come. T! 
D 

Okay-ish graphics and to be 
fair there's some variety 
between levels. 

Adequate. It's not often you 
get any surprising sound 
effects on the Game Boy. 

It seems to ignores the 
established rules of what 
makes a good platformer. 

It's big and it's challenging 
(though probably for all the 
wrong reasons). 

'I firmly believe that this is; 
a large dumper truck full | 
of dump... so dump it.' 



WON 
t-OST 

WON 
i^os-r 
youN 

ROB SAYS... 
Fight games are tricky at the 
best of times and it's becoming 
more and more apparent that 
the Game Boy simply isn't up to 
the job. However, it's a 
good machine with a 
massive amount of J 
great games, so 
don't waste time f r 
on dross like this. \ ^ 

Keep your guard up at 

all times. Advice, that. 
Can you smell 

the men? Mmmm 

That*s 

Riddick. 

Cheeks 
are nice. 

like the Game Boy, we're always a I IP*® 
bit sceptical. 

This title doesn't surprise us in 

any way. As soon as you switch 

on it all seems rather painfully iSBHPi 

familiar. Up comes Mr Bowe's 

face on the title screen along with the 'Press 

Start' prompt. Then, in equally familiar style, 

comes the options screen with a tournament 

HOW 

BLOODY 

INTER. 

ESTING. 

bother to put his 
gloves on this time. 
“Another crap 
boxing game j 
then,” he sighs.’ 

option, a fight option, and a career option. 

Choose career and you get to pick a boxer 

and fight through a looong series of 

, /:? \ fights with the aim of coming first. If 

] it's just a straightforward ruck you 

want simply choose one of the other 

j options and get fighting. Okay, so 

/ that's all the standard stuff out of the 

^ way, but what about the gameplay? 

Well, here's where it becomes boxing by 

numbers. There's nothing very clever going on 

visually with both fighters stood side by side 

with just their top halves visible. The Game 

Programming by \ 

numbers, that's what 

Riddick Bowe is. As we all 

know, it's very hard to produce a decent 

boxing game at all (if past experience is 

anything to go by) and the only one that has 

work really well Is the slightly oddball Super 
Punch Out!! So whenever we get a new one 

in, especially when it's on a weaker machine 

Boy only has two buttons so you need both of 

them and a variety of pad presses to perform 

different kinds of punch. Sadly the options are 

a bit limited and, it must be said, a bit hard to 

distinguish on the GB's little screen. Couple 

this with the relatively poor animation and 

you have a real problem. Namely that it's very 

hard to get tactical about your boxing and 

there are rarely occasions on which you avoid 

a punch and then masterfully plough in 

with a combination of attacks. 

\ If you have a copy of last 

1 TOTAL! take a look at the 

I Foreman For Real review. Many of 

J the same criticisms apply 

j except that this is even more jHTl 

Jr J basic and flawed. ANDY !■ *1^ 

Plenty of challenge, but that's 
really just shoddy gameplay / 
more than anything. I 

Boxing may be brutal, but 
it is a massively exciting 
sport. This captures none 

of that excitement.' 

TOTAL! 
SCORE 

Three categories - Name, Head, 

and Skin. All you really need... 



I no croi^ OT uio ovcursmp En^EotrpvBSOf jfovvoraojf* in uio 

future. Well... kind of In our ftanny little minds, a^tuaUly. 

'...but Captain... it's not 

logical...' said some Starship 

bloke in a fit of inevitability, 

upon hearing of Captain Jean- 

Luc Picard's love of TOTAL! All 

he could muster in response 

was a feeble 'Damn your 

logic... I've got lives to save', 

so engrossed was he in this 

month's issue of the mag you 

love to love. Um... except this 

was all in the future, of 

course...er... and... um... oh 

anyway, CAPTAIN PICARD IS 

THIS MONTH'S FAMOUS TOTAL! 

READER. Okay? Jesus... you're 

so picky... 

DMrTOTALI / 

Just a few points (but don't relax jtjst yet!) 

1. Rob, my name is Knuckles, not Mobius 

person. Or should I call you eafth person? 

2. When you didn't have the Kenefit of Super 

Game Boy you tinted the screeii shots. Why do 

the same with the Virtu^il Boy games? It'd be 

better than a page full of red and black. 

3. Your main gripe about Mario Paintis that 

you can only save one drawing. But if you link 

up the SNES to a VCR, you can record your 

animations and then erase them without 

having to say to all your friends 'Yeah, well It 

was blue and had like this... thing in the 

centre, you know?'. It even gives you two 

ways to do this in the manual. 

4. up the excellent covers. 

5.1 know the Mega Drive isn't as good as the 

SNES technically, but I find that Sonic and 

Mario are completely different 

styles of gamepia^^so \A/hy 

compare them? 

6. Is the game Total 

Football in any way 

connected with the 

You know the score, pens 
to paper, fingers tcl 

keyboard and that’s it.| 
Nothing else. No funny 

bits, that really is all we’ll 
except. No, there’s no 

punchline. That really is 
it. I’m serious. 

ma^a3|ine Total Football? 

7. Will Donkey Kong Country 3 on the 

Nintendo Ultra 64 (if it ever appears, that is) 

look like th^ rendered shotsin the manual 

and on the pc^fcrs? 

KnucMos tho Echidna, Floating Island 

Dear Mr Eciddnap 

Or should i say Knuckles? You can call me Mr 

Peglej^ by the way. Virtual Boy shots will stay 

as they arefbr the foreseeable future, because 

that's ipffat they look like. Covers will do the 

sape"- thanks for the compliments. The 

feasdl we compare Sonic and Mario Is that 

they are both platform characters that are the 

flagships of gaming's two biggest powers and 

are the stars of the best-selling platform 

games on both formats respectively, both 

having many sequels to their original incarna¬ 

tions. Spot any similarities yet? Total Footfall 
(the game) is not connected to Total football 

(the magazine) other than the fact they share 

the same name and are both great In their 

own way. Er, and there's football in both. I 

think it's too early to talk about Donkey Kong 

Dear Rob, 

If you win the lottery will you quit your 

job cos you won't need the money? If 

you stay, will you invest the money in 

TOTAL! and get a few pages on Ceefax? 

What about the rest of the team, what 

would they do? 

Ian EMn, Moifolk 

Dear Ian, 

I might have a decent holiday and live a 

life of luxury, but I'd still work on 

TOTAL! And I'd make sure the team 

stayed as well. They'd all be on slightly 

better salaries, though. 

Rob 

Dear Rob 

As you did a SNES Top 100 fairly 

recently, do you think you will be 

running a Game Boy Top 100? 

Ian Hamilton, Durham 

Dear Ian, 

It's a very distinct possibility. I'll say no 

more than that. 

Rob 

Dear Rob, 

I saw you. Debs and the rest of the 

pur letters, dravfingsjfM photos to: TOTAL TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 95 



Micha 
Schuller (not 

Meiicus 
pictured) 

'^*S picture 

Robol 
*/c(a In the 

ancient time__ 
(a big ball thing) 

in search of at 
she adorable? 

•>«h?'(yesshe 
number p/ease 

taken on the Isle of 
>»abe Michaela is plavino 

9 legendary Mlnotaui 

'oaniedthlslabyrint 

Hart to believe she's 23 
*adiorab/e,phone 
-Rob.) 

merits. 
know 

Caiinfiyi reaUf the fact that D/CC2 
has yet to be released. 

And I think that's aboutlt^bl^ apart from 
Mario Paint, yes I agree with 
Blue, wi^ 9#»lnf yi 
exactly what you mean. 
Rob 

Dear TOTAU 
Hi! I've just written in to ask if you're goin^g^to 
be doing anything for your 50ttl anniversa^ 
Free, massive l|)0-page tips and guides boOl^ 
your top 200 g^mes on all of thi Nintendi^si 
four rnachim^ loads of competitions to ghe 

away games or eipn a gamies <^test to le# 
who's best at different gameSr for exam^jA 
your favourite two-player gam^ or I^Us 

^ WIN A 

CART! 
issue 50 
above a| 

Rs^ / 

/ / 
• ¥(^il|'be pretty special with all of the 
ipd/more. Watch this space as they say. 

choose them. 
Wayne Rlebmond, Oxford 

Dear Wayne, ^ 
You must have been eflwesjifopping at our 
recent pl®r»#^iT\eebng - and frankly Wayne, 
nobody likes an eavesdropper. Remember that 

and yoiir CfUaTi^^oi life 
although you've novv ipoifed^ 

the surprise for your fellov^-^^ 
readers. I can confirm that 

Wow! 

Zowie! 

Kerwazzokie! 

Good Gracious! 

A 'Star Letter' 

prize? A top 

quality Philips 

For 

what, pray teil? Weii, be witty, or 

serious, be angry, perhaps elegantiy 

intoxicating, or passionate. Whatever 

you want - from now, one 'Star Letter' 

^month wiil be greatly rewarded. 

I would like to make a complaint about your 
back (ssaes page. I have bought your maga¬ 
zine ^in^ issue 8 but I stopped buying it from 
issue p4j because I had a NES and there were 
not ehopgh NES reviews. Now I'm planning to 
get a 5NES and started buying your magazine 
again ^rc^rn issue 44.1 decided to order some 

back ii^ui^ and ordered issues 25 and 26. 
About ^ vfeek later I received a letter from 
Future l^blishing saying that those issues 
were unavailable. I was disappointed but I 
have sent «iw^ for issues 27 and 28 now. I 
think you should make a list of all the back 

\ issues available. J noticed last issue (44) that 
Pentangib a^ed if he could have issue 1 

arid told hi^td order It from back issues. 
V \ V \ 

Howiiar\he orderit ifithad been sold out 
_since issbe^^B? As I hbye already said, I was 

aisappoinl^d the issues iwanted were unavaiL 
able and I hate othei people trying to 

or(fer those iR^uSi because they;^re"*nfastlng 
th^ir time. 

11 hope sorne^i?^ can be done aboiit the 
back issues sectlop^ as soon as possible so thai^ 
nejn readers knosi vMH^ich issues are available 
to ^der. 
Fo^ now, keep up ^h^ good work! 
Yokirs complalningly- 

yi 

JNojfcsure why yopf letter experienced such a 

^^/^^^^^elay, but in thpnieantime you'll fit that Iftft 

have amended our back issues page 
to account for the lack of back issues. The 

department got in touch with us to explain 
how popular the magazine is and we have 

made amendments accordingly. As for telling 
Gary Pentangle to contact back issues, I was 

awafothat they didn't have issue 1.1 «fcld it 
beci^aiille had been so cheeky. It wat^a joke. 

Geddit? No, okay. 

team on a children's TV programme on 

BBC1 last week and I almost fell off my 

chair in excitement. I just couldn't 

believe it! You Rob, the great man I 

aspire to talking about my favourite 

mag! I must say I was hugely impressed 

by your professionalism. You must have 

been under considerable pressure during 

filming, but it didn't show one little bit. I 

know all about these things, my dad's a 

cameraman, you see. So on the strength 

of this performance, are you considering 

giving up the editorial way of life and 

making a move into television? 

Bill Qoat, Somerset 

Dear Danny, 

I know when you make up letters, 

because I see your handwriting every 

day stupid. And, yes there was quite a 

lot of pressure, as you well know. They 

cut your bit didn't they Danny? Didn't 

see you at all did we? It's called Jealousy 

Danny and it's not attractive. I have two 

words for you: sour grapes. I have two 

more as well, but we wouldn't be 

allowed to print them. 

Rob 

Dear Rob, 

Has TOTAL! turned into a sad magazine 

or what? In issue 42 you slag off Sega 

and then in issue 43 you slag off Sony 

and Atari. Is TOTAL! so jealous of all 

other platforms that you have to sink 

this low? 

Thomas Hoixer 

Dear Thomas, 
Yes Thomas, you're so right, we're 

jealous that's what it is. What can I say? 

You've rumbled us. The Saturn and 

Letters, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, A^n BA 1 2BW 

Jaguar are doing so well too... doh! 

Rob 

Dear Rob, 

A 

I know that you support Portsmouth 

Town because your passion for football 

is well documented in the mag, but what 

about the rest of TOTAL! What teams do 

they support? 

Lee Barnes, Leicester 

Dear Lee, 
Debs also supports Portsmouth, as do 

Johnny, Andy and Danny. They all 

support Portsmouth and skjhwwvfs 

ddssg dfdsv*&^vvj... get your hands off 

my keyboard Danny. If I say you support 

Portsmouth, you support Portsmouth. So 

yes, there you go and their favourite 

player is Paul Walsh. All of them. 

Reb 



Untnied by 
Chriatopher Jamieson 

TOTAL! TOTAL! is the best, 
It beats the pants off all the rest. 
If you've got a gaming problem and you don't 
know what to do. 
Don't worry, ask TOTAL! they will tell you. 
TOTAL! TOTAL! is the best. 
It beats the pants off all the rest. 
With features and cheats and letters too. 
It's only £2.50 and it's made for you. 
TOTAL! TOTAL! is the best. 
It beats the pants off all the rest! 

Dear Chrlstopherp 
Untitled, eh? Well here's a title for you; 
Repetitive drivel. 
Rob 

Unfftled by Ben Barden 

First came the SNES and then the Boy, 
A wonderful hand-held, a portable toy, 
I purchased both but this blew 
And then came the SNES - my | 
to go. 
Tried selling though TOTAL! and 
too. 
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ySo many of our dear, beloved i^ders 
^ whom we cherish and respect as1f 

they were an enlarged and frighten- 
—ingiy-realistie-group of our own 

mothers are such troubled and- 
worried little loves. And, judging from 
the amount of not-at-all Nintendo* 
related letters we get each and every 
month from ’eiTi7fliey~need our help. 
Here, then, is our little attempt at doing 
just that... 

fTOTAU, 

- I have a problem and I hope - nay, 
pray - that you can help me with your wise 
words and clever faces. There is a girl In my 

class who I think might like me, because once 
when I looked at her she went all girlie and 
giggly. Does this mean she fancies me? 
nWiytasoiip Sheffield 

■yss 

No, Tim, it does not. Generally, when 
a girl looks in your direction 

and laughs, it means that she 
finds you somehow 

amusing; an object of 
ridicule; something to be 

laughed at. Reasons for 
this include a slightly 

odd walk, sticky-uppy 
hair, or the beginnings of 

the light, wispy moustache 
you are no doubt attempting to cultivate. 
Hope Tve helped. 

Dear TOTAL!, 

Help me, please! I know that you don't usually 
answer people in this way, but I 

have been Invited to a neigh¬ 
bour's wedding and I have 
absolutely no idea what to 
wear. Help? / 

Small, Rsaqlng 

The thing to do this winter is 
Dare To Be Different. I suggest a purple skin¬ 

tight nylon suit, along with hiking boots and 
large, oversized gloves. Any help, was I? 

I have been more and more worried by my 

maths homework recently. Can anyone help 
me? I'm studying angles. 
SSmon Dean, Exeter 

Rob says: 

Sadly, I'm a bit good at accoun¬ 

tancy, and so yes, I can help 
you. What you have to do 
Is learn the 'magic 
number' technique. 
Think of a number. Go 
on. Any number. That Is 

now your 'magic number'. 
Times that number by the 

number of sides in the shape 
you're studying, and then divide that new 

number by the number of insides that the 
shape enjoys. You should now have 'four' as 
your answer. Okay? Er... 

Dear TOTAL! 

Help me! I've forgotten how to work my legs, 
and I'm standing In a field In Devon! 
Atko,|fleld, Devon 

I 
Anciyisays: 

Using your head and neck, try and spot a bull. 
Contrary to popular belief, they 

actually understand basic 
sign language and, simply 

by just holding and 
waving that manky red 
T-shirt you're always 
wearing about, you 

should be moving In no 
time whatsoever! 

Dear TOTAL! 

I know it's silly, but I'm a teenager and every¬ 

thing, and I'm worried about the %ture in no 
small amount. Is there hope? 
Beth Mancliester 

Danny saya: 

Blimey, u$ teenagers, eh? Anyway - here's 
what the future holds: If you're a Capricorn, 
next month will be the month you find out 
that no one ever taught you to kiss properly, 
and the way you've been doing it is very silly 
indeed. The next time you're - ahem - 'with' 
someone, you'll notice that they're trying 

desperately hard not to laugh in your face. If 
you're a Scorpio, Tuesday will be the day you 
accidentally spill a pot of ink 
and a pot of ink remover on 
your kitchen carpet at 
once. The resulting time 
warp will transport you 
back to when 'Time' was 

a mere puppy, where the 
local people are infinitely 
amused by the fact that, 
in their language, your 

name means 'Stink Twigs'. Oh - 
and if you're a Pisces? Well, next week, aliens 
will arrive from another planet, bringing 
peace, harmony, and cures for all known 
diseases. Sadly they will land on your head. 

Sadty^e are unable to enter into any 

personal correspondence, but don't 

suffer in silence write to: TOTAL! 

Problems, TOTAL!, 30 Monmouth 

street,! Bath BA1 2TW. I 

People rang up - but only a few. 
I still haven't sold it. I've got 20 packs. 

Good graphics and sound are what games lack. 
But gameplay's what counts - addictiveness, 
too. 

The games ail have this but I've played them 
all through. 
So I bought my SNES, but now that I'm skint, 
I can't purchase Theme Park with a mouse 
(What a hint!). 

I've got Street Racer along with Starwing, 
And Super Bomberman (that's the done thing). 

I'd love Super Game Boy (and Theme Park 

and mouse). 
Then I'd be the happiest gamer in the house! 

Dear Ben, 

And a title for yours Ben: Brilliant, but I reckon 
your mum did it. 
Rob 

Thomas Dcmviick’s verslcm of 
Boom BocHii Boom 
Boom Boom Boom let me hearyou say TOTAL! 
Boom Boom Boom let me hear you say TOTAL! 
(x4) 

It's TOTAL! back every month with another 
issue. 

So If you can read buy it every month. 
Boom Boom Boom let me hear you say 
TOTAL! (x4) 
Rob your mag is so fine 
All the reviews all of the time 
Boom Boom Boom let me hear you say 
TOTAL! (x4) 

DMr Thomas, 

That's really out there brother. 
Rob 
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© Codemasters 1995 Codemasters™ is a registered trademark of Codemasters Software Company Limited. 
Micro Machines'*''^ is a registered trademark owned by Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. Ocean Software is using the Micro Machines 

trademark for this product pursuant to a license. Ocean Software is not affiliated with Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. 

They're back! 

Bigger, Better, 
Codemasters brings you Micro Machines 2 - Turbo 

Tournament, packing more micro power than ever before. 

FastenMeaner, 
Flying, hovering, tracking, biking, the game has exploded 

in every aspect. Power pick-ups, interactive courses, rain, 

wind, wild jumps and much much more. 

More! 
DISTRIBUTED BY 

Codemasters”|ik 



◄ SUPER NINTENDO™ 

GAME BOY^ 

^ Game play on 

Super NES using Super 

GAME BOY™ adapter. 
Both sold separately. 

<1 Head to Head, Challenge, Knockouts, 

Super League. 

Over 37 interactive courses with hazards 

Up to 8 people can play in a tournament. 

Wild music and FX 

12 all-new incredible vehicles to drive 
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TOTAL TACTIX makes its 
regular appearance, 
provoking a hearty cheer 
and a merry wink from 
readers. Got anything you 
want in next month’s tips 
ocean? Send it to TOTAL! 
TACTIX, TOTAL!, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath, 
Avon BA1 2DL. 

THE ADVENTURES 
OF BATMAN AND 
ROBIN 

Passwords, eh? Love 'em, we do. 
Especially if they - you know - 'help'. 
And, seeing as The Adventures Of 
Batman And Robin is a tad on the hard 

side, these passwords from the latex- 
minded Sean Battalier (Croydon boy) 

are just our cup of stuff. 

Stage 2 
Square, Square, Space, Triangle, Circle, 

Triangle, Circle, Space, Circle, Square, 
Triangle, Space, Square, Triangle, 

Circle, Space. 

Stage 3 
Circle, Space, Circle, Square, Triangle, 
Square, Circle, Square, Triangle, Space, 
Space, Space, Space, Space, Square, 

Triangle. 

Stage 4 
Square, Square, Square, Triangle, 

Circle, Triangle, Circle, Square, 
Triangle, Square, Space, Space, Circle, 

Square, Circle, Space. 

Stage 5 
Triangle, Square, Triangle, Square, 

Square, Square, Space, Circle, Triangle, 
Square, Circle, Square, Circle, Square, 

Space, Circle. 

Stage 6 
Space, Triangle, Circle, Circle, Circle, 

Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Triangle, 
Square, Triangle, Square, Space, Space, 

Circle, Space. 

Stage 7 
Square, Circle, Square, Square, 
Triangle, Square, Circle, Circle, Circle, 

Space, Space, Square, Square, Square, 
Triangle. 

Stage 8 
Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, Square, 
Triangle, Square, Square, Circle, Circle, 

Space, Circle, Square, Circle, Square, 
Square, Triangle. 

1 XACXIX 1 

UNIVERSAL 
SOLDIER 

Robert Johnson of 
Coventry uses that 
exclusive TOTAL! 
jotter-thing all the 

time. He uses it for walking, he uses it 
for cooking, and he uses it for writing 
things down in. Like tips, for example. 
Here's some he sent earlier: 

To fiddle around with the nether 
regions of the mystical tinker we call 
simply enter the following passcodes: 

2 GPTJL 
3 QWYRW 
4 SMDBC 
5 FHFMB 
6 NKVPZ 
7 DFMWZ 
8 BCMVG 

9 STBBH 
10TBGNT 

Er 3 
i| XACXIX 1 

SPEEDY 
GONZALES 

All new passcodes for the chimp's 
toupee we call Speedy Gonzales, now, 

thanks to Robby 'J' Johnson of that 
house in Leonards Walk. 

2 KFLB 

3 DDRX 
4 HRTB 

5 BRTD 
6 TFBB 

7 TXHF 
8 CKJL 

I Shaun Alexander of 
London (or 'Laaandaan', as he prob¬ 
ably says), has been busy on the 
rather adequate The Flash, in the hope 
of geting his name printed in TOTAL! 
Well, not while I'm around, mate. Er... 

THE 
FLASH 

2 23 DELIVERY 
3 DENIM BLUD 

4 TRACK 24 
5 44 PICASSO 



6 INGOT LANE 

7 7TH MARKET 

8 TRACK 12 

9 RUE LE DAY 

10 TIN ALLEY 

11 GORBY WAS 

12 TRACK 66 

13 FUNHOUSE 
Start, Select, and then A and B 

together. You're just the sweetest 

little man Adam. 

I WAHEY! Remember 

, ■ I this? Daniel Speck from 

Grimsby does, and reckons that if you 

hold down A, B and Start on the 

Game Over screen, you'll end up with 

unlimited continues. Not bad! 

—-1 Thanks are due to 

Noel Stevens from Shepshed for his 

seemingly endless work on Dragon 

Ball Z in the name of TOTAL! satisfac¬ 

tion (sigh...). So, enter his codes and 

think of his happy little face. For a 

hidden ending, play the game 

through in this order, on skill level 4. 

1 Songoku vs Piccolo 

2 Songoku vs Vegeta 

3 Songoku vs Fleesel 

4 Piccolo vs Android 20 

5 Vegeta vs Android 18 

6 Piccolo vs Cell 

7 Songoku vs Android 16 

8 Vegeta vs Flunks 

9 Songoku vs Gohan 

10 Gohan vs Perfect Cell 

Huzzah! 
Jon Mundy of Milton Keynes says, 'Hi 

kids! Jon Mundy of Milton Keynes 

here! To get to the infamous Juice 

mode on the Game Boy version of 

NBA Jam, simply get to the Tonight's 

Match Up screen, and press B 14 

times, and then keep holding A and B 

simultaneously until a message 

appears about powering up Juice 

mode or something! Okay? BYE!' 

Top man and certified friend of 

TOTAL! Adam Oilerenshaw's been 

busy as a bubble collecting tip after 

tip after tip for inclusion in this 

month's TOTAL! Tactix. We liked this 

one by far the best (although there 

were cheekfuls of delicious tips to 

choose from)... 

Stephen Sawtell. We ail love him, 

don't we? Hard to imagine a day 

without him, isn't it? Him and his 

chirpy little feet, his funny little 

noises and the way he keeps 

sending those cheats in. This un's for 

WWF Raw, and - hey! - goes some- 

On the high score screen, press Up, 

Down, Right, Up, Down, Left, and 

Select twice. To skip levels, press 

thing like this... 

On the trademark screen, keep 

holding Y and B. You'll now get a 

Super Punch which will knock your 

opponent out after a mere two 'goes' 

Ace! 

Peter Hunt from the Isle of Man 

knows what it's like to have Zombies 

for Neighbours. The Isle of Man isn't 

renowned for its entertainment 

values, after all. Still, if you've got a 

SNES, you're alright, eh? And if 

you've got Zombies Ate My 

Neighbours, even better... 

Pick the level of your choice with the 

code 7E1C 7Cxx (but swap xx for 

the level you want - between 00 and 

37). Smart! 

Steve Furlong's . 

parents (of M 

Killara, Ireland) 

aren't so sure about 

TOTAL! because of the 

'very mild swear words' 

we put in. Still, doesn't 

matter, eh? We like their 

son. He sends us tips. 

And arsing brilliant 

they are, too. Here's a selection 

Chapter 4 

Chapter 7 

Chapter 10 

Chapter 13 

MKBRLN 

STGRTN 

MSFCTS 

TGRTVN 



and Y on pad two while you're 

playing, then reset the SNES. Now get 

yourself to the mode select screen, 

and find a cluster/gaggle/school of a 

ll-new options. 

GAME 
GENIE 

TACTIX 

XACTIX 

CLAYFIGHTER 2 

Increasing the speed of a tournament 

is good. It makes your eyes bleed and 

ears seep. Which, as you know, is 

great! Thanks to Keith Hawley of 

Leicestershire, then, all you need for a 

top body-fluid-soaked evening, is a 

copy of Judgement Clay, a SNES, and 

this technique... 

Reset the SNES when the computer is 

fighting with itself in demo mode. On 

the options mode you'll suddenly 

notice a tenth speed. Don't go high¬ 

lighting it, though, cos then you 

won't be able to use it! Ooh! 

M 

EARTHBOUND 
EE23 77D1 

EE2E 7D01 

BB2F 54A1 

BB2D 5461 

Start off with Level 

25S bloke 

Start with more 

powerful character 

Start with a donkey¬ 

load of PSI 

Start with a monkey¬ 

load of HP 

POWER RANGERS 
DBA2 04AD 

DB29 07DA 

C2E0 DFOA 

F620 0FA2 

Start with a load of 

energy stuff 

Start with more 

energy than you had 

at first 

Infinite continues (IP 

mode only) 

Large bolt power-ups 

give you max power 

ACTION REPLAY 

TACXIX 

TACXIX 

HRRT 

UNIRALLY 

7E01 7DXX New unicycles for 

all! Make XX one of 

the following, 

though... 

KIRBY’S 
AVALANCHE 

Secret options? Is that what you 

want? Eh? Fine. Press and hold A, B, X 

10 Someone 

11 Bronsen 

12 Sylvia 

13 Goldwyn 

14 Anti-Uni 

JUDGE DREDD 

I _ ' I On the title screen, slap 

I B, L, R, L, R, A in, and 

) rejoice in the fact that 

I you've now accessed a 

I TACTIX level select mode. 

Thanks J Hester for that 

one. No, I mean it. Thank them. Now. 

IVe spoil aill yow Cavouite 

ymnas by iHcm right 
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Alfred Chicken . GB . 

Alien 3 .GB .. 

Bart Vs The Space Mutants NES 

Batman .  NES 

Battle Of Olympus.NES 

Battle Of Olympus .GB .. 

Cannon Fodder .SNES 

Castlevania II .NES 

Cybernator .SNES 

Defender Of The Crown .NES 

Digger T Rock.NES 

Dizzy.NES 

Donkey Kong Country .SNES 

Dragon’s Lair .NES 

Dr Franken.GB .. 

Duck Tails .GB 

Earthworm Jim.SNES 

Faxanadu ...NES 

Flashback.SNES 

Fortified Zone .GB 

Gargoyle’s Quest.GB . 

Hebereke’s Popoon ..SNES 

International Cricket .SNES  44 

Judge Dredd .SNES  44 

Jungle Strike.GB.69 

Little Nemo .NES ...11-12 

Maniac Mansion.NES ...4a7 

Mega Man III.NES  22 

Mickey Mania.SNES ...37-8 

Mortal Kombat .SNES  21 

Mystic Quest.GB ...30-31 

NBA Jam TE .SNES  41 

Prince Of Persia .GB ...10-12 

Probotect or .GB.16 

Probotector .NES  16 

Probotector II .NES  20 

Putty Squad.SNES 42-43 

Rescue Of Princes Blobette GB .4 

Robocop.NES  3 

R-Type .GB  3 

Shadowgate.NES  4 

Syndicate.SNES 42-43 

Skyblazer.  SNES  29 

Smash Tennis.SNES  34 

Solstice .NES  3 

Star Wing .SNES  19 

Street Fighter II Turbo .SNES .21 

Street Racer .SNES  37 

Stunt Race FX .SNES  35 

Super Mario Bros .NES  23 

Super Mario Bros .SNES  23 

Super Mario Bros 3 .SNES  25 

Super Mario:The Lost Levels SNES .26 

Super Mario Land .GB  1-2 

Super Mario Land 2  GB.17 

Super Mario World .SNES ...7-12 

Super Metroid.SNES ...31-3 

Super Smash TV .SNES  13 

Super Probotector .SNES  16 

Super Punch Out!! .SNES 39-40 

Super Star Wars .SNES  20 

Super Street Fighter II .SNES .34 

Super Turrican .SNES  45 

Terminator 2.GB  6 

Theme Park.SNES  43 

Unirally .SNES 40-41 

Wolfenstein .GB ...30-31 

Zelda .SNES 14-17 

Zelda IV .GB ...24-29 

Tirnn to page 63 to oix§crall the 

bac^k issues youW ever neecC 



Subscribe to TOTAL! for the bargain price of €27 and you’ll get 
every single issue of TOTAL! delivered straight to your door every 
month for a whole year before your newsagent has even got a whiff | 
of it. Plus you get a gorgeous free newsletter from Rob. Not bad! 

So, how €k> I siM»scrib& then? 
1. Fill in the super duper simple 
cut-out form opposite in 
block capitals. 

2. Enclose a cheque for the 
piffling little amount of £27, or 
let us have your Visa/Access 
details. Or else. 

3. Bung the form and cheque into 
an envelope (no need to put a 

stamp on it - it's FREEPOST) and 
send it to: TOTAL! Subscriptions, 
Future Publishing, FREEPOST, 
Somerton TA11 7BR. 

4. Your copy of TOTAL! will 
arrive, wrapped in an exotic 
silver bag and accompanied by 
the latest issue of the utterly 
exclusive and the rather special 
Rob's Subs Club newsletter. 

Any problems contact: TOTAL! Subscriptions, Future Publishing, 

Somerton TA11 7BR. Tel: (01225) 822511 

Missed a copy of TOTAL!? Then get it from back issues to 
compiete your collection! A snip at £5.99. 

£3 each! Any 2 wri^ 
Any3^£7! 

TOT1 - TOT29: SOLD OUT 

TOT30: Jungle Book and 
FIFA reviews. 
TOT31: SSFII and Smash 

Tennis reviews. 
TOT32: SOLD OUT 

TOT33: SOLD OUT 

TOT34: Batman review. 
Smash Tennis guide. 
TOT35: Lemmings 2 and 
Micro Machines review. 
TOT36: Street Racer 

review. Killer Instinct. 

TOT37: Cannon Fodder 

review, Cruis'n USA. 

TOT38: Stargate review, 
DKC guide. 
TOT39: Unirally review. 
Cannon Fodder guide. 

TOT40: Demon's Crest, 

Killer Instinct guide. 
TOT41: Putty Squad, 

Free T-Wing! model. 
TOT42: Mortal Kombat 3 

Feature, Syndicate guide. 
TOT43: Theme Park re¬ 
view, Putty Squad Tips. 
TOT44: Bust-A-Move 

review. Judge Dredd 

Player's Guide. 

TOT45: Earthbound, 

Super Turrican Guide. 
TOT46: Doom, Killer 

Instinct and MK3. 

TOT47: Yoshi's Island, 

Bomberman 3, Doom tips. 

# And just who do you think 
you are? 

Name ... 

Address 

..Postcode 

# Are you completely sure you 
live in the UK? 

□ £27 (UK) □ Europe £44.95 (airmail) 
□ Rest of the world £59.95 (airmail) 

• Hand over the readies 
□ Cheque (to Future Publishing Ltd); or 

□ Visa/Access • Expiry date I II II I 

□□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□ 
Signed. 

Date. 
□ Tick here if you don't want mail sent to you 
from other companies 

# And send it all off to us 
Send this form (don't forget the cheque 
- if that's how you're paying) to: 
TOTAL! Subscriptions, Future Publishing Ltd, 
FREEPOST, Somerton TA11 7BR. 
*You don't need a stamp if posting in UK 
EC customers registered for VAT, please quote your registration number 

Hcywtooifder 

Rush me the following issues of TOTAL! 

(put in code number of the issue or issues 
you want): 

I I Please send me TOTAL! binder(s) at a mind- 
bogglingly cheap £5.99 each 

£3 per back issue. Special offer! Any two for 

£5; any three for £7! 

I enclose £. 

(make cheque payable to Future Publishing Ltd) 

Name . 

Address. 

Postcode . 

Back Issues, 
Future Publishing, 
Somerton TA11 7BR. 

HOTLINE: (01225) 442244 
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So you’ve bought ISS 
Deluxe, eh? Good choice, 
but I bet some of you out 
there aren’t - well - a little 
less ‘top’ at it. Worry 
no fisrttier, just read the 
foflowsig, and glow in pride 
as you bcK^ome the know*Jt* 
bieedin’-all of ISS Deluxe, 
and - blimey! - maybe even 
‘good’. Well, here’s hoping! 

&rategles 
Against any good attacking 

team, a good strategy to use is 

the counter attack. This doesn't 

give them time to get back into 

position allowing you an easier 

attack. Other good strategies, 

suitable for use against almost 

anyone, are 'Push Along 

Wings', 'Offside Trap' and 'Push 

I Along Centre'. 
\ 

is 
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When starting out, it's usually best (and least fuss- 
packed) to use the formation that automatically comes 
with the team you've chosen. However, even when 

you've become more familiar with the game and start 
playing strong, attacking teams like Brazil, you'll need a 

decent formation to have any chance of winning. A good 
idea is to have three attackers, to give you more options 
in the box and hopefully more shooting chances. Oh - and 
shove four blokes in defence to allow you more of a 

chance to pull off vital tackles. A good formation, then, 
would be 4-3-3. 

REBOUNDING OF THE GOALIE 

or use 
whoever is closest 
to the ball. You can 
change players very quickly by pressing the R button 

Try to run towards the goal 
at an angle. 

Strike the ball hard, straight at the 



Tbuch Line ng 
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MW> 
Dribble the ball as close to the touch line as possible, preferably just outside the 18 yard box. 

- - K 
. » ■’ o (ij^i 

ay li ;■ lij-ww 

Pass the ball long (Using X or A). 

: - Vi' 

Put aftertouch on the ball, so it goes over the keeper and back towards the far post. 

-ly n’ih'.r^u^ --ly/yir/ 
■ ■ -'V'-'- ' ‘ 

Siss^’S^oy' . n n‘j i mm 

If the ball comes back off the keeper, nip in and nip the ball in. 

When taking the kick 
■^^jyiove the 

all 

When taking corners from anywhere else, scan around (by pressing 

the Y button) to find some unmarked players, then use A or X to 
get it to them. Placing the ball over the keeper somewhere near 

the far post is best. Remember to use some aftertouch too. 

TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 95 l5> 

goalbound, where you'll 

either score or the ball will 
rebound off the goalie, so 
you can finish the job. 



Hawftabe 
THE BACKFLIP 

. 
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Using the D-Pad and A or B, flip 
the ball up over your head. 

TURNING: The Swivel Turn 

>iir 
rt ‘ j- 

.into a shooting position. Stop pressing Y to dribble normally, then SHOOT!!! 

The Backheel Turn 

^ Jirfiiirr 

‘^'1- 

» ’w 

i 
. S ^ 

. ^ . -1 4' ;? ' i. 
IX 

To swivel, rotate the D-Pad in 
the direction you want to go. 

a 

When taking 

I penalties use A 

: for a high or B 

for a low shot. 

Hold the direc- 

I tion, then tap 

; the button. 

Note: Don't hold 

m, >- 

\ d 

X 
S 

?? 

««i#I^K^ i* . 

I 
' J . j 

&li the button down 

, or you'll Waddle 

it over. Oh - and 

V don't even consider 'being' Italy. Oh dearie me no 

%>- ’4 



Look out for the variety of weapons and 
remember their different characteristicsr 
Use the BFG 9000 like the shotgun and" 
you'll be a cloud of foul-smellina vapour. 
Only use the chainsaw when either 
conserving bullets in a confident one-to- 
one combat scenario. 

Obviously, a close combat weapon, but only to be 
used as a last resort, against the not so powerful 
foes. 

standard weapon of the Doom arsenal, effective at 
close range against most of the spawn of Hades. 

Very good for mob dispersal, keep your finger on 
the trigger, spray liberally, and watch those demons 
fly apart. 

Higher grade weapon, eats up extra fuel cells, but 
delivers a satisfying punch. 

This is the most powerful weapon at your disposal 
eats up energy, and is not user friendly. It takes nail- 
biting seconds to charge up between bursts, but 
when it does... . ST 

Ideal for those far-away shots, but not to be used in 
confined areas - the blast will take you out as well as 
your opponents. 

Andy Dyer’s only just stopped throwing up after his encounter with the stinky 
denizens of Doom’s first chapter. However, time and tide and, we dare say, 
Satan waits for no man so we’ve got him straight onto chapter two. Prepare for 
an even tougher chaiienge this time around and don’t forget to keep checking 
the maps or you’ll get disgustingly lost. Good luck gore fans. 
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'0^ A 

Anomaly 
1. Start position 

2. Blue key 

3. Teleport to point 4 

4. Teleport to point 3 

5. Switch (raises 6 to open 7) 

6. Switch panel 

7. Teleport to point 12 

8. Secret room (red key) 

9. Teleport to point 10 

10. Teleport to point 9 

11. Plasma gun 

12. Teleport to point 7 

13. Skull switches 

14« Teleport to point 15 

99^ Teleport to point 14 

16. Teleport to point 14 

17. Red door 

18. Blue door 

19. Teleport to 20 

^0. Teleport to 19 

Jd. Switch 

22. Switch 

23. Teleport to 24 

24. Teleport to 23 ^ 

25. EXIT 

-V l JiV. 

Refinery 

There are two exits on this level, one of 

which leads to the Fortress Of Mystery. 

1. Start position 

2. Blur artifact 

Berserk pack 

4^ Chaingun 

5. Radiation suit 

6. Rockets 

7. False wall 

8. Backpack 

9. Lift room 

10. Shotgun 

11. Blue armour 

12. Plasma gun 

13. Blue key 

14. False wall 

15. Blue door 

16. Blur artifact 

17« Radiation suit 

18. Soul Sphere 

19. EXIT 
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1. Start point 
2. Teleport to 1 

3. Lift 

1. Start position 

2. PLasma gun 
3. Chaingun 
4> Backpack 
5. Computer map 

6. Chainsaw V' 
7. Shotgun 
8. Rocket launcher 
9. Door 
10. Soul Sphere 
11. EXIT 

Skull platform 
Computer map 
Berserk pack 
Blur artifact 
Baron of hell 

Blue key 
. Crushing ceilings 
. Radiation suit 
. Secret room 
. Crushing ceiling 
. Secret room 

. Imp swarm 

. Blue door 

. Backpack 

. Baron of hell 

. Yellow key 

. Sunken room 

. Activator light (opens 23) 
, Switch 
. Secret door 
. Teleport to 25 
. Teleport to 24 
. Teleport to 24 
. Teleport to 24 
1. Switch 
I. Hidden bridge 
I. Hidden bridge 
.EXIT 
Soul Sphere 

. Lift 
.. PLasma gun 
Teleport to 21 

>. Blue armour 
; Crushing ceiling 
i. Lost soul corridor 
I. Rockets 
L Radiation suit 
. Soul sphere 
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Halls 
Damned 

Start point 
2. Switch (opens 1) 
I. Switch 
4. Berserk pack 
5. Switch (opens 4) 
6. Blue door 
7. Blue skull key 
8. Monster pen 
9. Monster pen 
10. Chainsaw 
II. Switch 

12. Light amplification 
visor 

13. Switch 
14. North hub 

15. Light amplification 
visor 

IS. Chaingun 
17. Crushing ceiling 
18. Switch 
19. Blur artifact 

20. Yellow skull 
21. False exit room 

22. Super monster pens 
23. Blue armour 
24. Monster pen 
25. Light amplification 

visor 
26. Red skull key 

27. Monster pen 
2IL Plasma gun 
29. Monster pen 

30. Red door 
31. Yellow door 

32. EXIT 
33. Soul Sphere 
34. Computer map 
35. Door 

Tovsfer 

Start position 
Rocket boxes 
Soul Sphere 
Soul Sphere 
Rocket launcher 

.: 4 l 



comprcheK^ 
to 

action illuminate an imperfect racer. 
BALLZ (69%) Iss 34 
An interesting novelty beat-'em-up, 
bolstered by (too much?) Mode 7 
graphics and some humourous moves, 
but ultimatly Ballz is well short of 
gameplay and yes, I'm afraid it does 
live up to its name. 

Calaur Oadiny 
■ Recommended games. 
■ New entries. 

Acnuusn (»i%) ih 12 
An arcade slash-'em-up with lovely 
graphics and loads of atmosphere. 
ACTRAISER 2 (87%) iss 26 
A hack 'n' slash, without any of that 
tedious RPG/God nonsense. 
ADDAMS FAMILY (70%) Iss 8 
Good-looking and challenging arcade 
adventure. Unoriginal, though. 
AOOAMS FAMILY: PUGSLEY’S 
SCAVENGER HUNT (89%) Iss 16 
Pleasing 'n' challenging platformer. 
ADDAMS FAMILY VALUES 
(80%) Iss 41 
Addams Family Values inspirations are 
glaringly obvious, but that's not a 
bad thing. Not a bad attempt at 
reproducing Zelda's classic ideas and 
themes. 
THE ADVENTURES OF BATMAN 
AND ROBIN (89%) Iss 35 
This is a fine example of what you can 
do with a licence if you really want to. 
Bar a couple of difficulty gripes, this is 
excellent stuff, but sixty quid? 
BLIMEY! 
THE ADVENTURES OF MIGHTY 
MAX (81%) Iss 38 
Surprisingly good. Apart from the 
limited life span this is a very 
entertaining game indeed. Er, well 
done those lovely chaps and chapesses 
at Sony. 
AERO THE ACROBAT (83%) Iss 24 
Clever and pretty platformer, which is 
different enough to be good fun. 
AGURI SUZUKI (67%) Iss 19 
Average, but fast racing game. It's very 
similar to Pole Position. 
ALADDIN (85%) Iss 25 
A tad easy, but it plays, looks and 
sounds lush. A whole new world. 
ALFRED CHICKEN (75%) Iss 25 
A fun platformer which is a bit too 
frustrating for its own good. 
A1JIII*(90%)Im18 
Amazir^) animation and tough game- 
play. Tha bast SNES film Itcenca avarl 
ALL AMERICAN FOOTBALL 
(70%) Iss 31 
A potentially great American footy 
game ruined by shoddy scrolling. 
AMAZING TENNIS (33%) Iss 15 
Ridiculously poor and completely 
unplayable tennis sim. A real dodo. 
AMERICAN GLADIATORS 
(7%) iss 22 
No skill required, and the controls are 
tragically poor. This isbsolute rubbish. 
ANOTHER WORLD (74%) Iss 12 
Technically stunning and a potential 
classic, but it's far too easy. 
AN AMERICAN TAIL (72%) Iss 31 
Fievel goes west in a good looking 
formulaic cartoon-licensed plodder. 
Hmn. Kids' stuff. 
ARDY LIGHTFOOT (65%) Iss 39 
The only thing that isn't average 
about this game is the difficulty level- 
it's far too hard. Otherwise it's 
nothing special. 
ART OF FIGHTING (61%) Iss 26 
Looks a bit like a Neo-Geo title, but 
ultimately it's too clunky and dull. 
ASTERIX (77%) Iss 20 
Great licence, but it's wasted on this 
disappointingly average platformer. 
ASTRO GO! GO! (80%) Iss 32 
Bonkers colours, crazy ships and fast 

(9i%)iM4e 
A smart movie Ikenoe combining 
exoeiient Aim atmosphere with great 

BATTLEMANIACS (68%) Iss 22 
Visually brilliant, but the gameplay is 
the same as NES Battletoads. 
BATMAN (66%) Iss 19 
Moody levels and a good-looking 
Batman don't save this one. 
BARTS NIGHTMARE (53%) Iss 12 
Good-looking and varied, but the 
gameplay's a bit too random. 
BASSIN’S BLACK BASS (74%) 
Iss 43 
A bonkers idea, but somehow it 
works and it gives a very realistic 
feeling of fishing. It's fairly easy to 
master though, and becomes boring 
after a while. 
BATTLETOADS DOUBLE 
DRAGON (58%) Iss 33 
Okay for a bit of a beat-'em-up knock 
about, but it's not one you will want 
to keep going back to. Certainly not 
at this price, anyway matey! 
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST (79%) 
Iss 33 
Solid platform romp that looks great, 
sounds great, and poses a good chal¬ 
lenge, but you can't help wondering 
what the punchline is? 

10(19%) 
Mb 47 
Why oh why do we have to put up 
with utter crud like tMs7 Tate it 
away please. 
BIKER MICE FROM MARS (65%) 
Iss 39 
Pretty good fun with some funky 
characters and smart enough looks, 
but lacking sufficient variety, adrena¬ 
line and depth of gameplay to make 
it a real winner. 
BIOMETAL (80%) Iss 29 
Perfectly respectable shoot-'em-up 
with a great soundtrack. 
BLACKHAWKE (85%) Iss 37 
Very similar to Flashback in terms of 
style and gameplay-the graphics are 
brilliant-but somehow it's a lot more 
fun to play. Top stuff. 
BLUES BROTHERS (68%) Iss 19 
This could have been a classic, but it's 
too unoriginal, and too blimmin' easy. 
B.O.B. (70%) Iss 18 
A cute and fairly appealing platformer, 
but it's simply not varied enough. 
■OMNI MAN (93%) IM19 
The best four-pIcr^ game everl Great 
value for money! 
BOMBER MAN S (91%) tm 47 
Without even a hint of a doubt's 
distant cousin, undeniably the best 
Sombermanyet 
BOOGERMAN (74%) Iss 41 
It's offensive and inoffensive at the 
same time, but it plays well enough 
and is a bit of a giggle, which is 
always a good thing. 
BREATH OF FIRE (55%) Iss 34 
Maybe I've been a bit harsh. It's as 
good as a purely stats based RPG can 
get. The problem is that they can 
never get any good, as far as I'm 
concerned. 
BRETT HULL HOCKEY (79%) Iss 25 
This is a fine attempt at an ice hockey 
game. Looks and sounds great. 
BRUTAL PAWS OF FURY (79%) 
Iss 37 
Loads of options and a fair amount 
of variety are let down by some 
wooden gameplay and the sickly nice¬ 
ness of it all. 
BUBSY (81%) Iss 20 
This is a very fast and pretty plat¬ 
former, but it's too easy. 
BIIST4LMOVB (95%) Iw44 
Utterly stupendous. All that talk 
about playing K until your head 
explodes Is true. G>m^etely addictive 
and 100% slick, this is one of the best 
puzzle games ever. 
BUSTER BUSTS LOOSE! (87%) 
Iss 18 
Neat-looking and cuddly platformer. 
Can't be bad. 
CAUFORNIA GAMES II (31%) Iss 17 
Unbelievably basic and repetitive 
attempt at a sports sim. Yawn! 
CAL RIPKEN JUNIOR (65%) Iss 28 
A fairly grotty game which is almost 
impossible in one-player mode. 
CANNON PODDBR (93%) IM 37 
An awesome shooty game that actu¬ 
ally takes a bit of brain-power to 
waste each and every scumbag on the 
face of the planet Less of a way of 
life, more like a brill game. 
CAPTAIN AMERICA (31%) Iss 23 
Diabolical-looking beat-'em-up with 
laughable scrolling. A real travesty. 
CARRIER ACES (45%) Iss 43 
Flight sims rarely work on the SNES. It 
looks good and the idea is great, but 
this is one Carrier that should be 
mothballed. 
CASTLEVANIA IV (74%) Iss 7 
A good-looking swing 'n' slice-'em-up. 

It's a bit samey, but loads of fun. 
CHAMPIONS WORLD CLASS 
SOCCER (55%) Iss 29 
Mediocre footy game that doesn't live 
up to its Ryan Giggs licence. 
TNB CHAOS BNOBW (90%) lea 29 
Thoroughly entertaining and well 
woriced strategic war game. 
CHARLES BARKLEY: SHUT UP 
AND JAM (80%) Iss 31 
Entertaining and playable basketball- 
'em-up that is unfortunately utterly 
overshadowed by NBA Jam. 
THE CHESSMASTER (79%) Iss 21 
If you're a chess-head you'll like this. If 
you're not you won't. Simple. 
CHOPLIFTER III (89%) Iss 28 
Addictive classic with brilliant graphics 
and sizzling gameplay. Excellent. 
CHUCK ROCK (61%) Iss 14 
A very basic platformer. It's pretty, but 
the gameplay's just too simplistic 
CLAYFIGHTER (87%) Iss 27 
What's this? A humorous beat-'em-up? 
Your next challenge, perhaps? 
CLAY FIGHTER 2 (89%) Iss 38 
The major difference between this 
and the original is a load of new char¬ 
acters. They're both great fun but I 
reckon Judgment Clay just edges it. 
CLAYMATES (77%) Iss 22 
Original platformer with great sprites, 
but sloppy level design. 
CLIFFHANGER (24%) Iss 26 
The second worst SNES game ever. Last 
Action Hero is the worst, though. 
COOL BBOT (92%) Ih 24 
Wonderful to look at and wonderful 
to play - wonderful Coo/Spot 
COSMO GANG (69%) Iss 19 
Basic-looking puzzler. Fun for two, but 
extremely boring for one. 
CRAZY SPORTS (54%) Iss 21 
A kind of James Pond 'sport' sim with 
primitive graphics and no challenge. 
CYBERNATOR (83%) Iss 19 
Get used to the cumbersome controls 
and you'll find a fab blaster here. 
DAFFY DUCK (75%) Iss 25 
A polished and funny platformer 
which is, sadly, a bit limited. 
DARIUS TWIN (62%) Iss 14 
This shooter is action-packed, but it 
can get seriously repetitive, too. 
THE DEATH AND RETURN OF 
SUPERMAN (79%) Iss 37 
We've seen all of this before and lots 
of times. Superman's a well executed 
example of it, but a couple of years 
too late. 
OBMOLinON MAM (75%) Mi 46 
There are so mariy better alternatives 
Hi's hard to recommer)d this. A couple 
of years ago this would have been 
great but now it jist doesn't compete. 
DEMON’S CREST (82%) Iss 40 
Strange game that seems a little 
dated but provides entertainment in 
abundance. Good players will finish it 
with ease, but it's a still a slick 
adventure. 
DENNIS (65%) Iss 24 
Platform game which looks good, but 
just doesn't play well enough. 
DESERT FIGHTER (71%) Iss 28 
A dodgy shoot-'em-up, hidden behind 
mock sophistication. 
DESERT STRIKE (88%) Iss 13 
An excellent blaster with a great mix 
of shooting and strategy. 
DEVIL’S COURSE (43%) Iss 22 
A giant crazy-golf game which is too 
hard and uncontrollable to be fun. 
DINO DINI SOCCER (60%) Iss 37 
After the first two Dino games, this 
one is a disappointment. A good 
package all-round, but simply not 
much fun to play. 
DINOSAURS (55%) Iss 11 
Big, pretty and playable . It's all 
extremely standard stuff, though. 
D-FORCE (67%) Iss 10 
This vertical scroller looks basic, but it 
might keep you amused for a while. 
DIRT RACER FX (30%) Iss 41 
Dirt Racer stinks like decaying flesh 
left out on the lawn in a heat wave. If 
Elite want a quote for their adver¬ 
tising campaign here it is: what a load 
of toilet. 
DRACULA (46%) Iss 22 
Primitive graphics and uneventful 
gameplay. A wasted licence. 
DOOM (93%) IM 46 
Gut-wre^ingly, spl6«n-spllttingly, 
gore-spreadingly, gurvtotingly, 
ane-poppingly, GREATI Get It for 
your gran. 
DRAQON(91%)Im31 
Tha story of tha film of tha bloka who 
was axceptlonaily good at hitting and 
kicking paopla. A massivaly antar- 
taining and playabla baat-'am-up. 
DRAGON’S LAIR (93%) Iss 10 
Probably the most tortuous and atmos¬ 
pheric game you'll ever play! 
EARTHBOUND (85%) Iss 45 
No innovation and it looks a dozen 
years old, but getting a popular writer 
to construct a rock-solid story was a 
stroke of genius. 
BQUINOX (91%) laa 29 
Brilliant and baauttful Moda 7 plat¬ 
form advantura. 
■ARTHWONM JBi (95%) laa 35 
Must I raalty say It ail again? This is 
stunning. It breaks all ^ rules to 
splendid effect and basically sets a 

bit of a standard in platform quality. 
Top stuff. 
E)&ITE STAGE 95 (75%) Iss 44 
Nothing unexpected here. It was fun 
for a while but I think this is only a 
safe bet for real fanatics who have to 
own every soccer game out there. 

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER (73%) 
Iss 32 
Not the best but certainly one of the 
better dungeons and dragons RPG 
adventures. Point 'n' click. 
FI CIRCUS (64%) Iss 10 
Loads and loads of options, but the 
viewpoint is confusing. 
FI EXHAUST HEAT (59%) Iss 12 
Nice Mode 7 racetracks but the game¬ 
play is a complete non-starter. 
FI POLE POSITION (84%) Iss 22 
The emphasis is on realism rather then 
playability, but it's still very nice. 
FAMILY DOG (47%) Iss 20 
A real dog of a game. Walk away 
s'owly, and don't look back. 
FATAL FURY 2 (78%) Iss 26 
This is a better than average beat-'em- 
up, but Turbo still reigns supreme. 
FEVER PITCH SOCCER (85%) 
Iss 42 
It might lack the realism of ISS, but as 
an alternative it's »ast, furious footy, 
and full of fouls. Ar.d it's fun. 

(90%)Ih30 
Ona (rf tha best footy games aiXHjnd. 
Great controL masses of options arKl 
banging animation. 
PMA*S6(89%)Im47 
No real Improvement on the last 
version and while that was grourrd- 
breaklng, this Isn't The improvements 
should have been greater. 
FIGHTER’S HISTORY (79%) Iss 32 
An almost perfect Street Fighter clone, 
but let down by some disappointing 
gameplay flaws. 
THE FIREMEN (87%) Iss 40 
This innovative top-down sqirt-'em-up 
is tough and great fun to play but not 
nearly big enough. Well worth consid¬ 
ering though. 
FIRST SAMURAI (80%) Iss 21 
A good, solid platformer with lots of 
action. Stands out from the crowd. 
FLASHBACK (85%) Iss 25 
Brilliant platform adventure which 
looks and sounds really special. 
FLINTSTONES (70%) Iss 31 
Great looking cavey cartoon romp with 
funky tunes. A bit easy and very basic. 
Good for kids and big kids alike. 
PORHIMI PON BNAL (0%) Me 47 
Sort of adecArate in every way but 
nothing more. Boodng games need to 
be very speefoi to work at aO so unless 
you're an out and out boodng freak 
forget it 
fMBIIO(91%)lw5 
This bumHjp really has to be seen to 
be believedi Heart-pumping stuff. 
FULL THROTTLE (49%) Iss 42 
This look like an NES game but plays 
like a Game and Watch. Too slow, not 
enough variety and a stupid idea. 
Shame that. 
FUN’N’GAMES (78%) Iss 33 
A varied package containing chirpy, 
cheery fun for the preschool and early 
infant generation. Should put smiles 
on faces. Parents' face, that is. 
GODS (80%) Iss 15 
A great-looking title, with a nice 
balance of killing and puzzles. 
GOLDEN FIGHTER (34%) Iss 20 
A third-rate beat-'em-up with bad 
animation and naff characters. 
GOOF TROOP (63%) Issue 23 
Ze/da-esque puzzler which is a bit 
simplistic, but fun with two players. 
OP 1 (60%) Iss 22 
Okay, but it doesn't capture the thrills 
of real high-speed racing. 
HAGANE (86%) Iss 42 
Gut-wrenchingly good gameplay, 
lots of action, wrapped around a 
slighty dated concept. On balance 
bloody brilliant. 
HARDBALL (62%) Iss 34 
As far as Baseball games go Hardball 
is it a bit poor really, with dodgy 
gameplay being the order of the day. 
With the extra import price, we can't 
recommend it. 
HARLEY’S HUMUNGOUS ADV. 
(45%) Iss 16 
A very poor excuse for a platformer. 
Avoid this! 
MBBENliOrB POPOON (90%) 
Im37 
A hugely addictive and very odd 
puzzler based on Tetris and Puyo Puyo 
with ker-ay-zee special attacks and 
plenty of silly eff^. 
HOME ALONE 2 (53%) Iss 13 
This sprawling platformer is big, empty 
and contains nothing new. 
HOOK (60%) Iss 11 
If you liked the Robin Williams' film, 
you'll be disappointed with this. 
HUMANS (72%) bs 28 
A neat 80 level, Lemmings-sty\e 
puzzler. You could do worse. 
ILLUSION OF TIME (86%) Iss 42 
An enormous and very entertaining 
RPG. It's not the best but then what 
is? Ah, yes, it's Zelda, isn't it? 
INDYCAR RACING (70%) Iss 37 
Adequate and playable, but floored 

and ultimately boring, this is a bit of a 
disapointment despite the good split 
screen mode. Shame, eh. 
THE INCREDIBLE HULK (80%) 
Iss 34 
A top licence with some great action, 
infuriating puzzle sections but little 
atmosphere and too little imagina¬ 
tion. We woz disappointed by the lack 
of scope with Banner's character. 
SUPER INTERNATIONAL 
CRICKET (84%) Iss 43 
It recreates cricket almost perfectly, 
whether that's good or bad depends 
if you like cricket or not. It's an excel¬ 
lent sports sim but lacks any 
arcade-style fun. 
IBB DBUIXB (95%) Ih47 
The perfect ble^ of exdtement and 
realism. Quite simply the best fooly sim 
that has ever appeared on the SNES. 
JELLY BOY (96%) IM 34 
It doesn't really have any major 
faults. Jelly Boy b basically just a well 
above average platformer, bordering 
on the brill. 
JBMiY OONNORB TBNMB (93%) 
Mi 15 
A highly playable tennb sim for up to 
four players. 
JOE ’N’ MAC (72%) Iss 9 
Uncontrollable and too easy to finish. 
It's fairly good fun, though. 
JOE ’N’ MAC 2 (73%) Iss 31 
More, and slightly better caveman 
ninja antics. 
JOHN MADDEN ’93 (86%) Iss 13 
A brilliant game, but if you have the 
choice, get Madden NFL '94 instead. 
JUDGE DREDD (86%) Iss 43 
Oredd was always going to be good 
material for a game, and Acclaim 
have delivered an exciting adventure 
full of surprises. 
JUNGLE BOOK (85%) Iss 30 
Pretty musical romp with bucketloads 
of gameplay. 
JUNGLE BINIMi (91%) IM 42 
EA have improved Jungle Stike In 
every way. It's an excellent blaster 
with a great mix of shooting and 
strategy. Get Itl 
JURASSIC PARK (84%) Iss 23 
Good-looking action game, with some 
excellent 3D sections. 
JUSTICE LEAGUE (58%) Iss 44 
A very poor fighting game that just 
stupidly throws away some brilliant 
super-hero potential. 
KICK OFF 3 (89%) Iss 30 
Gorgeous scrolling animation that's 
fun to play and will last for ever in 
two-player mode. 
KID KLOWN IN KRAZY CHASE 
(78%) Iss 39 
Crazy can be defined as insane, 
fantastic, ridiculous or ex tremely 
fond of. Sadly none of the above 
apply to this innovative but disap¬ 
pointing cart. 
KIKIKAIKAI NINJA (76%) iss 17 
This cute shoot-'em-up is good fun, but 
it's not really big enough. 
KILLIR INBTINCT(92%) Im46 
Atop job of converting a coirt-op 
classic to the 16-blt Lx>oks great, 
sounds great, plays great It's greatl 
KING ARTHUR’S WORLD 
(78%) Iss 17 
A slick, but slow strategy game. 
KING OF DRAGONS (60%) Iss 30 
Scrolling beat-'em-up turkey. 
KING OF THE MONSTERS 
(41%) Iss 10 
A dire cross between Godzilla and 
WWF. Eurgh! 
■ONBY^B AVALANCHE (91%) 
be 43 
This b one of the best puzzle games 
ever released, on any format 
anywhere. Su-poibI 
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND (51%) 
Iss 31 
Pointless swordy beat-'em-up. Even 
worse than King Of Dragons. 
KRUSTY’S SUPER FUN HOUSE 
(80%) Iss 8 
Gloomy, but atmospheric puzzler. 
Worth a look. 
LAGOON (79%) Iss 22 
This is a nicety structured and playable 
role-playing game. 
LAS VEGAS STAKES (20%) Iss 21 
Gambling game with no risk and no 
money to win. What's the point? 
LAST ACTION HERO (6%) Iss 26 
This is it. The worst Super NES game 
ever. Absolute cack. 

CHALLENGE (91%) laa 23 
Nice looking and highly playable racer. 
Includes a bizarre Super option. 
LAWNMOWER MAN (79%) Iss 24 
Potentially superb, with some great 
sub-games, but ultimately flawed. 
LEGEND (76%) Iss 33 
So stale and derived that it's poinless, 
but I suppose it's a good version of 
Golden Axe. Make your own mind up 
whether or not that's a good thing. 
LEGEND OP THE MYBTICAL 
NINJA (90%) laa 25 
Professlonai playing arcade game. 
Very good. 
LEMMINGS (81%) Iss 10 
The squillion-year-old classic comes to 
the SNES and it's still fun and frantic. 

1(90%) 

be 35 
For my money thb b the best puzzle 
game you can get for the SNES. It 
builds on the original brilliantly. At 
last a thinky game that's top fun 
for all. 
LETHAL ENFORCERS (70%) Iss 27 
This is a fun blaster, but at £75 it's also 
ludicrously expensive. 
LETHAL WEAPON (84%) Iss 16 
Unimaginative use of a movie licence. 
A standard platform beat-'em-up. 
UPEKTY OR DEATH (79%) Iss 32 
Historically accurate American War Of 
Independence sim. Unusual for the 
SNES, but very involving. 
LORD OF THE RINGS PARTI 
(56%) Iss 38 
A no-frills, no-thrills RPG. Which 
might have worked if the plot and 
puzzles had been any good. They 
aren't. The result I'm afraid, is 
zombie-fying. 
LOST VIKINGS (87%) Iss 17 
Hard-core cerebral action. Good- 
looking, innovative and slick. 
MADDEN NPL *B4 (93%) bi 27 
Best American footy dm to date. 
Playable, exdting and realbtk. 
MADDEN ’95 (84%) Iss 37 
What a shame that Ocean couldn't 
have actually improved Madden, 
instead of making it less satisfying to 
play. Madden'94 still rules the SNES. 
MAJOR TITLE (86%) Iss 26 
The best golf sim on the SNES. It's basi¬ 
cally the UK version of Irem Skims. 
MANN) ALMTAHB (99%) be 21 
Four/Marfb games on one cart- 
definitely the best cart everl 
MARIO AND WARIO (62%) Iss 24 
At last, another Super NES mouse 
game. It's far too easy and irritating, 
though. 
MANW IB MMBmO (92%) ba21 
'Edutainment' game whkh b both fun 
and educational. Engrossing stuff. 
MARIO PAINT (48%) Iss 10 
A user-friendly art and music package 
but it's far too limited. Disappointing. 
MARIO’S TIME MACHINE 
(83%) Iss 26 
An excellent blend of fun and facts. 
Surf and meet Newton! 
THBMABK(82%)ba47 
Cbnslderlng the price of (igan these 
dayL thb nice try doesrYt get one. Not 
quite, anyway. It can have a twig 
Instep Good platformer. 
MAXIMUM CARNAGE (63%) Iss 35 
An absolute scrolling beat-'em-up 
freak will get a few kiks, but it's not 
really breaking any new ground. 
MECH WARRIOR (85%) Iss 30 
Flying around with adventure, strategy 
and combat simulation. Great fun! 
MEGA-LO-MANIA (85%) Iss 27 
Slick, well-polished god sim. Wage 
wars and conquer islands. What fun! 
MEGA MAN SOCCER (71%) Iss 31 
What could have been one of the best 
soccer games to date is too slow and 
too much effort. 
MEGA MAN X (86%) Iss 27 
Shoot 'n' collect platformer with smart 
graphics. Could've been better, though. 
MEGA MAN X2 (75%) Iss 41 
Like Stonehenge, it's okay for an occa¬ 
sional visit but it's remained 
unchanged since it was first created. A 
bit more thought next time, eh chaps? 
METAL MARINES (86%) Iss 28 
Complex strategy game, which should 
keep the most ardent action-head happy. 
MHf1KND(94%)bs30 
Absolutaiy rrwsdv* soolllng, pbtform 
shooter with plenty to dp, a varied 
soundtrack and attractive graphics. 
MICHAEL JORDAN:CHAOS IN 
THE WINDY CITY (82%) Iss 38 
It isn't a basketball game as such, but- 
for once-it's an inovative use of a 
licence that works really well. 
MWNO MACHNIEB (91%) be 35 
The biggest speed thrill you can get 
without showing up on one of those 
Police Stop videos. An Instant dassk. 
MIGHT AND MAGIC (60%) Iss 24 
Tedious RPG. An outdated fantasy for 
dweebs with dice for brains. 
MONOPOLY (41%) Iss 17 
Pointless and expensive. Just buy the 
board game instead. 
MORTAL KOMBAT (70%) Iss 21 
An okay fighting game, but ultimately 
it's too repetitive and limited. 
MORTAL KOMBAT II (93%) be 33 
Fantastic sequel to a dreadful original 
beat-'em>up and perhaps the biggest 
Improvement any game has ever 
undergone. Everl 
MORTAL KOMBAT 3 (94%) be 46 
A highly poibhed and unbeatably 
satb^ng addition to the series. 
Certainly the best of the bunch. 
MR TUFF (60%) Iss 41 
As we'd expected Mr Tuff offers 
you nothing new. It fails to capture 
the imagination or make the adrena¬ 
line flow. 
MUSCLE BOMBER (71%) Iss 32 
Retards in leotards raise a wrestling 
smile. This good looking game is let 
down by mediocre gameplay. 
MUSYA (59%) Iss 8 
Dull Oriental arcade adventure. There 
are some neat bits in there, though. 
NBA ALL-STAR (48%) Iss 20 



Excellent graphics but dull gameplay - 
even with two players. 
NBA JAM (86%) Iss 27 
The best basketball sim around. Up to 
four players and lush graphics. 
NBA LIVE >95 (72%) Iss 37 
A few tweaks, a bit of repackaging, 
but it's just NBA Showdown all over 
again. Oh alright, it's a bit better, but 
it's hardly worth it. 
NBA UVI'BB (77%) IM 47 
A top example of a sturdy, solid 
game, but one that suffers from being 
done entirely by the book. 
NBA SHOWDOWN (50%) Iss 27 
Tedious, awkward and sluggish re-jig 
of Bulls Vs Blazers. No, no, no! 
NFL FOOTBALL (17%) Iss 26 
The worst American football game yet. 
What is going on? 
•m. QUATVIIBACK CUNI(B0%) 
laaSB 
MHLQC b better than Madden in a it 
of ways. Madden looks better but thb 
b more testing and varied. 
IIIIL*BB(B2%)Im97 
Plenty of minor Improvements over 
NHL “94 make thb a fine game, but be 
warned, it realiy b the same old thing. 
II•IL'BB(B2%)IH47 
As ever thb b a must if you don't own 
an ke hockey title, but no real 
advance on old versions of NHL 
NHi#A HOOKIY *B4 (91%) l« 27 
The best hockey sim around, it even 
has a five-player option. 
NHLPA Id IIOOKIY(91%) Ih 14 
A realbtic aiKl highly playable ke 
hockey sim. Very nke. 
NIGEL MANSELL (71%) Iss 22 
Very good in most respects, but there's 
no two-player game. 
NOSFERATU (70%) Iss 40 
A smart looking and fairly testing 
game that should be enthralling but 
falls distinctly on the side of disap- 
8ointment and tedium. 

•BELIX (73%) iss 45 
It's like playing one of the books. The 
attention to detail on the graphics is 
brilliant. It's just a pity that it was all 
wasted by the lack of moves. 
OPERATION STARFISH (79%) 
Iss 41 
It's bigger than most platformers, 
and although eligible for a bus pass 
and meals on wheels, its heart in the 
right place. 
OTHELLO WORLD (45%) Iss 22 
Face it, classic board-games just don't 
work on consoles. 
OUT TO LUNCH (71%) Iss 23 
Cute and addictive platformer which is 
too unoriginal and uncontrollable. 
PAPERBOY 2 (32%) Iss 10 
Unbelievable. Almost as bad as doing 
the real thing. 
PAC ATTACK (60%) Iss 30 
Fantastically addictive, professional¬ 
looking but absolutely pointless. 
PAC IN TIME (82%) Iss 39 
Refreshingly different and surpris¬ 
ingly, very jolly. Pac In Time is a top 
platformer and about a hundred 
billion times better than that original 
Pac-Man cack. 
PAC-MAN (60%) Iss 30 
Eat the dots on all, erm, one level.and 
it's addictive. Honest. 
THE PAQEMASTER (71%) Iss 38 
Slickly produced and everything. But 
honstly, it's the same old formula 
rehashed for the hundredth time. And 
it quickly gets pretty darn repetitive. 
PARODIUS (87%) Iss 9 
A fun shoot-'em-up with plenty to get 
your teeth into. Too easy, though. 
PGA TOUR GOLF (69%) Iss 11 
A nice user-friendly golf sim, with a 
simple layout and easy-to-use menu. 
PHALANX (59%) Iss 13 
A horizontally scrolling shooter with all 
the biz. The action's patchy, though. 
PBjOmrMQB (91%) IM11 
stunning 3D f)i(^ sim with vbuab to 
mak* your oyM pop ouL GorgeousI 
PINBALL DREAMS (76%) Iss 28 
A big game on other formats, which 
doesn't make the grade on the SNES. 
PINBALL FANTAISIES (65%) 
Iss 37 
Should be a great pinball experience, 
but somehow turned from amazing 
Amiga game to sad SNES title. What 
went wrong? 
PINK PANTHER (65%) Iss 29 
Predictale cartoony platformer. 
PLAYER MANAGER (60%) Iss 22 
One of the more playable games of its 
type, but it's still for fanatics only. 
PLOK! (80%) Iss 24 
A game with that elusive feel-good 
factor. Looks, sounds and plays great. 
POCKY & ROCKY 2 (79%) iss 40 
Fiendisly tough at the end, but piti¬ 
fully easy for the most part. It's a 
great blast and a little bit different, 
but the crap difficulty curve spoils it 
somewhat. 
POOL (82%) Iss 23 
Good bail movement and a smart two- 
player mode. Boring for loners, though. 
POP 'N’ TWINBEE (78%) Iss 20 
Cute, top-down, scrolling shoot-'em- 
up. It's a lot of fun, but won't last long. 
POP tr TWMMB S (90%) IM 27 
Smart platform extravaganza vtfhkh 
stands out from the oowd. 
POPULOUS (61%) Iss 12 

A good conversion of the old god- 
game, but the novelty's worn off now. 
POPULOUS 2 (83%) Iss 32 
Bigger and better. Mousey smiles with 
a long life. 
POWER ATHLETE (28%) Iss 14 
Another SFU rip-off, and it's a pile of 
cack. The graphics are appalling. 
POWER DRIVE (80%) Iss 37 
A strange mixture of frustration, repe¬ 
tition and sheer addiction. And 
exciting and hefty (if somewhat 
flawed) challenge. 
POWERMONOER (70%) Iss 19 
Huge god-game which takes a while 
to get into, but is mildly addictive. 
PRINCE OF PERSIA (84%) Iss 9 
Very tough arcade puzzler. Lovely 
graphics and stunning animation. 
ralHISTORIK MAN (43%) Iss 44 
A great platformer to play, and if you 
like finishing a game in the same 
afternoon you forked out 40 quid for 
it then you'll love it. But no one's that 
stupid are they? 
PIMHALIIAOB (79%) IM 46 
Weil, good enough, I stqapose. But 
certainly not special erKXjgh to shove 
the current fovourites out of the race. 
PUSHOVER (68%) Iss 13 
Tricky arcade puzzler, but not as 
arcadey or as puzziey as it should be. 
PVTTY BOUAD (90%) laa 42 
An Imaginative and atmospheric 
stratagk platformer. It'll make you 
laugh. It'll make you rant. It'll make 
you drop your underpants. Get It It's 
differenti 
R-TYPE III (88%) Iss 26 
Bit small, but a vast improvement over 
the other R-Types. Lush graphics. 
RACE DRIVIN’ (17%) Iss 12 
Probably the worst Super NES driving 
game ever. Pathetically slow graphics. 
RAMPARTS (68%) Iss 20 
This mixture of two game styles - 
Tetris and a war game - is far too easy. 
RANMA (66%) Iss 25 
A nifty, best-of-three-rounds beat-'em- 
up which wins no prizes for originality. 
RANMA 1/2 PART 2 (68%) Iss 16 
This is almost the same as the original, 
but with a few added frills. 
REN AND STIMPY (24%) Iss 23 
Cartoon-perfect graphics, but an 
almost complete lack of gameplay. 
THE REN AND STIMPY SHOW 
(59%) Iss 35 
If you're a big fan of the cartoon. 
Time Warp may just about keep you 
midly amused. If not, avoid this 
tedious cart. 
RISE OF THE ROBOTS (72%) 
Iss 37 
Fairly entertaining for a while, darn 
good looking but a bit shallow. It 
won't last all that long and sadly 
doesn't live up to the hype. Come to 
think of it, it's a bit like some of the 
lasses our Johnny knocks about him. 
RIVAL TURF (70%) Iss 9 
Good, two-player stroll'n'beat-'em-up 
with high-spe^ gameplay. 
ROBOCOP 3 (37%) Iss 12 
A major disappointment. Poor 
graphics and non-existent gameplay. 
ROBOCOP VS THE TERMINATOR 
(59%) Iss 24 
Ropey platform shoot-'em-up. Avoid 
this game! 
THE ROCKETEER (28%) Iss 7 
Impressive to look at but the game- 
play's really duff. Pointless. 
ROCKY RODENT (68%) Iss 22 
All the makings of a fine platformer, 
but it's not very original. 
RPM RACING (46%) Iss 9 
More of a tourer than a racer - it's far 
too slow to get the blood rushing. 
RUN SABER (60%) Iss 21 
This certainly has the looks, but it's 
dead simple to finish. Pity. 
RUSHING BEAT RUN (53%) Iss 21 
Double Dragon/Final Fight rip-off 
which is just too darn boring. 
SEAQUEST DSV (83%) Iss 39 
The TV series aspired to be an under¬ 
water Star Trek and the game 
desperatly wants to be Desert Strike. 
Both have made valiant attempts but 
fallen sadly short. 
aaoiin'OP MANA (90%) IM 2B 
Almost as good as which b no 
mean feat Staggering graphics. 
BBMBIBLB BOCCBR (94%) laa 25 
An almost unbeatable footy sim with 
excellent controb arKi features galore. 
SEPTENTRION (80%) Iss 21 
Fab arcade adventure with lovely 
graphics. (Jap instrurtions, though.) 
SHADOWRUN (81%) Iss 21 
Big, moody and violent RPG with 
intriguing plot and complex puzzles. 
SHANGHAI 2 (49%) Iss 26 
It's all right, but it's not nearly as good 
as the real thing. 
SIDE POCKET (89%) Iss 29 
Surprisingly playable pool sim. 
SINK OR SWIN (72%) Iss 40 
A thoroughly ugly dame, with all the 
aesthetic appeal of a cowpat. But look 
beneath the surface and you'll find 
some entertaining gameplay. 
SKOlJAGOER (61%) Iss 13 
Bland scenery, basic animation and 
bog-standard action. Lacklustre stuff. 
SKYBLAZm (92%) Ms 27 
Dazzling piatfom beat-'am-up, 
padcad with variety and action. 

SIM CITY (94%) Iss 7 
Possibly the best-value game ever! A 
simple concept, but a huge game. 
BIIABH TBIBIIB (94%) taaSI 
A stonking and undantandably 
popular tannb sim. The only real altar- 
native to Smash Tennis. 
THE SMURFS (87%) Iss 34 
Beautiful graphics combined with 
surprisingly intelligent gameplay and 
a certain je ne sais quoi make The 
Smurfs a must-buy for all you plat¬ 
form junkies. 
SOCCER (88%) Iss 39 
It's joining an over flowing footy gene 
pool but ISS deserves mid-table 
respectability at the very least-it's 
pushing towards the top of the table. 
SOCCER KID (64%) Iss 28 
Awful controls, frustrating gameplay 
and very little lasting appeal. 
SOUL BLAZER (89%) Iss 12 
Similar to Zelda, and almost as good. 
Huge, atmospheric and pretty. 
SOS (81%) Iss 32 
Topsy-turvy platform adventures on a 
sinking ship. Good stuff. 
SPACE ACE (56%) iss 27 
Poorly designed, but very pretty plat¬ 
former. Horrendous gameplay, though. 
SPANKY’S QUEST (54%) Iss 12 
An okay platformer, but it's hardly 
worth the price tag. 
SPARKSTER (84%) Iss 35 
Konami come up trumps again with 
this high-octane, blast-tastic, fun plat¬ 
former that's only fawed by those 
pesky passwords. 
SPECTRE (81%) Iss 30 
A beautiful retro tanky shooty classic. 
SPEED RACER (66%) Iss 31 
A racing/platform combination h la 
Batman Returns, based on the classic 
cartoon. Neither sections match up to 
the image, though. 
SPIDER-MAN AND THE X-MEN 
(67%) Iss 13 
Very average Marvel action. The 
comics are more fun. 
SPIDERMAN (53%) Iss 41 
Quite why there's never been a 
decent comic book game is beyond 
me. Anyway, this one's not gong to 
change anything. Bland. 
■PIWDIZZY WOMM (91%) Im 14 
A wondarful, puzzloy arcMte gam* 
wNh bags of variaty. 
STANLEY CUP (53%) Iss 27 
Impressive Mode 7 ice rink which 
makes this hockey game unplayable. 
STARGATE (78%) Iss 40 
In six months the film and the game 
will be forgotten but this SNES 
offering will give you a few days of 
good solid blasting. 
STAR TREK: FIGURE'S PAST 
(72%) Iss 44 
It has all the options you'd expect 
from a top-notch PC game but suffers 
from being slow and a bit tiresome. 
BTARMnNO (96%) Ih 16 
Abo cailad StarfoK thb FX-chip ganrw 
b tha bast dwot-'am-up avarl 
BTimT PMHTIRI (94%) taa 9 
Sound, graphks and gamaplay in 
parfact hanrwnyl 
•fwnr PMMTm S (97%) Ih 32 
Ona of, if not tha most anjoyabla 
ganriM avar made. It b utterly stuning 
in every respect, and b a real improve¬ 
ment all round on SFU and Street 
Fighter Turbo 
srnnTPiof 
(9B%)Ih21 
Thb b unmfasabla. There'll never be a 
batter baat-'am-upl 
STRIKE GUNNER (51%) Iss 12 
A scrolling shooter with nice-looking 
ships, but tedious gameplay. 
BTMKn (94%) Ih20 
Simply tha bast footy game availabla 
for tha Super NES at tha moment 
BTUm' RAM ra(B4%) IhS2 
Stupidly good driving game with groat 
vehidH whoH ay« bulge. MakH 
Virtue Radrtg look ilka a Sunday 
drivers'convention. 
SUMO (34%) Iss 20 
The fights are too complex, as are the 
Japanese instructions. 
SUNSET RIDERS (78%) Iss 23 
A simple blaster with some nice 
touches, but not enough variety. 
SUPER ADV. ISLAND (40%) Iss 11 
The soundtrack's pretty groovy, but 
the game itself is crap. 
SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND 2 
(80%) Iss 33 
One of those games that is both 
simple and complicated, and it's 
payable and addictive into the 
bargain...! dare you not to enjoy it! 
Now there's a challenge. 
SUPER AIR DIVER (49%) Iss 22 
Fast and good-looking, but the game¬ 
play is highly repetitive. 
SUPER ALESTE (85%) Iss 12 
If it's vertically-scrolling shooters 
you're after, this is the business! 
SUPER BATTER UP (49%) Iss 18 
Cack-looking, uncontrollable and 
stupidly tough baseball sim. 
SUPER BATTLETANK (50%) Iss 14 
This is like Desert Strike, but with 
tanks. And it's very tedious. 
SUPER BATTLETANK 2 (70%) 
Iss 33 
An entertaining variation on a clasic 
theme-somehow lacks the simple 

gameplay appeal of Battlezone, and 
fails to create the atmosphere of, say. 
Jungle Strike. 
SUPER BC KID (85%) Iss 38 
It's simple and odd, but effective and 
wonderful fun too. The little BC Kid's 
got every right to be bigheaded. He's 
in a really reat game! 
SUPER BIRDIE RUSH (48%) iss 21 
Not techy enough for a golf sim and 
too slow for an arcade golfer. 
SUPER BIRKURI MAN (24%) Iss 19 
A laughably dreadful SFU rip-off with 
no variety and no fun. 

IhSS 
An all-round slight improvamant on 
an alraady brilliant gama. Hayabla 
and addictiva bayond ballaf. Super 
Bomber Man 2 b, quita slm|^, it 
SUPER BUSTER BROS (57%) Iss 14 
A Pang conversion with no two-player 
mode. It doesn't really work. 
SUPER DOUBLE DRAGON 
(61%) Iss 12 
Decent graphics, but no challenge. 
SUPER CONFLICT (69%) Iss 18 
A strategy game which is simple and 
limited but still fairly compelling. 
SUPER EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 
(79%) Iss 24 
Re-run of Star Wars' platform action. 
SUPER FI HERO (51%) Iss 19 
Scabby graphics, but fairly exciting 
racing - for about half an hour. 
SUPER FI GRAND PRIX (56%) 
Iss 19 
Poor racing game with a top-down. 
Mode 7 viewpoint. Duff! 
SUPER FI GRAND PRIX 2 
(53%) Iss 19 
Even more unplayable than the original. 
SUPER FAMILY TENNIS (75%) Iss 22 
Competent sim, but too basic to 
compete with the big guys of tennis. 
SUPER GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS 
(87%) Iss 11 
A challenge to knock your socks off. 
Surprisingly good! 
SUPER FIRE PRO WRESTLING 2 
(54%) Iss 18 
Tons of wrestlers, but not enough moves. 
Very limited. 
SUPER FORMATION SOCCER 
(44%) Iss 22 
Four-player Super Soccer. A bit crap. 
Go for FIFA instead. 
SUPER GOAL (33%) Iss 18 
Definitely the worst SNES footy game. 
It really will make you sick as a parrot. 
SUPER JAMES POND (55%) Iss 17 
Humorous platformer with horrendous 
slowdown and very little challenge. 
SUPER KICK OFF (49%) Iss 14 
Too fast, too wild, and the controls are 
too cumbersome. Check out Striker. 
SUNR MmMND (Bl^mn BO 
Hug*, oompl«x and vary playabla 
futurfitic advanture. Brilliant 
SUPER MARIO KART (82%) Iss 11 
Original racing-collect-'em-up with 
split-screen tracks. Fun but not very 
varied. 
SUPm MAmO INNIUI (9SH) Ma 4 
Thb gama's got It ail -graphks, dapth, 
challanga... Itisabaolu^wondarfull 
SUPER NBA BASKETBALL 
(74%) Iss 18 
This won't grab you if you're not a fan. 
And we're not! 
SUPER OFF ROAD (53%) Iss 7 
Weedy cars and samey tracks. Head-to- 
head's quite good fun, though. 
SUPER PLAY ACTION FOOTBALL 
(53%) Iss 11 
Too complex for novices, and not that 
much fun for experts. Hmn. 
SUPER PROBOTECTOR (88%) Iss 9 
Unbelievable graphics and out-of-this- 
world gameplay. 
SUPER PUNCH OUT!! (85%) Iss 37 
What boxing games needed was a bit 
of variety in gameplay and a bit of 
excitement. This is it and top excite¬ 
ment it provides too 
SUPER PUTTY (80%) Iss 23 
Entertaining and varied platformer, 
but the controls are a bit awkward. 
SUPER R-TYPE (71%) Iss 6 
Stunning graphics, but let down by 
shallow gameplay. 
SUPER SCOPE (43%) Iss 8 
The SNES version of The Zapper. Fun 
for a while, but not really worth it. 
SUPER SHANGHAI (49%) Iss 20 
Oriental puzzler that's fun and inter¬ 
esting, but not worth more than £5. 
•UPSI SMASH TV (91%) IhS 
Stupandously brutal, tailing and rock- . 
hard! An eaooaiiant blastar. 
SUPER SOCCER (80%) Iss 6 
Great visuals, a choice of teams and 
flexible controls, but it's unrealistic. 
SUPER STAR WARS (87%) Iss 15 
This isn't very original, but it's a great 
movie tie-in, with sumptuous graphics. 
supsR snar PMHnsi n 
(97%)Ih32 
Uttariy stunning in avary raspacL Thb 
baat-'aiTHjp must ba ona of the most 
playabla gamH avar mada. 
SUPER STRIKE EAGLE (38%) Iss 19 
Cross between Afterburner and a flight 
sim. Nice idea, but it doesn't work. 
SUPER SUMO (36%) Iss 20 
Two blobs of lard wobbling about and 
fighting. That's fun? 
SUPER SWIV (83%) Iss 16 
A classic, Super NES top-down blaster. 

Be warned - it's incredibly tough! 

Ona of tha most playabla arxi raalbtic 
tannb sIms avarl 
SUPER TWOIX ISLAND (90%) 
Ih29 
Waird, huga, vary playabla and addic¬ 
tiva platformer. 
SUPER TURRICAN (75%) Iss 25 
A good ol' fashioned slaughter fest, 
though sadly, a tad unoriginal. 
SUPER TURRICAIil 1 (91%) 
ha 41 
A suparb, if slightly vbually-datad, 
blastar which grips you from start to 
finbh. Tha most potent shooter for 
sorrMtIma. 
SUPER VOLLEY 2 (26%) iss 19 
A two-dimensional volleyball sim with 
one-dimensional gameplay. Terrible. 
SUPER WWF (81%) Iss 6 
Even if you hate wrestling, this'll wow 
you. It looks and sounds great. 
SYNDICATE (88%) Iss 37 
Flawed but a fabulous idea for a 
game. Just watch what happens when 
you casually stroll in the middle of a 
crow of civilians and pull out sawn-off 
shotguns. Heh heh heh! 
SYVAUON (20%) Iss 16 
This game is complete and utter crap. 
Don't buy it. 
T2 THE ARCADE GAME (81%) iss 25 
A shoot-'em-up arcade game, which 
can use mouse or Scope. 
T2 JUDGEMENT DAY (31%) Iss 26 
A complete shambles of a license. Oh 
dear. Oh dear. Oh dear. 
TAZ-MANIA (55%) Iss 20 
Fast and colourful racing game, but it's 
stupidly tough and soon gets boring. 
TECMO SUPER BOWL (85%) Iss 26 
Looks basic, but it's seriously playable. 
Loadsa fun! 
THE MAGICAL QUEST STARRING 
MICKEY MOUSE (81%) Iss 13 
Stunning game, but a bit easy. 
TERMINATOR (55%) Iss 17 
An ordinary platform-shooter with 
below-par gameplay. What a waste. 
THEME PARK 2 (93%) Ih42 
it's taken a while coming but the 
scaiad-down timplldfy and extra 
touchH combln* to mak* thb the 
moft satisfying version of Theme Parle 
THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE 
(63%) Iss 28 
Pseudo-educational game, for kiddies. 
TIMECOP (29%) Iss 44 
Utter pap, one of the worst 
platformers we've come across in 
some time. 

TIN STAR (82%) Iss 43 
Tin Star feels like an gem of a 
game from the moment you plug it in 
but you can't help feeling short 
changed when it's nearly complete 
after one sitting. 
TOM AND JERRY (49%) Iss 17 
What a waste of a licence. Lifeless, 
poorly designed and unimaginative. 
TOP GEAR (93%) Ih 9 
Fast, furious and fun racar - tha bast 
two-playar racing gama avarl 
TOP GEAR 2 (87%) Iss 23 
Same as its predecessor. If you've got 
that it's pointless buying this. 
TOTAL CARNAGE (74%) Iss 23 
Ropey conversion of the excellent coin¬ 
op. The graphics are completely duff. 
TOYS (7%) Iss 22 
This game is utterly devoid of game¬ 
play. Still, the film wasn't much better. 
TRODDLERS (87%) Iss 20 
Lemmings with a difference. Simple to 
pick up and a lot of fun to play. 
TRUE GOLF CLASSICS (72%) Iss 11 
If it's a realistic, rather than playable 
golf sim you're after, give this a whirl. 
TRUE LIES (78%) Iss 40 
True Lies is what you'd expect from an 
Arnie game. Fairly standard stuff with 
guns, blood and no real depth. 
TURBO TOONS (53%) Ih 46 
A half-hearted attempt at creating an 
overhead racer In the style of so many 
before. Leave It 
TURN ‘N'BURN (60%) Iss 33 
Sounds like it might be an ace flight 
sim, but is actually a simplistic shooter 
with not a lot going on. 
TURTLES IN TIME (63%) Iss 10 
Good-looking and occasionally quite 
fun, but It won't get the pulse racing. 

(90%)Ih2S 
Thb b Ih* next bast thing to SFV Turba 
ULTIMA:THE FALSE PROPHET 
(66%) Iss 32 
A good choice for experienced RPG 
enthusiasts,the rest of the world are 
in danger of nodding off. 
ULTIMATE FOOTBALL (71%) Iss 22 
Arcade-style US footy game which 
looks good, but is too haphazard. 
UNIRALLY (90%) Ih 39 
Original, gripping and addictiva. Thb 
massive cart abo happens to ba 
amongst the fatest racers ever on the 
SNES. Top fun. 
UN SQUADRON (92%) Ih 10 
A briliiarTt blaster. Ona of tha best 
horttorrtal-acrollen arouTKl. 
UTOPIA (71%) Iss 29 
Sim City meets Meta Marines, except 
not as much fun as either. 
VAMPIRE’S KISS (77%) In 46 
Not for the beginner by any means. 
Vampire's Kiss b a true^iue plat¬ 

former, designed specifically for the 
hardened gamesplayer. 
VIRTUAL BART (39%) Iss 35 
Another Simpson game, another load 
of dross.Virtual Bart's graphics are 
plain and the gameplay is laughable. 
VIRTUAL SOCCER (68%) Iss 24 
Basic footy game which lacks finesse. 
Stick to Sensible Soccer or Striker. 
VORTEX (85%) Iss 35 
It takes a while to get into but your 
patience will be rewarded with a fren 
zied blaster. If you're investing this 
much dosh, you'll want to invest the 
time too. 
WARLOCK (55%) iss 41 
An old licence that would have 
needed a stunning game to revive 
interest in it. As it turns out the game 
is very frustrating. Don't bother. 
WAYNE’S WORLD (35%) Iss 19 
A crap movie licence with a complete 
absence of gameplay. 
WARIO’S WOODS (88%) Iss 45 
It's an excellent puzzler which is very 
addictive. When it grips you, it'll have 
you glued to your screen for months. 
WEAPON LORD (73%) taa 46 A 
game with potential and an original 
angle, Weapon Lord, soon sinks into 
the vast cesplt of adequacy. 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE (17%) Iss 20 
Tedious, tacky and completely point¬ 
less. Avoid. 
WILD GUNS (86%) Iss 40 
The kind of game to reaffirm your 
faith in shoot-'em-ups. It's so 
packed full of gameplay that only the 
most ardent pacifist could fail to love 
it. Really. 
WILD’N’WACKY SPORTS (63%) 
Iss 35 
Up to Konami's usual high standard, 
but not as playable or as lastable as 
previous Tiny Toons games. 
WING COMMANDER (89%) Iss 14 
Blasting flight sim with great graphics 
and thrilling combat. 
WING COMMANDER SECRET 
MISSIONS (67%) Iss 24 
This is identical to the original. 
Basically an overpriced add-on. 
WINTER OLYMPICS (58%) Iss 29 
A dull collection of seven cold, button¬ 
bashing games. 
WOLFENSTEIN (87%) Iss 26 
Set in a first-person, 3D maze, this 
Nazi-bashing extravaganza is brill. 
WOLVERINE (42%) Iss 37 
Pointless, hopeless, and other words 
ending in less. Probably. All the 
efforts have gone into the main 
sprite, and nowhere else. 
WORDTRIS (61%) Iss 15 
A nicely done puzzler, but it's not 
exciting or addictive enough. 
WORLD CLASS RUGBY (65%) 
Iss 18 Fab two-player mode, but it's 
too frustrating to play on your own. 
-1(92%) 

Qukk, dick footy game without the 
duilnaB such gamn usually have. 
WORLD CUP USA (88%) Iss 30 
Solid, playable footy game with a 
licence and a silly mascot. 
WORLD MASTERS GOLF (83%) 
Iss 44 
A thoroughly entertaining golf sim 
which I must admit rather borders on 
being sexy. 

WORLD HEROES 2 (80%) Iss 33 
Options and characters galore. A bit 
thin on the gameplay side, but if you 
want a fight with a difference, or 
twenty, then this is the beat-'em-up 
for you. 
WWF RAW (74%) Iss 37 
Okay but unimpressive in one-player 
mode, it metamorphasises into a mad 
thing when you get some mates to 
join in. 
WWF: ROYAL RUMBLE (83%) Iss 19 
A better game than the original, with 
lots of good, straightforward, old-fash¬ 
ioned violence. 
X-KALIBER 2097 (71%) iss 30 
Acceptable but unremarkable scrolling 
slash-'em-up. For fans only. 
X-ZONE (70%) iss 16 
One of the best Scope games, but there 
still isn't much to keep you amused. 
YOSHI’S COOKIE (73%) Iss 23 
A Tetris-like puzzle game which is both 
fun and challenging. 
YODHTB ISLAND (96%) ha 47 
A suparb addition to tha Ataffo fomily. 
Mora of tha same but with even more 
attarrtion to detail. Thaw paopla can't 
put a foot wrong. 
YOUNG MERLIN (78%) Iss 25 
Walk around a magical landscape 
collecting stuff...For a long time! 
ZERO: THE KAMIKAZE 
SQUIRREL (81%) Iss 45 
Very similar to Aero the Acrobat and 
just as much fun. Call it nostalgia if 
you like, but I miss games like this. 
This is platformer of high quality. 
ZMDA Bi (93%) ba 11 
Fantastic adventure that's big, atmos¬ 
pheric and vary tough. A real laster. 
ZOMBBM (92%) ha 22 
Fab-iooking blaster with pianty of 
addictive exploration and hurnour. 
ZOOL (49%) Iss 26 
Uh-oh.Some pretty graphics, but it's 
spoilt by dat^ gameplay. Another 
platformer to steer clear of. 
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Buying? Selling? Swapping? Or just fancy 

seeing your name in print? Well, it’s all 

happening here in Reader Ads... 

• Jaguar for sale includes 
Cybermorph, Theme Park and 
Aliens vs Predator. Unwanted 
gift, superb condition, guarantee 
valid. All boxed with instructions 
and original leaflets. Worth £325 

will sell for £200 ono. 
Tel: (01442) 399363 
• I will swap Street Fighter II 
Turbo with instructions for £15. 

Phone after 4pm. 

Tel: (0181) 892 8488 
• 13 SNES games for sale, 
including Prince Of Persia and 
Mario All Stars with Uni Adaptor, 
also Scope £7-25 each. If you buy 

all of them for £170 ono (new 
value £420) and I'll throw in 
Mario Kart Also for sale two 
control pads, one with turbo and 

auto-fire - £5 each. 

Tel: (01925) 756644 
• NES - 11 games, two control 
pads, light gun, game genie. 

Games boxed and in good condi¬ 
tion £60. Various mags 50p each. 

Tel: (01480) 831001 
• Super NES for sale: Un/ra//y, 

Striker World Cup and NBA Jam 
for £120 ono. 

Tel: (01636) 814403 
• SNES games for sale Alien 3 
and Desert Strike. Both games 
boxed with instructions. 

Tel: (01934) 822147 
• Super NES with 10 games and 
two controllers. Phone Justin 

after 6pm. 

Tel: (01747) 871362 
• Nintendo NES for sale plus 23 

games and extras £200. 

Tel: (01509) 814996 
• For sale! Almost every single 
issue of TOTAL! Will sell together 

or separate. 

Tel: (01274) 832670 
• Nintendo system with games, 
two control pads and lazer gun. 

Sell for £60. 
Tel: (01509) 264479 
• Assortment of 25 different 
games mags, US and UK. Approx 

119 mags. £100 ono vgc. Call 

between 4-6pm. 
Tel: (01243) 371515 
• UK SNES, two joypads, games 
including DKC, Secret Of Mana, 
Starwing and Zeda /// - £150 ono. 
Also Secret Of Mana guide - £6. 

Call between 4-6pm. 
Tel: (01243) 371515 

• GAMES* GAMES! 

GAMES! 
All over 85% in TOTAL! US 
games - Stunt Race FX, 

Turtles IV, Zelda III, Contra 
III. UK SNES games - Mario 

All Stars, Mario Kart, Sim 
City, Smash TV, Top Gear II, 

Super Aleste, World Cup 
USA, Equinox, 
Pop'n'Twinbee 2, 
Starwing, DKC, SMW, 
Street Fighter. 
Game Boy - Probotector, 

DK '94, Zelda, Tetris, FI 
Race with four-player 

adaptor, Wario Land, SML, 
Solar Striker and many 
others. Action Replay and 
10 NES games. Also PC 
games and Super Game 
Boy. Price negotiable. Call 

Dan after 5pm. 
Tel: (0181) 208 3725 

• SNES sale: DKC £26, Street 
Racer £21, Flashback £20, Super 

Bomberman £17, MK1, Super 
Ghouls'n'Ghosts, Pilotwings £10, 
Clayfighter (US) with converter 
£15, Smash Tennis £16 and more. 

Tel: (01604) 409233 
• Boxed, American SNES, two 

joypads, nine top games. Only 
import machines run frames full 
screen and faster, uses TV's SCART 
socket. All in excellent condition. 
£250 ono. Ask for John after 6pm. 

Tel: (01232) 792368 
• SNES with 10 games including 
SFII Turbo, DKC, FIFA Soccer, 
Super Mario Kart, NBA Jam, Sim 
City, two joypads. Worth £350 

will sell for £150. 

Tel: (0171) 485 7076 
• UK SNES, two adaptors and 12 
games (boxed) £220 or will sell 
separately. Also TOTAL! and 
Super Play magazines for sale. 

Tel: (01778) 815236 
• Sega Mega Drive, three control 

pads, 20 games in vgc plus 
Menacer Gun with a further six 

games - £180 ono. 
US games Chrono Trigger £30, 

Demon's Crest £15, YS3 £10, 
GODS £10. 
Tel: (01287) 634857 
• NES with two pads. Game 
Genie, carry cases and 30 games - 
all boxed with instructions for 
£265 ono (inc p&p). Will split If 
necessary. Also TOTAL! issues 
1 and others. Prices vary from 

£3-£10. 

Tel: (0171) 251 4196 
• Mostly in vgc- Mega Drive 
games. Golden Axe and Super 
Wrestle Mania - £15 each or £28 
for both. Both are boxed with 
instructions. Prices include p&p. 

Tel: (0171) 251 4196 
• SNES: seven games including 
EWJ, Zombies, Starwing, two 

joypads and US adaptor £170 
ono. Also Amiga A500-I- £120 ono. 

Ask for Don. 

Tel: (0131) 441 2518 
• SNES with two controls and 15 
SNES games, Mario Kart, 
Lemmings, Cool Spot, Earthworm 
Jim, Starwing, Sim City, Jurassic 

Park, SFII Turbo, Desert Strike, 
Magical Quest, Dragon's Lair, Star 

Wars, Lost Vikings, Super Mario 
World, Zelda III - £350. 

Tel: (01443) 673388 
• UK SNES plus 19 games. 

Universal Adaptor, A/U lead - 
£235 or swap for UK PlayStation. 

Ask for James. 

Tel: (01902) 744763 
• (US) SNES plus 20 games worth 
£660 will offer £300 ono. Games 

include, DKC, Zelda, English 
adaptor and Super Game Boy. 

Phone for details. 

Tel: (01284) 789319 
• SNES games: Drakken - £12, 
Shadowrun - £20, FIFA - £20 and 

control pad for right- or left- 
handed players - £15 and NES 

Lazer Scope (voice activated light 
gun) - £15 and various SNES 
magazines. 
Tel: (01633) 858247 
• UK SNES, two joypads, 15 
games {SMB, All Stars, Zelda, 
Starwing) Super Scope - all boxed 
as new - £220. 

Tel: (01782) 215259 
• For sale: Atari ST, joystick, 41 

games (all boxed) in good condi¬ 
tion - £150. 

Tel: (0171) 473 6443 
• SNES games: (UK) - Blackhawk 
£15, Spindizzy £7.50, SGB £15, 
Virtual Soccer £15. US - Drakken 
£8. GB with case, Wario, Action 
Replay, Probotector, mains 
adaptor and others. Please ring 

for details. 

Tel: (0121) 353 7370 

• FOR SALE 
Two control pads, 15 
games (all boxed) includes 
Starwing, Earthworm Jim, 
DK Country. All mint 

condition £160. 

Tel: (0181) 473 6443 

• SNES games: Starwing, Mech 
Warrior, £10 each. Sim City £8, 
Super Metroid £10. Will swap for 

any game over 85%. 

Tel: (01788) 567324 
• Sega Game Gear, TV turner, six 

good games, carry case, mains 

adaptor - £150 ono. 

Tel: (01252) 24005 
• For sale: UK SNES with two 
controllers, UK Mega Drive with 
two controller and a carry case, 

both boxed with Instructions each 
with a game - £65 each. Also 

games for sale: Super Mario 
World, Super Tennis, Super 
Bomberman, NBA Jam TE and 
Super Street Fighter II (plus free 
US adaptor) for the SNES. Sonic 1 
and 2, Taz Mania, Green Dog, 
Aladdin, Streets Of Rage and Tiny 
Toons for the Mega Drive. All 

games £20 each (Super Street 
Fighter II £25). Phone James. 

Tel: (01795) 843572 
• SNES and eight games plus US 
adaptor. Multitap, Action Replay, 
Super Scope, four control pads - 
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£150 the lot. 

T«l: (01736) 61700 

• NES, two controllers. Game 

Genie, 19 games including Micro 
Machines, Mega Man 4, 
Prohotector // - all for £100. 

Tol: (0181) 399 6016 
# I'm selling TOTAL! issue 1 for 

£50 or nearest offer. Maidstone 

area only. 

T6l: (01732) 810469 

• FOR SALE 

Super NES for sale. This 
SNES has been converted 
to play English, Japanese 
and US games without 
adaptor. Includes one 

joypad with an extender 
lead, a Turbo Touch 360 

pad, a Quickshot joystick, 
an Action Replay with four 
games. Worth over £750, 
will sell for £450. Offers 
welcome. Also over 50 
games for sale - going 
cheap! Ask for Andrew 
and phone after 4pm. 
Tel: (0181) 949 6047 

• SNES games - Secret Of Mana, 
Illusion Of Gaia (US), Lion King 
(£25 each). Final Fantasy 3 (US) 

£35, Axelay (US), Actraiser (£15 

each), Dungeon Master (£12) 

Super Metroid (£20). All boxed 

with instructions. 

Tel: (01932) 787598 
• Atari 520 for sale plus 200 

games Including Premier Manager 
1. Phone Ben. 

Tel: (01384) 221 301 
• Mario All Stars and Starwing 
for sale. £20-25, (UK games). 

Boxed with instructions. Also Pipe 
Dreams (GB) £5. Phone Bob now! 

SNES bargains! Nine games 

including DKC, Stunt Race FX. 
Worth £390+ will sell for £190 or 

single games £5-35. Manga and 

anime vids and posters eg Sf//-TV 

series and Dragon Ball Z. Offers. 

Tel: (0181) 462 6838 
• TAKE ME AWAY! I'M SELLING 

SNES games, SNES Action Replay, 

Game Boys, Game Boy games, 

controllers and tapes AND LOTS 

LOTS MORE! 

Tel: (01494) 673865 

• I would like to swap MK1, 
Clayfighter, SFII or Jurassic park 
for Super GB Mario Kart, Stunt 
Race FX or any other good game. 

Tel: (01693) 65403 
• Will swap my SNES Ekk The Cat 
or Krusty's Fun House for your 

Tazmania, Goof Troop or Batman 

Returns for: Spankey's Quest or 

Tazmania for Game Boy Gallery, 
Trax or Adventure Isle 2, DK '94 
for Mario Land 2 or Darkwing 

Duck. I live near London. I am 

open to other swap ideas. 

Tel: (0181) 868 4144 
• I will swap Jurassic Park or 

Mario l/l/or/c/for Action Replay 1 

or 2. Ask for John. 

Tel: (01592) 720086 
• My Street Racer, Pilotwings and 

NPHLA Hockey '93 for your 

Donkey Kong Country and other 

85%+ games. Will swap two of 

mine for DKC. 

Tel: (01203) 302043 
• I would like to swap Jurassic 
Park with booklet for FIFA Soccer 
or S Punch Out!! Ask for Craig. 

Tel: (01501) 742072 
• SNES games for swap. 

Lemmings 2 and SFII for WWF 
Raw or Super Star Wars. Or will 

sell for £25 each. Plus Mega Drive 

for sale £50 with four games. 

Tel: (01554) 821193 
• Super Nintendo player game 

exchange now operating. Large 

selection, top titles. 

Tel: (01707) 268285 
• Will swap Lawnmower Man or 

Lemmings for your Turtles In Time 
(UK). Ask for Lee. 

Tel: (01423) 888943 

(8 Super Adventure Island, 

Battletoads, Total Carnage for 

any good UK SNES games. 

Tel: (0113) 2558235 
• GB I will swap Krusty's Fun 

House, Bionic Commando and 

Ultima Runes Of Virtue for Star 

Wars or 72 arcade game. Three 

for one. 

Tel: ((n559) 384977 
• I will swap Mortal Korn bat II, 
Street Fighter II Turbo, Maximun 
Carnage (boxed with instructions) 

for Secret Of Mana (boxed with 

instructions). Ask for Oliver. 

Tel: (01579) 383419 
• I will swap my GB with case, 

headphones, three games, 

Instructions for two games, game 

cases and link lead for game gear 

for three/four games. Good condi¬ 

tion. Ask for Wesley. 

Tel: (01625) 420163 

Wanto€i 
# Wanted: Issues 4 and 7 of 

TOTAL! Phone weekdays between 

5.30-6.30. Ask for Andrew. 

(01242) 51H447 

♦ Wanted to swap Mario World 
for Mario All Stars on the SNES. 

T^sl: (0164 J.J S411&8 

9 Wolfenstein 3D for SNES 

wanted. Will pay up to £30. Ask 

for Sam. 

♦ Urgent! Issues of The Simpsons 
1-9. Issues of Batman or Robocop 

or Radioactive Man. Good condi¬ 

tion. Will pay anything. Phone 

anytime after 5pm. 

• Wanted: Alien 3, Super Battle 
Tank, Addams Family. 

♦ Wanted at a reasonable price 

Console XS issue 3 Nov '92 - 

'desperately'. Can swap for 

TOTAL! Issues 1-4 or games. 

T^l: (0141*4) 4523S*; 

• Wanted: Instructions and code 

book for Action Replay mk 1. 

Phone after 2pm. 

IH; (OISVJ) JV4104 

• Hi, Dan here. I'm looking for a 

female pen-pal aged 11-13 who 

likes football, reading and 

astronomy. Photo if poss. 

Contact: 21 Brynteg, St Davids, 
Dyfed, Wales SA6 6SQ. 

• Like joking around? Then you'll 

love ONLY JOKING. It's the best 

joke club. Just send a £1 for a 

catalogue. 

Contact: Only Joking, 23 Barley 
Hills, Bishop Stortford, Herts 
CM23 405. 
• Calling all PC owners! Selling 

disk with well programmed 

practical jokes and free 

Shareware game for first buyer. 

Write for details. Price - £3.50. 

Free instruction sheet. 

Contact: Chris Sheldrick, 
Middle Farm, HInxworth, Herts 
SG7 5HW. 

• Do you want an A4 book of 

cheats for the Nintendo, Sega, ST 

or Amiga. Send an SAE and £1. 

Contact: Adrian Hind, 20 

Airedale Court, Chilwell, 
Nottingham NG9 5PF. 
For the Ultimate read on the Next 

Gen and thel6-bit, check out 

issue 1 of Games Realm for news, 

reviews and Pascal programming 

guide. Send an SAE and £1.25. 

Contact: Nell Beatson, 50 

Brooklyn Road, Meersbrook, 
Sheffield 58 9QL 

Reader 

Just £1 for 
a normal 
ad! £5 for a 
boxed ad! 
Normal ads 
are free to 
TOTAL! 
subscribers 
To place an ad, write what you 

want to say in BLOCK CAPITALS 

on the right of the coupon. 

Remember to include your 

telephone code, although there's 

no need to put your phone 

number in the text of the ad. 

I 

Pm a mailer and I want to say.m. 
(Don't worry, dear readers - we won't jjck |f you're a subscriber □ 
print your address - unless you're ^ 
placing an ad for pen-pals.) Tick if you want a boxed ad U 

Write your message in here 
Name. Remember to use BLOCK CAPITALS 

Address. 

Postcode 

Tel 

Parental signature 
(Get your parent to sign if you're under 16) 

Classification 

Send your ad to: Reader Ads, TOTAL!, Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. You can pay by cheque or Postal Order, made payable to Future Publishing 
-please do not send cash! Don't forget to say which classification you want your ad 
to appear in (Sales, Wanted, Swaps, Fanzines, Pen-Pals and Messages). No trade ads. 



Acmss 
I This is one zit it's okay to have. (4,4) 

5 Little cars that zip around your bathroom 

(see also 5 down). (5,8) 

7 Data . Prolific games producers with a 

definite direction. (4) 

8 A logo that was the devil's doing and the 

cover of TOTAL! 39. (5) 

9 We paid a visit to his Island last month. 

(6) 
10 A place where surfers can find TOTAL! 

(3) 

II Every TOTAL! reader has a massive one 

of these. (1,1) 
13 _bound, the brilliant but bizarre RPG 

from TOTAL! 46. (5) 

14 What you're looking to inflict in Super 

Punch Out!! (1,1) 

15 Danny, Johnny and I all did this many 

.times when playing Doom. (4) 

17 Sly Stallone was the law enforcer we all 

dread meeting (5). 

19 Jim Carrey in Batman Forever. (7) 
23 They're moving on up (see also b down 

ironically). (6) 

25 Everyone's going crazy for Pinball on 

the Game Boy. Especially in the last issue. 

(5) 

26 Even with this on Full, it's still a 

terrible racing game. (8) 

Popular back page regular which gets angry if you 
don’t attempt it. You’re looking at it now. (9) 

Down 
1 Food for guns, as Sensible Soccer 

players join the Territorial Army. (6,6) 

2 Does this Starfish require surgery? (9) 

3 The Surprise Platform Smash of 1995 

according to TOTAL! 40. (5,5) 

4 Watch out for these in Doom. (5) 

5 (see 5 across). (5,8) 

6 Robots, (see 23 across). 

(4,2,3) 

12 Hell's Hamsters m^aybe? These mice 

have big choppers. (5) 

16 Play Game Boy Gallery too often 

and this is what you'll become. (3) 

18 Add 64 and you've got the 

biggest thing happening in '96. (5) 

20 The machine that sweeps up 

between periods in NHLPA '94, 
someone who decorates cakes, and only 

decent four letter word we could think of 

that began with l and ended with R. (4) 

21 An integral part of filthy racing game 

reviewed this month. (4) 

22 You do this in FI, Turbo Toons and 

Micro Machines. (4) 

24 Best Plnce tor Supet SaiU'e Tank on 

the Game Boy (3) 

You're quite a clever bunch 
really, aren't you? Certainly 
know your Nintendo facts 

inside out. When we started the cross¬ 
word a couple of months ago we had 
no idea it would be this popular, but I 
still think we're making it far too easy 
for you. This week is no exception, but 
get your answers in quickly because 
next month Is going to be an absolute 

__(nine letter word that is the 
opposite of dream). As usual, send your 
answers to The TOTAL! Crossword, 
TOTAL!, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 
Avon BA1 2BW. Me, Johnny, Debs 
and_will be waiting for your 
answers (small spindly boy with glasses 
that constantly gets picked on, five 
letters). 



NEXT 
Coming Soon... 

1996 
We gaze into the 
TOTAL! crystal ball with 
Mystic Rob and give you a 
glimpse of the future. Film licences, 
sec|uels, sports updates and the best 
new SNES and Game Boy 
releases, we tell you 
exactly what to 
expect. And then, of 
course, there’s the 
Ultra 64... 
1996 - you can’t 
avoid It, we f / 
suggest that you f 
prepare yoursel* 

1995 
It was great, wasn’t 

It? Look back over the 
year with us In our massive 

review and savour our top 52 games - one 
for every week of the year! 

And there may be a few late entries... 
Micro Machines 2, DKC2, Totai 

Footbaii, 90 Minutes, 
Separation Anxiety, 

Reyoiution X and 
Frantic Fiea all 

reviewed. 

Plan your games year, 
your footy year, and your 

other stuff year, with our 
gorgeous wall-chart calendar. 

[(g) ON SALE TUES 12 DEC TOTAL! ISSUE 48 DEC 9S 



SiOMtV TO 

Original 

fC Nintendo) 

Seal of 
Quality 

AVAILABLI 

THE ACTION - M0R| EXPLOSIVE THAN JIIIP 
THE nCHNOtOOY - THE MOST 

THE MISSIONS - LAND. SEA, JUNGLE. Tpip 
TIffi ULTIMATE CHALLENGE AND TOUGNEST W! 

fTERNATIONAL LTD, 4 tHE P/^DE, EPSOM, SURREY KT18 5DH^EL^72 7 
URBAN STRim AND JUNGLE STRIKE ARE TRADEMARKS OF ELefcT|bNlc)«TS. ELECTRONIC ARTS IS A REGISTHIID TRADEMAMOM^nSQ^C ARTS. 

SUpS NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM™ AND tH»FFICIAL SEAL ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTfiNDO CO. LTlV© IWSlfTO^C. 


